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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

THE MICROTUBULE-ASSOCIATED PROTEIN SHE1 REGULATES DYNEIN-MEDIATED 

SPINDLE POSITIONING IN BUDDING YEAST 

 
 
 

Microtubules are polar filamentous proteins part of a complex cytoskeletal network within 

cells that provides an organized interface with which motors use to transport vesicular cargoes 

and organelles, and mediate positioning of the mitotic spindle during cell division. There are two 

groups of molecular motor proteins that use microtubules as a track: (1) kinesins, the 

predominant anterograde motors and which are represented by six distinct different motors in 

budding yeast and (2) dynein, the predominant retrograde motor to which there is only one, 

cytoplasmic dynein, in budding yeast. Regulation of motor proteins is paramount to ensure that 

these various functions are achieved efficiently in a time and space-sensitive manner. There are 

many ways microtubules regulate their track, including through a class of highly diverse proteins 

called microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs), one of which in budding yeast is She1. In 

budding yeast, the only currently known role of cytoplasmic dynein is positioning the mitotic 

spindle during cell division. To direct the polarized movement of the spindle towards the 

daughter-cell, dynein relies on the MAP She1. To understand the mechanism by which She1 

may regulate dynein-mediated spindle positioning, we first characterized the effects of She1 on 

dynein motility using recombinant protein. Our results demonstrated that She1 affects dynein 

motility by enhancing dynein-microtubule binding through simultaneous interactions with the 

dynein microtubule binding domain (MTBD) and the microtubule. From our in vitro data, we 

suggested a model where She1 assists dynein force generation to pull the large nucleus into the 

narrower bud neck connecting mother and daughter cells. However, we tested this model in vivo 

and found no such effects on nuclear translocation success, leaving us to investigate an 
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alternative model where She1 polarizes spindle movements towards the daughter cell through 

inhibiting dynein activity in the mother cell. We explored this model in vivo using a 

comprehensive analysis of dynein-mediated spindle movements which revealed She1 ensures 

dynein in the daughter cell maintains bud neck proximity by inhibiting dynein activity and the 

initiation of dynein-mediated spindle movements in the mother cell. Moreover, we find that this 

process depends on She1 binding to aMTs in the mother cell and not spindle microtubules 

where She1 also localizes. Finally, we provide evidence that She1 requires the MTBD of dynein 

for some aspects of this inhibition, reconciling, in part, our in vitro and in vivo data. Our data 

provides a fascinating new mechanism of regulation by a MAP and suggests a new angle to 

approach future exploration of MAP-mediated regulation in higher eukaryotes. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

 
1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW & THESIS RATIONALE 
 

Motion is an integral part of what we all might include in our definition of life. The 

flagellum of an E. Coli beats like a rigid propeller guiding the bacterium to its next meal, and 

within eukaryotic cells, complex cytoskeletal networks comprised of protein polymers actin, 

microtubules, and intermediate filaments span the length of the cell, providing a molecular 

“highway” with which to direct the movement of molecular motors to transport vesicular cargoes 

and organelles. This motion, which specifically implies purpose rather than the consequences of 

random diffusion, are some of the most fascinating concepts in biology. Biologists did not widely 

accept the concept of a cellular cytoskeleton in all eukaryotes until the 1960’s with the 

improvement of electron microscope technology, believing previously that many molecules 

simply floated freely within the cytoplasm of cells (reviewed in Frixione et al., 2000). Today, we 

understand the importance of cytoskeletal structures in their ability to provide a polarized, 

directional track with which to direct the movement of molecules to all parts of the cell and to 

provide the organized backbone for a multitude of processes (reviewed in van Beuningen et al., 

2016; Guedes-Dias et al., 2019; reviewed in Robison et al., 2017).   

Microtubules are one such component of the cytoskeleton. Microtubules are essential 

polymers formed from the polymerization of conserved α- and β-tubulin heterodimers. These 

large proteinaceous ensembles are highly dynamic, switching stochastically between 

polymerization and depolymerization, an essential behavior called dynamic instability, in order 

to achieve the diverse roles they play within cells (Mitchison et al., 1984; Manka et al., 2018). 

Tubulin heterodimers typically assemble head-to-tail, with β-tubulin on the leading edge of 

microtubule growth to make hollow, cylindrical rods of varying flexibility and shape depending on 
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β-tubulin GTP or GDP containing status and other regulatory factors (Igaev et al., 2018; 

Mitchison et al., 1984; Voter et al., 1984). Additionally, the shape and flexibility of the 

microtubule is different at the so called GTP-cap, a GTP rich region at the plus end, which can 

define the localization of various microtubule-associated factors and regulate the dynamics of a 

growing and shrinking microtubule (Zhang et al., 2015; Alushin et al., 2014). In most organisms, 

the circumference of the hollow cylinder typically contains ~13-14 protofilaments, which can be 

affected by tubulin isoforms and microtubules associated proteins (MAPs), like doublecortin 

(DCX) (Fourniol et al., 2010; Howes et al., 2017). A nucleation event typically occurs at 

centrosomes composed of another tubulin type, γ-tubulin, which can act as a conformationally 

favorable base with which to help drive nucleation (Sulimenk et al., 2006). One heterodimer has 

two GTP-binding sites, one in α-tubulin that exists within the dimer, near the binding contact with 

β-tubulin, and cannot be hydrolyzed, and one in β-tubulin that can be hydrolyzed to harness the 

chemical energy of GTP. Fascinatingly, this GTP is hydrolyzed after contact from a tubulin 

dimer of the growing end, in which case the α-tubulin contact completes the binding pocket like 

a puzzle piece to allow cleavage of GTP to GDP+Pi (Alushin et al., 2014). It is critical that this 

hydrolysis occur after the right contacts with the α-tubulin on the new heterodimer are made, 

otherwise this will lead to a catastrophe event and subsequent depolymerization (Mitchison et 

al., 1984; Dimitrov et al., 2008; Gardner et al., 2011). Upon ATP hydrolysis, conformational 

changes in α-tubulin has been shown to lead to global rearrangements which induce strain upon 

the lattice and also adjust contacts between protofilaments (Yajima et al., 2012; Alushin et al., 

2014). However, in the context of a cell, such regulation is critical to maintain highly dynamic 

structures the reorganize and reshape the cytoskeletal matrix, and to regulate the specific 

factors associated with microtubules. 

Regulation of microtubule processes is achieved intrinsically through post-translational 

modifications on the heterodimer C-terminal tails, and through expression of various isoforms of 

both α and β-tubulins that exhibit different properties for microtubule polymers (Lacroix et al., 
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2010; Sirajuddin et al., 2014; Parker et al., 2018; Bode et al., 2003; Saillour et al., 2014; 

reviewed in Yu et al., 2015). However, there are many other modes through which microtubules 

and microtubule-based processes are regulated. Microtubules are a platform bound by many 

different proteins that are critical for the regulation of microtubule-based processes. Microtubule-

associated proteins, or MAPs, are strewn about the microtubule lattice to regulate binding of 

other proteins, motility of motors, and alter the properties and structure of microtubules 

themselves. Many microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) have specialized roles in regulating 

both microtubules and the binding of other MAPs. Some MAPs behave as enzymes that can 

break or depolymerize microtubules. The first report of a microtubule severing enzyme was in X. 

laevis egg extracts, which was named katanin, after the Japanese samurai sword (Vale et al., 

1991; McNally et al., 1993). The microtubule severing enzymes spastin and katanin are a family 

of ATPase enzymes found throughout higher eukaryotes that catalytically remove tubulin dimers 

from the microtubule lattice (reviewed in Roll-Mecak et al., 2010; Diaz-Valencia et al., 2011; 

McNally et al., 1993). Katanin exhumes tubulin heterodimers from the GDP rich region of 

microtubules, resulting in nanoscale damage, observed in vivo and in vitro (Srayko et al., 2006; 

Zhang et al., 2011; Vemu et al., 2019; Roll-Mecak et al., 2006). Fascinatingly, this microtubule-

damaging function, like spastin, has been shown to maintain microtubule density in vivo, serving 

as a critical factor in maintenance of microtubule arrays in neurons (Sherwood et al., 2004; 

Ahmad et al., 1999; Trotta et al., 2004; Lombino et al., 2019) and regulating the architecture and 

length of the mitotic spindle (reviewed in McNally et al., 2018; McNally et al., 2006; Loughlin et 

al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2007). 

There are also many classes of MAPs that bind along the length of microtubules to 

perform many important functions in cells including maintenance of the cytoskeleton (e.g. 

katanin and spastin, mentioned before) and crosslinking antiparallel microtubules (e.g. PRC1). 

PRC1 localizes specifically to antiparallel microtubules that overlap in the midzone of the mitotic 

spindle, maintaining stability there (Bieling et al., 2010; Subramanian et al., 2010). MAPs also 
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perform “traffic control” of transport along microtubules driven by motor proteins in many cell 

types. Many of these MAPs that have been identified exhibit “roadblock” like properties, 

meaning they inhibit transport of more than one category of motor protein (reviewed in 

Bodakuntla et al., 2019). Such lack of specificity implies these MAPs act a physical barrier 

against the movement of motors on microtubules, rather than directly binding them. For 

example, tau, which has been implicated in intracellular transport of synaptic vesicles and 

organelles in vivo, inhibits both kinesin-1 and kinesin-3 motors. It does not have a dramatic 

effect on dynein motility, but does cause the motor to pause and take side steps or backwards 

steps (Ebneth et al., 1998; Mandelkow et al., 2003; Monroy et al., 2020). The same can be said 

of MAP2, also a neuronal MAP that inhibits kinesin-1 and kinesin-3 families, and incidentally, 

shares similar microtubule binding repeats putting it in the same family of MAPs (Dehmelt et al., 

2005; Monroy et al., 2020). The tau family also includes a non-neuronally expressed MAP4 that 

contains the same microtubule binding repeats, and which is interesting in its own right (Chapin 

et al., 1991). MAP4 is expressed in mammalian neurons like its tau and MAP2 counterparts, 

and also in nearly all other tissue types and has been linked to cardiovascular disease. MAP4 

functions both at the mitotic spindle and astral microtubules of mammalian cells to assist in 

dynein-mediated spindle positioning along with a microtubule-cortex anchoring MAP CLASP1 

(Tokuraku et al., 2010; Parysek et al., 1985; Kotani et al., 1988; Samora et al., 2011; 

Lansbergen et al., 2006; Li et al., 2020). MAP4 regulates the large dynein cofactor dynactin 

likely through obscuring the microtubule from dynactin binding (Samora et al., 2011).  A novel 

MAP, TPX2, found in X. laevis egg extracts, is involved in both dynein and kinesin transport 

during mitosis. Specifically, it is required for the transport of kinesin-like motor XKlp2 to minus 

ends by hitchhiking on the minus-end directed motor dynein, for pole focusing during mitosis 

(Boleti et al., 1996; Wittmann et al., 2000). 

Other groups of MAPs specialize in associating with the microtubule plus ends (+TIPs; 

reviewed in Akhmanova et al., 2015). These include the XMAP215 family, which promote 
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microtubule polymerization through enhancing the recruitment of tubulin dimers at the farthest 

distal end the growing microtubule tip (Brouhard et al., 2008; Zanic et al., 2013; Maurer et al., 

2014). This family of MAPs are characterized by the presence of variable copies of tubulin 

binding TOG domains which recognize the curved (distal plus end) conformation of unbound 

tubulin dimers and, perhaps, the microtubule sheets at plus ends. They track the microtubule 

ends through a diffusional process controlled by weakly binding, disordered regions (Widlund et 

al., 2011; Brouhard et al., 2008; Ayaz et al., 2014). Another +TIP, EB1, is suspected to promote 

the lateral attachments of protofilament interactions by putting GTP hydrolysis into overdrive 

and therefore accelerating maturation of microtubules (Maurer et al., 2014). The structural 

domains that confer binding recognition of EB1 to the GTP-cap of microtubules is well 

understood to be through calponin homology domains (CH domains; highly positively charged) 

flanked by negatively charged, disordered linkers that tune their interactions with microtubules 

(Hayashi et al., 2003; Xia et al., 2014; Slep et al., 2007; Buey et al., 2011). Interestingly, it is 

suspected that the binding position of the EB1 protein, which spans two tubulin heterodimers, 

may recognize the protofilament strain induced by GTP hydrolysis, mentioned previously, to 

preferentially associate with the GTP-cap (Vitre et al., 2008; Maurer et al., 2012; Alushin et al., 

2014). This kind of structural preference for GTP containing protofilaments has been 

demonstrated with other MAPs, including DCX (Francis et al., 1999; Bechstedt et al 2014; 

Ettinger et al., 2016).  

Some +TIP factors, like CLIP-170, are suspected to require the bonafide +TIP trackers 

(like EB1) in order to concentrate at the pus ends of microtubules. For instance, Bik1/CLIP-170, 

contains a CAP-Gly domain that recognizes EEY/F motifs, specifically, it recognizes the 

aromatic tyrosine (mammals) or phenylalanine (yeast) on microtubule C-terminal tails and the c-

terminus of Bim1/EB1, which can be highly sensitive to post-translational modifications as a 

means to regulate binding (Peris et al., 2006). A small nonpolar motif, SxIP (where x is any 

amino acid), has also been linked among EB-binding proteins (Badin-Larçon et al., 2004; 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=Badin-Lar%C3%A7on+AC&cauthor_id=15031428
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Stangier et al., 2018; reviewed in Kumar et al., 2012), a process which is seen in yeast and 

mammalian cells (Bieling et al., 2008; Honnappa et al., 2009; Honnappa et al., 2006; Mishima et 

al., 2007). Fascinatingly, in several examples, regulation of plus end localization is achieved 

through direct competitive binding of EB1/Bim1 binding proteins that contain SxIP motifs and 

those containing CAP-Gly domains, suggesting a novel mode of regulating +TIPs and 

complexes that localize there, such as assemblies of EB1, CLIP-170, and the p150Glued (CAP-

Gly domain) which can serve as platforms for mammalian dynein motor targeting in vitro and in 

budding yeast mitosis (Duellberg et al., 2014; Roberts et al., 2014; Lammers et al., 2015).  

Additionally, microtubules serve as molecular highway for motile MAPs, or motor 

proteins, which drive transport and movement of vesicles and organelles during intracellular 

transport and cell division. There are two groups of motor proteins that use microtubules as their 

molecular tracks: (1) kinesins are a large superfamily of motor proteins defined by 14 families 

and is the predominant anterograde (plus-end directed) motor, though with exceptions to this 

rule. The kinesin-14 family of motors are evolutionarily conserved retrograde kinesin motors in 

eukaryotes. There are over 45 different kinesins specialized for various roles in mitosis and cell 

transport. Several kinesin families, specifically kinesin-8 have been shown to track the plus ends 

through interaction with EB1 through MCAK (SxIP motif containing protein) to promote 

microtubule depolymerization (Tanenbaum et al., 2011). (2) Dynein is part of smaller family of 

motors, unlike kinesin, there are only two families which are axonemal and cytoplasmic dynein. 

Most retrograde (minus-end directed) transport is achieved by this motor, a fascinating 

conundrum when it comes to the overwhelming number of functions dynein is involved in 

(Moore et al., 2009; Egan et al., 2012; Koonce et al., 2000; Driskell et al., 2007; Presley et al., 

1997; Gross et al., 2002; Tsai et al., 2007; Collins et al., 2012). This suggests that dynein must 

require a plethora of regulatory factors to tune its localization and motility within a cell, to 

succeed at its broad range of functions. As previously mentioned, dynein is targeted to 

microtubule plus ends, where it is activated to perform many roles in transport in cells and 
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spindle positioning during cell division. In budding yeast, cytoplasmic dynein performs only one 

function (that we know of so far) which is positioning the mitotic spindle during cell division 

(Moore et al., 2009). Cytoplasmic dynein is suspected to interact with Pac1 in the cytoplasm 

where it is stabilized by Pac1 from an autoinhibited, to an uninhibited, conformation (Marzo et 

al., 2020). Then, dynein is targeted to plus ends of astral microtubules through Pac1 interaction 

with the +TIP Bik1 (CLIP-170), which fascinatingly, does not require Bim1 to tip-track like 

mammalian cells (but may play a role in its localization there) (Lee et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2005; 

Sheeman et al., 2003; Markus et al., 2009; Marzo et al., 2020). 

As previously mentioned, microtubule organizing centers (MTOCs) which are 

centrosomes (or simply spindle pole bodies in S. cerevisiae) are the origin point of microtubule 

growth, and though they can vary greatly between organisms, this main purpose is resolute 

(Porter et al., 1966; Voter et al., 1984; reviewed in Sanchez et al., 2017). Centrosomes are the 

epicenter for building the mitotic and meiotic spindles from nucleation of microtubule 

protofilaments. In S. cerevisiae, or budding yeast, the functionally equivalent centrosome is the 

spindle pole body (SPB) – though it is structurally different from centrosome – and is the only 

MTOC unit in yeast. The SPBs are embedded within in the nuclear envelope with inner and 

outer plaques that face either the nucleoplasm or the cytoplasm. The inner plaque is associated 

with spindle and interpolar microtubules whereas the outer plaque nucleates astral microtubules 

(aMTs) (Byers et al., 1975; Moens et al., 1971). Throughout the cell cycle in budding yeast, the 

nucleus remains intact (and therefore the spindle pole bodies remain embedded in the nucleus 

as well), a unique feature of these organisms (Fig 1.1a). The nucleus houses the mitotic spindle 

and genetic material, which, given the asymmetric nature of budding yeast mitosis, must be 

positioned between mother and daughter cells for proper cell division. This region, called the 

bud neck, is the site of cytokinesis (Fig 1.1a). The astral microtubules that emanate from the 

spindle pole bodies are used to position the mitotic spindle through two compensatory, nearly 

redundant pathways: (1) Kar9 (karyogamy mutant 9) is localized to microtubule plus ends of the 
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bud-inherited spindle pole body through interaction with +TIP Bim1 (Liakopoulos et al 2003; 

Kusch et al., 2002). To align the spindle, Myo2 (Myosin V actin-based transport motor protein), 

is bound by the Bim1-Kar9 complex, linking the astral microtubule bound by Bim1 with the actin 

cytoskeletal network (Miller et al., 2000). Myo2 walks along actin cables emanating from the bud 

tip to tug the spindle and nucleus with it as it walks towards the bud tip (Yin et al., 2000; 

reviewed in Hwang et al., 2003; Maekawa et al., 2003).  And (2) the pathway already alluded to, 

the dynein pathway. Dynein is targeted to the plus ends as previously noted, and through a 

currently unknown mechanism, dynein (in an active conformation, with a microtubule binding 

domain that is competent for microtubule binding) does not actively walk towards the minus end 

until it has been offloaded upon an astral microtubule encountering the cell cortex. Dynein, 

without Pac1 and along with the large dynein cofactor dynactin, is offloaded to the cortical 

receptor and adaptor protein Num1 (Lammers et al., 2015; Marzo et al., 2020). After offloading 

dynein engages in minus end directed motility (towards SPBs) on astral microtubules, leading to 

movement of the spindle and nucleus into the bud neck prior to cell division (Fig 1.1b). 

In budding yeast, there are representatives from all categories of MAPs (including 

microtubule motors, to which there are 9 kinesins and one dynein). Of the plus-end localized 

MAPs, there are Bik1 and Bim1 (CLIP-170 and EB1 orthologues) as well as CLASP and 

XAMP215 orthologues Stu1 and Stu2, respectively (Berlin et al., 1990; Pasqualone et al., 1994; 

Schwartz et al., 1997; Wang et al., 1997). Two MAPs that localize to the spindle are IRC15 

(unknown homolog) and Ase1 (PRC1 orthologue) which regulate microtubule dynamics and 

crosslink microtubules in fission yeast, respectively (Keyes et al., 2009; Loїodice et al., 2005). 

But additionally, there is the most fascinating of the yeast MAPs, She1, which also belongs to 

the category of indiscriminate microtubule lattice binders. She1 has been shown to localize to 

spindle microtubules and astral microtubules (Pigula et al., 2009; Woodruff et al., 2009; Markus 

et al., 2012) and is a potent binder of microtubules in vitro, suggesting She1 is a bonafide MAP 

in vivo (Markus et al., 2012). At the spindle midzone, it is suspected to regulate metaphase 
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spindle stability (Zhu et al., 2017) and kinetochore function through interaction with kinetochore 

component Mcm21 and Bim1 (Wong et al., 2007), and facilitate spindle disassembly prior to 

cytokinesis (Woodruff et al., 2010; Pigula et al., 2014). She1 functions at the kinetochore have 

also been implicated in regulating Ipl1 (Aurora B in mammalian cells) (Wong et al., 2007; 

Woodruff et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2017). Additionally, She1 has been implicated in regulating 

dynein pathway function. Specifically, overexpression of She1 leads to a mispositioning defect 

as severe as dyn1Δ, moreover, this phenotype was exacerbated by kar9Δ and not dyn1Δ 

(Markus et al., 2012). Additionally, she1Δ cells exhibited dramatic spindle movements that were 

dynein-dependent, suggesting She1 suppresses dynein activity (Woodruff et al., 2009). Notably, 

this suppression appears to polarize spindle movement towards the bud neck, through an 

unknown mechanism (Markus et al., 2012). It was noted that She1 has an effect on dynein plus-

end localization (it is reduced) and plus end localization of dynactin complexes (which is 

increased), suggesting She1 may be inhibiting dynein activity through restricting dynein-

dynactin interaction at plus ends (Woodruff et al., 2009; Markus et al., 2011), yet She1 does not 

directly interact with any dynactin components nor prevent interactions between dynactin 

subunits, leaving the mechanism behind how She1 is indirectly preventing dynactin localization 

largely unknown (Bergman 2012; Markus et al., 2011). In vitro studies revealed that She1 is a 

potent inhibitor of dynein motility, even in the absence of dynactin, a behavior that is specific to 

dynein and not kinesin motors, suggesting, along with the in vivo data, that She1 may be 

directly inhibiting dynein motors in cells (Markus et al., 2012). Additionally, whether this 

regulation is achieved by spindle localized She1, or She1 on astral microtubules or the bud neck 

(where She1 also localizes), is unknown, as is the relevance of the in vitro data. The 

mechanism behind how She1 regulates dynein-mediated spindle positioning is unknown, as is 

the mechanism behind how She1 inhibits dynein motility in vitro, and hereby begins the focus of 

the findings in this dissertation. 
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1.2 OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS 

In chapter 2, to determine the mechanism behind the potent effects of She1 on dynein 

motility in vitro, as described above, we enlisted basic biochemical techniques to systematically 

characterize the specifics of how dynein motility is affected by She1 using recombinant proteins. 

We found that She1 reduces the rate at which dynein consumes ATP by enhancing dynein-

microtubule interaction and reducing the dissociation rate of dynein from microtubules, 

unsurprisingly leading to a reduced stepping frequency. Fascinatingly, we also found that She1 

must simultaneously bind to the microtubule binding domain dynein and microtubule to exert 

these effects on dynein. No prior MAPs have been shown to exhibit this behavior which made it 

exciting to postulate how She1 could be contributing to the regulation of dynein-mediated 

spindle positioning in budding yeast. Given that She1 enhances dynein-microtubule interactions, 

we proposed a hypothesis where She1 assists dynein in moving the large nucleus into the 

narrow bud neck. 

In chapter 3, we investigated our hypothesis that She1 assists dynein-mediated spindle 

positioning by assisting nuclear translocation into the bud neck. Importantly, we explored the 

relevance of our prior in vitro data to She1 function in cells. To begin, we characterized the 

consequences of she1Δ cells on spindle positioning and cell cycle progression and corroborated 

prior findings that She1 is important for spindle positioning. We next tested our hypothesis 

regarding nuclear translocation but determined this hypothesis was wrong. Revisiting our 

previous hypothesis, we carefully analyzed the effects of she1Δ on dynein-mediated spindle 

movement. We defined in moderate detail two parameters describing motor motility and three 

metrics describing general dynein activity in cells. We found that She1 inhibits dynein 

hyperactivity on astral microtubules, by localizing within the mother compartment and 

specifically inhibiting the initiation of dynein-mediated spindle pulling events. We also present 

evidence supporting that this inhibition is through She1 binding to both microtubules and the 

dynein microtubule binding domain. We were unable to determine the mechanism behind how 
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She1 regulates dynactin, but we concluded that She1 inhibition in the mother cell maintains the 

spindle within close proximity to the bud neck to ensure proper positioning (Fig 1.1b). 

Appendix 2 includes valuable data that demonstrates the tubulin mutant used in chapter 

3 has reduced She1 binding in vivo. This tubulin mutant was used to test She1-microtubule 

binding in the dynein spindle positioning phenotype. We determined that the tub-G437R 

mutation leads to reduced She1 binding to spindle, and presumably astral, microtubules. A 

fascinating, yet coincidental finding of this investigation was that the widely accepted 

representation of α-tubulin isoforms in cells may be different than previously thought. We 

determined that spindle microtubules incorporate equal amounts of the two α-tubulin isoforms, 

Tub1 and Tub3. Future studies are needed to test this hypothesis. 

Our prior work demonstrated that She1 binds the microtubule binding domain, narrowing 

down the binding region on dynein from 500kD to 123 amino acids. We also corroborated that 

She1 binds the C-terminal tails of microtubules and that neighboring residues on the C-terminal 

α-helix may also be critical for She1 binding. We wondered if we could similarly narrow down 

the regions on She1 that binds microtubules and dynein. We attempted to do this in appendix 3 

by using yeast-2-hybrid and single molecule assays. We surmised that the microtubule binding 

region lies somewhere in C-terminal fragment 169-338 (corroborating results published by 

another lab during this time) and the dynein binding region is likely encompassed within regions 

on the N-terminus and C-terminus. 

 Previous studies have shown that a phosphomimic mutant of She1 inhibits dynein 

motility more potently than wildtype. We wondered if phosphorylation is a mechanism to 

temporally and spatially control She1 inhibition of dynein activity during mitosis. In appendix 4, 

we describe mass-spectrometry results that revealed novel phosphorylation sites on She1. 

Importantly, these sites are from cells where She1 is expressed at endogenous levels and 

arrested in metaphase, when we believe She1 actively inhibits dynein. 
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Finally, in appendix 5 we discuss the importance of using yeast microtubules for our 

future in vitro assays. For example, yeast Bim1 has been shown to tip track on yeast but not 

mammalian microtubules (Howes et al., 2018), indicating that subtle structural and sequence 

differences affect the behavior of MAPs. This appendix describes the purification steps and 

polymerization steps in detail to ensure this difficult protein purification can done by others 

successfully in the future. Preliminarily, we also found differences in the inhibitory effects of 

She1 on dynein in single molecule assays using yeast microtubules. 

 

1.3 FIGURES 
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Figure 1.1 Dynein-mediated spindle positioning during mitosis. (a) Budding yeast cell 
cycle. (b) She1 inhibits dynein activity in vivo through binding the dynein MTBD and the 
microtubule. This inhibition is specific to the mother cell, where She1 is spatially restricted to 
mother-associated aMTs. How She1 regulates dynactin at plus ends is an outstanding question. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 
 

SHE1 AFFECTS DYNEIN THROUGH DIRECT INTERACTION WITH THE MICROTUBULE 
AND THE DYNEIN MICROTUBULE-BINDING DOMAIN1 

 
 
 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The large size and crowded environment of a typical eukaryotic cell necessitates the 

tightly regulated active transport of myriad cargoes to various subcellular sites. In eukaryotic 

cells, this transport is mediated by a large family of molecular motors that walk along polarized 

actin and microtubule filaments (reviewed in Vale et al., 2003). The kinesin and dynein families 

of microtubule motors are responsible for cargo transport toward the plus and minus ends of 

microtubules (with few exceptions) that are generally situated at the cell periphery and cell 

center, respectively. Given the strict spatial and temporal requirements for motor-mediated 

cargo transport, precisely tuned motor activity is imperative for the development and 

maintenance of a healthy cell and tissue. 

Rather than existing as bare tracks, microtubules are bound by various classes of 

microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs), including those that bind along the lattice (e.g., 

MAP1A, tau, TPX2, PRC1) (Halpain et al., 2006; Dehmelt et al., 2005; Brunet et al., 2004; 

Mollinari et al., 2002), those that concentrate at the plus (e.g., EB1, CLIP170, CLASP; Mimori-

Kiyosue et al., 2000; Rickard et al., 1990; Akhmanova et al., 2001) or minus ends (e.g., 

Patronin; Goodwin et al., 2010), and a large number of microtubule motors. Several studies 

  
1
This chapter was published in 2017 under the same name. S.M.M. designed the study. S.M.M. and K.H.E. generated the 

reagents, performed experiments, and analyzed the single molecule and binding data. L.G.L. performed the ATPase assays, 

and analyzed the data. T.M. and T.J.S. performed the high resolution stepping analysis. S.M.M., M.G.M. and K.H.E. acquired 

and analyzed the spindle oscillation and orientation data. S.M.M. performed the two-hybrid assay, and wrote the 

manuscript. 

 

Reference: 

Ecklund KH, Morisaki T, Lammers LG, Marzo MG, Stasevich TJ, and Markus SM. She1 affects dynein through direct 

interactions with the microtubule and the dynein microtubule-binding domain. Nature Communications. 2017;8:2151. 
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have revealed the response of some motors to such “roadblocks”. For instance, in vitro studies 

have revealed that single molecules of kinesin slow down and are more likely to dissociate 

when encountering either high concentrations of other kinesins (Conway et al., 2012; Telley et 

al., 2009) or tau (Dixit et al., 2008). Similar studies have revealed that upon encountering tau, 

dynein motors tend to reverse direction rather than detach (Dixit et al., 2008; Soundararajan et 

al., 2014), whereas MAP4 (a neuronal and non-neuronal tau family member) reduces the 

velocity of dynein motors in vitro (Samora et al., 2011) and their run length in vivo (Semenova et 

al., 2014).  

In addition to exhibiting “roadblock” activity  i.e. inducing detachment or reducing 

velocity), several MAPs have been shown to recruit kinesins to various microtubule structures. 

For instance, studies in several model systems have shown that the microtubule cross-linking 

protein PRC1 (Ase1 in fission and budding yeasts) is important for the recruitment of the 

kinesins Xklp1 (Xenopus laevis), Cin8 (budding yeast), and Kpl9 (fission yeast), all of which 

affect spindle midzone functions (Bieling et al., 2010; Khmelinskii et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2009). 

Similarly, the MAP TPX2 has been shown to be important for recruitment of the kinesin-5, Eg5, 

to spindle microtubules where it functions in spindle assembly (Ma et al., 2011; Eckerdt et al., 

2008). In addition to a recruitment role, Tpx2 has also been shown to reduce the velocity of Eg5 

(Ma et al., 2011; Balchand et al., 2015). Thus, understanding how various motors navigate 

around or are affected by MAPs is critical to understanding the molecular regulation of cellular 

motor activity. 

In contrast to the kinesin family of motors, which are represented by at least 45 proteins 

in human cells (Miki et al., 2001), only one variant of cytoplasmic dynein (dynein-1) is encoded 

by eukaryotic genomes and is responsible for nearly all minus end-directed microtubule 

transport. Given its varied cellular roles it’s unsurprising that numerous regulators contribute to 

in vivo dynein function. These include LIS1 (human homolog of yeast Pac1), the dynactin 

complex, and the growing family of adaptor proteins that link dynein to dynactin and various 
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cellular sites (e.g., Bicaudal-D, Hook, Spindly). These effectors each exhibit unique activities 

and mechanisms of action. For instance, the LIS1 homolog Pac1 reduces dynein velocity 

through direct binding to the AAA (ATPase associated with various cellular activities) ring, which 

sterically blocks its mechanochemical cycle (Toropova et al., 2014). The dynactin complex, on 

the other hand, activates metazoan dynein motility (Schlager et al., 2014; McKenney et al., 

2014) through a mechanism that likely involves promotion of microtubule binding (McKenney et 

al., 2016), and orienting the two motor domains appropriately for processive motility (Zhang et 

al., 2017; Urnavicius et al., 2015). These dynactin-mediated activities require adaptor proteins 

that promote binding between dynactin and the N-terminal tail domain of dynein (or tail-bound 

accessory chains; Schlager et al., 2014; McKenney et al., 2014; Urnavicius et al., 2015; Splinter 

et al., 2012). Although it is unclear if other regions of the dynein motor are targets for regulation, 

the size, architecture, and complex mechanochemical cycle of dynein suggest at least the 

potential for various sites of regulation. For instance, the crowded microenvironment of the 

microtubule lattice raises the possibility that MAPs may regulate dynein activity via direct 

interactions with regions of the motor that are in close proximity to the microtubule (i.e. the 

microtubule-binding domain, MTBD, or the coiled-coil that links the MTBD to the AAA ring). 

However, no such activity has yet been identified. 

Here we focus on understanding the mechanism by which the MAP She1 affects dynein 

motility. The role for She1 in dynein function is currently unclear, although in vivo studies have 

shown that deletion of She1 leads to defects in daughter cell-directed spindle movements, while 

in vitro studies have shown that She1 is a potent effector of dynein motility (Markus et al., 2012). 

Specifically, She1 reduces dynein velocity and increases the duration of time dynein spends 

bound to microtubules. Interestingly, She1 exhibits high specificity for dynein and has no 

apparent effect on the motility of either human kinesin-1 or the yeast kinesin Kip2. Thus, in spite 

of them possessing distinct cellular roles, She1 and Pac1 (the latter of which is important for 

plus end-binding activity of dynein (Lee et al., 2003) affect dynein motility similarly (Markus et 
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al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012), raising the possibility that She1 affects dynein activity in a similar 

manner. Using recombinant proteins we show that She1 in fact affects dynein motility using a 

unique mechanism of action. Through direct binding between the microtubule and the dynein 

MTBD, She1 reduces dynein microtubule dissociation, which results in reduced ATPase activity, 

stepping frequency and velocity, and increased microtubule dwell times. We confirm the She1-

MTBD interaction by generating a chimeric dynein mutant that exhibits a reduced binding affinity 

for She1 and is less sensitive to She1 effects in vitro and in vivo. Interestingly, we find that She1 

recognizes a specific conformational state of the MTBD that is representative of the nucleotide-

free, high microtubule binding-affinity state. Taken together, our findings reveal the first 

mechanism by which a MAP may affect dynein activity and also reveal the MTBD as a novel 

target for dynein regulation. 

 

2.2 RESULTS 

2.2.1 She1 reduces dynein ATPase activity 

To understand the molecular mechanism by which She1 affects dynein motility, we first 

asked whether She1 has any effect on dynein’s mechanochemical cycle. It is fairly well 

established that for every step it takes, dynein binds and hydrolyzes at least one ATP at an 

active site within the first AAA module (AAA1; Kon et al., 2014). ATP binding and hydrolysis 

have been shown to trigger a cascade of conformational changes that ultimately lead to (1) 

movement of the mechanical linker element to its pre-powerstroke state (Burgess et al., 2003; 

Kon et al., 2004, Schmidt et al., 2015; Robert et al., 2012; Bhabha et al., 2014), and (2) reduced 

affinity of the dynein microtubule-binding domain (MTBD) for microtubules (Gibbons et al., 2005; 

Kon et al., 2009; Imamula et al., 2007). Phosphate release (ADP-Pi to ADP) on the other hand 

is thought to be triggered upon microtubule rebinding (Uchimura et al., 2015), which 

consequently leads to (1) powerstroke of the linker (Kon et al., 2005; Kon et al., 2009; Kon et 

al., 2012), and (2) adoption of a high microtubule binding affinity conformation of the MTBD 
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(Kon et al., 2004; Gibbons et al., 2005; Imamula et al., 2007; Redwine et al., 2012). Thus, the 

ATPase cycle is tightly coordinated with the microtubule-bound state of the motor. One potential 

mechanism by which She1 may affect dynein motility is through direct modulation of dynein’s 

ATPase activity. 

To determine what effect, if any, She1 has on dynein’s ATPase activity, we measured 

the rate of ATP hydrolysis of dynein in response to 0-2 µM microtubules, and in the absence or 

presence of recombinant She1. For these studies we used a purified, artificially dimerized (via 

glutathione S-transferase, GST), motility-competent dynein motor domain fragment (Reck-

Peterson et al., 2006) that is sensitive to She1-mediated inhibition (Markus et al., 2012; GST-

dynein331; see Fig. 2.1a . We found that She1 indeed reduces dynein’s maximal microtubule-

stimulated ATPase activity (kcat) from 17.7 ± 1.1 (SE of fit) to 11.0 ± 0.4 motor domain-1 sec-1 

(Fig. 2.1b and c). However, She1 had no significant effect on the basal ATPase rate (from 2.4 ± 

0.9 to 3.1 ± 0.5 motor domain-1 sec-1; Fig. 1c, kbasal), suggesting that She1 does not directly 

affect ATP turnover in the absence of microtubule binding. Interestingly, we found that She1 

increased the binding affinity of dynein for microtubules, as was apparent by the 2.3-fold 

reduction in Km(MT) (from 0.10 ± 0.03 to 0.04 ± 0.01 µM; ± SE of fit; Fig. 2.1c, Km(MT)). These data 

suggest that She1 may affect dynein motility by directly affecting ATP turnover at one of the 

AAA modules within the motor domain. Alternatively, given that She1 reduces dynein velocity, 

it’s equally plausible that She1 reduces the rate at which dynein binds and hydrolyzes ATP as a 

consequence of a reduced stepping rate.  

2.2.2 She1 reduces dynein stepping frequency 

The fact that She1 increases the binding affinity of dynein for microtubules (see Fig. 

2.1c, Km(MT)), likely as a consequence of reduced dissociation rates (Fig. 2.1d; as determined 

from single molecule experiments), suggests that She1 may slow down dynein motility by 

prolonging the periods of microtubule attachment between individual steps, thus reducing the 

overall stepping frequency of dynein. To determine how She1 affects the stepping behavior of 
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dynein, we used an established method (Reck-Peterson et al., 2006) to attach a bright 

photostable quantum dot (Qdot) to the C-terminus of one of the two dynein motor domains 

within a GST-dimerized complex (Fig 2.2a). We then imaged these molecules at high temporal 

resolution (~10 sec-1) in either the absence or presence of She1. Consistent with previous 

findings, in the absence of She1 and the presence of saturating ATP concentrations (1 mM), 

dynein motors moved at a rate that matched or exceeded the temporal resolution of our imaging 

conditions (Fig. 2.2b, green trace). This made it difficult to accurately track these motors and 

thus determine dynein’s stepping behavior  e.g., stepping frequency and step size). Thus, we 

reduced the velocity of dynein by using limiting concentrations of ATP (1 µM), which permitted 

accurate assessment of dynein stepping behavior due to the longer dwells between individual 

steps (Fig. 2.2b, blue traces).  

In the absence of She1, the distribution of dynein step sizes revealed a major peak at 

approximately 16 nm (Fig. 2.2c) and a small fraction (10.9%) of backwards steps (Fig. 2.2g), 

both of which are consistent with previous findings (Reck-Peterson et al., 2006). In contrast to 

dynein motility in the absence of She1, the presence of She1 sufficiently reduced the stepping 

frequency of dynein in saturating ATP concentrations (1 mM) to permit the observation of 

discrete steps with pauses in between (Fig. 2.2b, red and brown traces). We observed a 

stepping rate of 2.4 sec-1 in the presence of 10 nM She1, which was reduced to 1.2 sec-1 by 25 

nM She1, a value that closely matched that of dynein alone in 1 µM ATP (1.0 sec-1; Fig. 2.2f and 

Fig. A1.1c). Interestingly, we also observed an increased fraction of backwards (plus end-

directed) and large steps in the presence of She1 (Fig. 2.2c-e, yellow boxes, and 2.2g and h). 

Taken together, our findings reveal that She1 indeed reduces dynein stepping frequency, likely 

as a consequence of the reduced microtubule dissociation rate (Fig. 2.1d). 

2.2.3 She1 microtubule binding is required to affect dynein motility 

Given that She1 binds microtubules with nanomolar affinity (Markus et al., 2012), we 

next asked whether this activity of She1 is required for it to affect dynein motility. To this end, we 
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proteolytically removed the unstructured carboxy-terminal tails of α- and β-tubulin (i.e., E-hooks) 

from microtubules using the protease subtilisin (Fig. 2.3a and b). Although She1 was no longer 

able to bind to these microtubules (Fig. 2.3c), dynein was capable of binding and walking along 

them (Fig. 2.3d). Consistent with previous findings (Markus et al., 2012), addition of 10 nM She1 

was sufficient to drastically alter dynein motility on undigested control microtubules (Fig. 2.3d-f, 

“  E-hooks”, and Fig. A1.2). However, in stark contrast to control microtubules, dynein motility 

on subtilisin-treated microtubules was completely unaffected by the presence of She1 (Fig. 

2.3d-f, “- E-hooks”, and Fig. A1.2). Thus, microtubule binding by She1 is indeed required for it to 

affect dynein motility. 

2.2.4 She1 binds directly to the dynein motor domain 

Although the mechanism by which She1 affects dynein motility is unknown, previous 

single molecule data suggested that She1 and dynein may interact along microtubules (Markus 

et al., 2012). However, direct evidence for an interaction between these two molecules is 

lacking. To test whether the two molecules interact directly, we took advantage of the fact that 

dynein, but not She1, is able to bind to subtilisin-treated microtubules (see Fig. 2.3). If the two 

molecules interact, then microtubule-bound dynein would recruit She1 to the microtubule, and 

this binding could be observed and quantitated by total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) 

microscopy (Fig. 2.4a). A fixed concentration of fluorescent She1-TMR (40 nM) was incubated 

with subtilisin-digested microtubules in the absence or presence of increasing concentrations of 

a monomeric, non-processive, GFP-tagged dynein motor domain fragment (GFP-dynein331; Fig. 

A1.3b). We observed robust recruitment of She1 to subtilisin-digested microtubules by 

increasing concentrations of the dynein motor domain, thus demonstrating a direct interaction 

between She1 and dynein (Fig. 2.4b and c).  

The aforementioned binding experiment (Fig. 2.4c) was performed in the absence of 

nucleotide. In these conditions, dynein adopts a conformation in which the linker is in the post-

powerstroke state and the MTBD is in a high microtubule binding affinity state (Kon et al., 2004; 
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Burgess et al., 2003; Kon et al., 2005; Bhabha et al., 2014; Imamula et al., 2007). To determine 

if She1 preferentially binds to a particular dynein conformational state, we repeated the binding 

experiment with either no nucleotide (as above) or with ATP and vanadate (V i). The latter traps 

dynein in an ADP-Vi intermediate (ADP-Pi mimic) in which the linker is in the pre-powerstroke 

state and the MTBD is in the low microtubule binding affinity state (Burgess et al., 2003; 

Schmidt et al., 2015; Bhabha et al., 2012; Fig. 2.4d). To correct for the differential microtubule 

binding affinity of dynein in the absence of nucleotide versus in the presence of ATP + V i (Fig. 

A1.3a), we correlated the degree of microtubule binding by GFP-dynein331 in each condition to 

the extent of She1 microtubule recruitment (i.e., fluorescence intensity of GFP-dynein331 versus 

She1-TMR). We found that for a given degree of GFP-dynein331 microtubule binding, more She1 

was recruited to microtubules in the absence of nucleotide than in the presence of ATP + Vi 

(Fig. 2.4e). These data suggest that She1 has a higher affinity for dynein in the apo state than in 

the ADP-Vi state. Moreover, they indicate that She1 recognizes a structural feature of dynein 

that undergoes a nucleotide-induced conformational change. 

Although our findings indicate that She1 binds preferentially to one conformation over 

another, She1 was indeed able to bind to dynein in both nucleotide states. If true we reasoned 

that She1 would stay bound to dynein as it walked along subtilisin-treated microtubules (i.e., 

those to which She1 is unable to bind) and thus progressed through many iterations of its 

mechanochemical cycle. Consistent with this notion, we observed several examples of such 

events in which She1-TMR was observed colocalizing with moving single molecules of GST-

dynein331 (Fig. 2.4f; only 14 such events were observed out of several hundred moving dynein 

molecules). Thus, in spite of its preferred affinity for the apo state, She1 can indeed remain 

bound to dynein throughout its entire mechanochemical cycle. 

2.2.5 She1 binds directly to the dynein microtubule-binding domain 

Since microtubule binding by She1 is required for it to affect dynein motility (Fig. 2.3), 

and She1 and dynein interact directly (Fig. 2.4), we reasoned that She1 might exert its effect on 
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dynein motility by binding to a surface of the motor domain that is in close proximity to the 

microtubule. To test this hypothesis, we generated recombinant protein fragments that 

encompass the dynein MTBD and the coiled coil (CC; which links the AAA ring to the MTBD) 

fused to seryl tRNA synthetase (SRS; Fig. 2.5a, left). It has been shown that a nearly identical 

fusion protein derived from mouse dynein adopts a native fold and retains microtubule-

bindingactivity (Gibbons et al., 2005; Redwine et al., 2012; Carter et al., 2008). We expressed 

and purified this dynein fragment (dyneinCC+MTBD) from bacteria (Fig. A1.3b) and performed the 

microtubule recruitment assay described above with subtilisin-treated microtubules. As a control 

we generated an SRS fusion that is linked to the microtubule-binding domain of human kinesin-

1 via a flexible linker (kinesinMTBD; see Fig. 2.5b, left, and Fig. A1.3b). Consistent with the notion 

that She1 binds to a region of dynein that is in close proximity to the microtubule, we found that 

dyneinCC+MTBD, but not kinesinMTBD, recruited She1 to microtubules in a concentration dependent 

manner, thus demonstrating a direct interaction between She1 and dyneinCC+MTBD (Fig. 2.5c and 

d, green bars).  

To further refine the She1 binding surface within dynein, we generated an SRS fusion 

construct that included only the 124 amino acid dynein MTBD. To best ensure the MTBD 

adopted a native fold and retained microtubule-binding activity, we replaced the native dynein 

CC with one from SRS (SRSCC-dyneinMTBD; see Fig. 2.5a, middle, and Fig. A1.3b and c). To rule 

out the possibility that She1 microtubule recruitment was being mediated by the SRS coiled-coil, 

we generated a similar fusion protein that included the kinesin MTBD in place of the dynein 

MTBD (SRSCC-kinesinMTBD; see Fig. 2.5b, middle, and Fig. A1.3b). We found that SRSCC-

dyneinMTBD, but not SRSCC-kinesinMTBD, was sufficient to robustly recruit She1 to microtubules, 

indicating that She1 directly contacts the dynein MTBD (Fig. 2.5d, red bars, and e).  

As above, we correlated the degree of microtubule binding by SRSCC-dyneinMTBD and 

dyneinCC+MTBD to the extent of She1 microtubule recruitment by each (i.e., fluorescence intensity 

of GFP-SRS fusion versus She1-TMR). This revealed that for a given degree of microtubule 
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binding, more She1 was recruited to microtubules by SRSCC-dyneinMTBD than by dyneinCC+MTBD, 

thus indicating that She1 has a higher affinity for the former, in spite of the latter encompassing 

a larger region of dynein (Fig. 2.5f). Given the difference in apparent affinity of She1 for dynein 

in the apo versus ADP-Vi state (Fig. 2.4e), we hypothesized that the difference in She1 binding 

affinity for the two different SRS fusion proteins was due to possible differences in the 

conformation of the MTBD. It is well established that the MTBD undergoes conformational 

changes in response to its nucleotide and microtubule-bound state (Schmidt et al., 2015; 

Imamula et al., 2007; Uchimura et al., 2015; Redwine et al., 2012; Carter et al., 2008). The 

structural plasticity of this domain allows the motor to cycle through periods of high (in its apo 

and ADP-bound state) and low (in its ATP and ADP-vanadate) microtubule binding affinity 

during processive runs. We found that SRSCC-dyneinMTBD exhibited a ~9-fold higher microtubule-

binding affinity than dyneinCC+MTBD (Fig. A1.3d; 0.9 ± 0.1 µM versus 7.8 ± 3.0 µM; ± SE of fit) 

which indicates that the two MTBD fusions are indeed in distinct conformational states. These 

data also confirm that She1 exhibits higher affinity for the dynein MTBD in its high microtubule-

binding affinity conformation (see Fig. A1.4a and Discussion). 

To confirm the interaction between She1 and the dynein MTBD, we performed a yeast 

two-hybrid assay. We expressed various DNA-binding domain (GAL4-DBD) fusions (i.e., GAL4-

DBD-dyneinCC+MTBD, GAL4-DBD-SRSCC-dyneinMTBD, or GAL4-DBD-SRSCC-kinesinMTBD) along 

with either a transcriptional activation domain (GAL4-AD)-She1, or negative control (GAL4-AD-

large T antigen) fusion in yeast cells harboring GAL4 responsive reporter genes. Positive 

interactions are detected by growth on histidine-deficient media. Consistent with our in vitro 

data, this analysis revealed an interaction between She1 and SRSCC-dyneinMTBD; however, we 

observed no detectable two-hybrid interaction between She1 and either SRSCC-kinesinMTBD or 

dyneinCC+MTBD (Fig. A1.3e), the latter of which is consistent with a significantly weaker interaction 

as determined by our in vitro assay (see Fig. 2.5f). 
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We next asked whether She1 exhibits any affinity for regions of dynein outside the 

MTBD. To this end, we performed a recruitment assay on undigested  “  E-hook”  microtubules. 

Incubation of microtubules with high concentrations of She1 (40nM) and a dynein mutant (45 

nM) lacking its MTBD (GFP-dynein331
∆MTBD, Fig. A1.3b) resulted in no apparent microtubule 

recruitment of GFP-dynein331
∆MTBD by She1 (Fig. A1.3f and g). Taken together our results 

indicate that She1 binds exclusively to the dynein MTBD. 

2.2.6 Generation of a dynein motor with reduced sensitivity to She1 

If She1 indeed affects dynein motility through interactions with the dynein MTBD, then 

we reasoned that mutations within this region that reduce She1 binding would also disrupt any 

She1-mediated effects on dynein motility. Thus, we sought to introduce mutations within the 

MTBD that would disrupt She1 binding. Rather than generate a library of random mutants that 

would potentially disrupt MTBD structure or function (e.g., microtubule-binding activity), we 

instead developed a strategy in which the dynein MTBD from an evolutionarily distant organism 

was used to replace that from yeast DYN1 (dynein heavy chain), thus generating a chimeric 

dynein MTBD mutant. We hypothesized that She1 may exhibit binding specificity for yeast 

dynein and may therefore exhibit reduced binding to metazoan dynein. To test this possibility, 

we generated a chimeric GST-dynein331 fragment in which only the globular MTBD was 

replaced by the corresponding MTBD from mouse dynein (GST-dynein331
mMTBD; Fig. 2.6a and b). 

Sequence analysis revealed 41% identity and 70% similarity between yeast and mouse dynein 

MTBDs, indicating significant divergence in primary sequence between the two motors (Fig. 

2.6a, Fig. A1.4b). To our surprise, the GST-dynein331
mMTBD chimera was capable of walking 

along microtubules, albeit with slightly altered motility parameters with respect to wild-type GST-

dynein331 (Fig. 2.6c-e, and Fig. A1.5). Specifically, GST-dynein331
mMTBD walked at roughly half 

the velocity in single molecule assays (68.9 nm sec-1 vs. 128 nm sec-1), but moved microtubules 

faster than wild-type dynein in an ensemble microtubule gliding assay (using equivalent 

concentrations of coverslip-immobilized motors; see Methods). Moreover, the chimeric mutant 
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walked longer distances and spent more time bound to microtubules than the wild-type motor in 

single molecule assays (Fig. A1.5). 

Consistent with the notion that She1 makes contacts with the MTBD, GST-

dynein331
mMTBD exhibited reduced sensitivity to She1 in terms of its effects on velocity (in single 

molecule and ensemble assays; Fig. 2.6f and h) and dwell time (Fig. 2.6g). We used our 

microtubule recruitment assay to compare the relative affinity of She1 for monomeric GFP-

dynein331 and GFP-dynein331
mMTBD (Fig. 2.7a; Fig. A1.3b), and found that the reduced effects of 

She1 on GST-dynein331
mMTBD motility were indeed due to compromised She1-dynein binding. 

Although GFP-dynein331
mMTBD was capable of recruiting She1 to subtilisin-treated microtubules, 

the relative degree of recruitment was lower than that of the wild-type motor domain (Fig. 2.7b), 

indicating a significantly lowered affinity of She1 for the chimeric motor. We confirmed the 

reduced affinity of She1 for the mouse dynein MTBD using the two-hybrid assay, which 

revealed no detectable two-hybrid interaction between She1 and a mouse dynein variant of the 

SRSCC-dyneinMTBD fragment (Fig. 2.7c). 

2.2.7 DyneinmMTBD mutant cells exhibit She1-insensitive phenotypes 

Overexpression of She1 in yeast leads to defects in dynein pathway function as is 

apparent by errors in spindle positioning (see Fig. A1.7a) and synthetic genetic interactions with 

KAR9 (Markus et al., 2012), the latter of which functions in a parallel spindle orientation pathway 

(Markus et al., 2012). Although the precise cause for dynein dysfunction in these cells is 

unclear, She1 overexpression leads to a relocalization of dynein from microtubule plus ends 

(Fig. 2.7d, left, and e, blue arrow) – from where it is offloaded to Num1 cortical receptor sites 

(Fig. 2.7e, blue arrowhead) – to along the length of astral microtubules (Fig. 2.7d, right, and e, 

red arrows). We hypothesized that this relocalization may be a consequence of She1 enhancing 

dynein’s microtubule binding affinity via direct interactions between astral microtubules (see Fig. 

2.3) and the dynein MTBD (see Fig. 2.5). To distinguish between this possibility and one in 

which the relocalization is a consequence of a redistribution of the dynein plus end targeting 
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complex (which is comprised of Bik1, Pac1 and Bim1 in yeast (Lee et al., 2003; Sheeman et al., 

2003; Blake-Hodek et al., 2010), we assessed: (1) whether the dynein MTBD, which is 

dispensible for plus end targeting (Lammers et al., 2015), is required for the relocalization 

phenotype, and (2) whether Pac1, which is necessary for plus end targeting (Lee et al., 2003), is 

required for this phenotype (see Fig. A1.6a). For these experiments, we assessed dynein 

localization (either wild-type Dyn1-3YFP, or Dyn1∆MTBD-3YFP) in GAL1p:SHE1 cells grown in 

either the absence or presence of galactose, a potent stimulant of the GAL1 promoter (GAL1p). 

Consistent with the notion that the relocalization phenotype is a consequence of She1 

enhancing dynein’s microtubule-binding affinity, we found that deletion of the MTBD prevented 

dynein relocalization, whereas loss of Pac1 had no impact on the relocalization phenotype (Fig. 

A1.6b and c).  

Next, we asked whether the mouse MTBD chimera exhibits reduced sensitivity to She1 

in cells. In the absence of She1-overexpression, dyneinmMTBD localizes to microtubule plus ends 

and the cell cortex in a manner similar to that of wild-type dynein (Fig. 2.7f, blue arrows and 

arrowheads). Consistent with the notion that dyneinmMTBD is less sensitive to She1, it was not 

redistributed along astral microtubules upon She1 overexpression (Fig. 2.7f). In spite of this, we 

noted that it’s plus end and cortical localization were reduced with respect to cells not 

overexpressing She1, and there appeared to be cytoplasmic aggregates of dyneinmMTBD (Fig. 

2.7f, red arrowhead). Although the basis for this mislocalization is unclear, it is the likely basis 

for the prevalence of misoriented spindles in these cells (Fig. A1.7a).  

Although loss of She1 does not lead to a significant spindle mispositioning defect (Fig. 

A1.7b), She1 has been implicated in polarizing dynein-mediated spindle movements toward the 

daughter cell. Specifically, cells deleted for She1 exhibit a reduced fraction of dynein-mediated 

spindle movements that result in the spindle traversing the mother-bud neck in a spindle 

oscillation assay (Markus et al., 2012). In this assay, the movements of pre-anaphase spindles 

are monitored in kar9∆ hydroxyurea (HU)-arrested cells, the latter of which eliminates spindle 
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movements due to spindle elongation during anaphase. Deletion of KAR9 leads to an 

enhancement of dynein-mediated spindle movements (Yeh et al., 2000; Moore et al., 2009) and 

also eliminates any movements that might be mediated by the KAR9 pathway for spindle 

orientation. 

Although dyneinmMTBD appeared to possess nearly wild-type activity as assessed by a 

single time point spindle positioning assay (Fig. A1.7b; see Methods), and was capable of 

mediating spindle movements in the spindle oscillation assay, the frequency of these 

movements was reduced to approximately 61% of wild-type (Fig. 2.7g). Moreover, we noted that 

the fraction of dynein-mediated spindle movements that resulted in neck crossing was greatly 

reduced in the dyn1mMTBD cells (Fig. 2.7h). Although deletion of She1 reduced neck crossing by 

53% in DYN1 (wild-type dynein) cells, deletion of She1 had no additional impact on the degree 

of neck crossing in dyn1mMTBD cells (Fig. 2.7h and Fig. A1.7c). Taken together, our data indicate 

that the mouse MTBD chimera indeed exhibits reduced sensitivity to She1, and further confirm 

that the MTBD is the main site of interaction for She1. 

 

2.3 DISCUSSION 

Our study provides the first detailed molecular dissection of the mechanism by which a 

MAP can affect the function of a microtubule motor. Specifically, we have found that She1 

affects dynein motility by increasing its microtubule binding affinity (as a consequence of 

reducing its microtubule dissociation rate; Fig. 2.1d), which causes a reduction in stepping 

frequency (Fig. 2.2b and f) and consequent ATP turnover (Fig. 2.1b and c). These effects are 

due to the simultaneous and direct interactions between She1, the microtubule (via the C-

terminal tails of tubulin), and the small (124 amino acids) globular dynein microtubule-binding 

domain (Fig. 2.5). In light of the fact that She1 and dynein directly interact, we can extract an 

approximate She1-dynein binding affinity from the She1 concentration value at which dynein 

velocity is half-maximally reduced: 0.17 nM (Markus et al., 2012). To our knowledge this is the 
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first time that any such regulatory molecule has been shown to contact the dynein MTBD. 

Although She1 is a yeast-specific dynein regulatory factor, it may define a new class of motor 

regulatory MAP. Moreover, our work identifies the dynein MTBD as a target for MAP-mediated 

dynein regulation.  

She1 is the first molecule identified to date that has the capacity to alter dynein stepping 

behavior (i.e., increases the frequency of large and backward steps; Fig. 2.2g and h). Although 

the reasons for this are unclear, we hypothesize that these changes in stepping behavior are a 

consequence of one of the motor heads within a dimer becoming unbound from She1 for brief 

periods of time. In such a scenario, one motor head unbinds from microtubule-bound She1 and 

steps forward. Given the lower likelihood of the lagging She1-bound head unbinding from the 

microtubule (due to reduced dissociation rates; see Fig. 2.1d), the leading She1-unbound head 

in this scenario will unbind from the microtubule and consequently steps backward. 

Alternatively, given that the leading head is generally less likely to detach from the microtubule 

at increased interhead separations (due to tension exerted on the linker; Cleary et al., 2014), the 

lagging She1-bound head may eventually detach at sufficiently large interhead separations, 

which may result in larger than normal step sizes. Simultaneous two-color imaging of both 

heads will be required to understand the basis for the altered stepping behavior.  

 We found that She1 exhibits an enhanced affinity for dynein in the apo (nucleotide-free) 

state, during which the MTBD is in a high microtubule binding affinity state (Imamula et al., 

2007). We observed this preferential binding in the context of the full motor domain (apo vs. 

ADP-vanadate; Fig. 2.4e) and with an isolated dynein MTBD fragment (SRSCC-dyneinMTBD vs. 

dyneinCC+MTBD; Fig. 2.5f and Fig. A1.3d), the latter of which we confirmed using a yeast two-

hybrid assay (Fig. A1.3e). A previous study demonstrated a similar nucleotide-specific 

interaction between metazoan LIS1 and dynein. In this example, LIS1 was only found to interact 

with dynein in its ADP-Vi state (McKenney et al., 2010; the same is not true for yeast dynein and 

the LIS1 homolog, Pac1, which interact in a nucleotide-independent manner; Huang et al., 
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2012). Given the fact that Pac1 interacts with the dynein AAA ring (between AAA3 and AAA4; 

Huang et al., 2012) the mechanism by which She1 recognizes the nucleotide state of dynein is 

therefore distinct. Structural studies have revealed the basis for differential microtubule-binding 

affinity of dynein in its various nucleotide-bound conditions. The largest conformational changes 

that take place in the MTBD when the motor undergoes changes in microtubule-binding affinity 

are the movement of helix 1 (H1, root mean square deviation of 10.1 Å; see Fig. 2.6a and Fig. 

A1.4a) and CC1 (RMSD = 8.1 Å; Redwine et al., 2012). Thus, it is reasonable to hypothesize 

that She1 makes contacts with a region of the MTBD that encompasses these elements. 

 It is currently unclear what the relevance of this conformational specificity of She1 for 

dynein is, especially in light of the fact that She1 can remain bound to a walking dynein motor 

(along subtilisin-treated microtubules; see Fig. 2,4f), which is undergoing many iterations of the 

mechanochemical cycle. One possibility may be that in the context of non-subtilisin-treated 

microtubules, She1 holds dynein to microtubules by locking the motor in its high microtubule 

binding affinity state. In this model, upon encountering each other along microtubules, She1 

would bind dynein in its apo (or ADP-bound) state, which is the predominant microtubule-bound 

state of dynein (Uchimura et al., 2015). Given the high affinity interaction between dynein and 

She1 (< 0.2 nM; see above , it’s possible that even upon ATP binding, the dynein MTBD would 

be prevented from switching to the low microtubule binding affinity state. Such a scenario would 

result in a reduced microtubule dissociation rate (see Fig. 2.1d), and, since microtubule 

rebinding has been shown to be critical for phosphate release, also a slowed rate of apparent 

ATP hydrolysis (see Fig. 2.1b and C). However, if this were true, then even in the absence of 

microtubule binding an MTBD-bound She1 would likely lock the MTBD in the high microtubule 

affinity state and consequently reduce the rate of ATP hydrolysis, microtubule dissociation rates, 

and thus velocity. Our findings show that none of these things are true (see Fig. 2.1c, kbasal, and 

Fig. 2.3e and f). Thus, understanding the relevance of this binding specificity will be the focus of 

future work. 
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 We found that a chimeric yeast dynein mutant with an MTBD derived from mouse dynein 

exhibits reduced sensitivity (Fig. 2.6f-h) and affinity (Fig. 2.7b and c) for She1. Given that She1 

preferentially binds to the MTBD when the latter is in its high microtubule binding affinity state 

(see above), one possible explanation for this reduced sensitivity to She1 is that the mouse 

MTBD – at least in the context of the chimeric motor mutant – is locked in a low (or lower) 

microtubule affinity state. Consistent with this notion, we found that the GFP-dynein331
mMTBD 

chimera exhibited a somewhat lower affinity for microtubules than wild-type GFP-dynein331 (Fig. 

A1.4c). Alternatively, the reduced affinity of She1 for the chimera may simply be a consequence 

of amino acid substitutions within the MTBD. A comparison of primary sequences between 

yeast and mouse dynein MTBDs indicates a large number of differences in surface-exposed 

residues (i.e., those likely contacted by She1; see Fig. A1.4b). Specifically, we found there to be 

48 surface-exposed residues that are dissimilar, of which 22 are charge substitutions (i.e., 

changes that either add, remove, or switch a charge), and 11 are non-polar/polar substitutions. 

Given the high prevalence of basic residues throughout She1 (isoelectric point of She1 = 10.4), 

it’s possible that the charge substitutions are the basis for disrupted She1-dynein binding in the 

chimeric mMTBD mutant. As evidence for an electrostatic component to the interaction between 

She1 and dynein, we previously found that a phosphomimetic She1 mutant (She15D) exhibited a 

greater effect on dynein motility than wild-type recombinant She1, in spite of the mutant 

exhibiting a lower microtubule binding affinity (Markus et al., 2012). The majority of residue 

differences between yeast and mouse MTBDs – including charge substitutions – appear to lie 

on the right face of the MTBD (Fig. A1.4b). In light of this fact, and that the bulk of the 

conformational changes induced by nucleotide binding and hydrolysis are clustered on the left 

face of the MTBD (see above, and Fig. A1.4a), we hypothesize that She1 recognizes a 

composite binding surface that encompasses both faces of the MTBD. Such a mechanism of 

binding could account for the apparent high affinity interaction between She1 and dynein (KD < 

0.2 nM; see above), and the high degree of potency with which She1 affects dynein with respect 
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to the only other known molecule that effects dynein similarly: Pac1 (~350-fold difference in half-

maximal inhibition (Huang et al., 2012). Further study will be required to understand the precise 

nature of the interaction between She1 and dynein. 

 The mechanism by which She1 affects dynein-mediated spindle movements is currently 

unclear. We previously proposed a model in which She1 specifically inhibits dynein activity in 

the mother cell, which would lead to a relative enhancement in daughter cell-based dynein 

activity, and consequent daughter cell-directed spindle movements (Markus et al., 2012). 

Although future studies will focus on testing this model, it was unclear from previous work 

whether the defective spindle neck-cross phenotype in she1∆ cells was due to other, non-

dynein-related activities of She1. For instance, She1, which localizes prominently to the bud 

neck and the mitotic spindle (Wong et al., 2007; Woodruff et al., 2009), has been implicated in 

affecting spindle disassembly and kinetochore function, the latter of which may be mediated by 

Mcm21, a She1 interacting factor and kinetochore component (Woodruff et al., 2010) that 

affects localization of the kinetochore kinase, Ipl1 (homolog of human Aurora B kinase; 

Vizeacoumar et al., 2010). Thus, it’s possible that the observed defect in spindle neck crossing 

is attributable to either the bud neck or spindle-localized She1 pools, which presumably do not 

affect dynein pathway function, as opposed to the astral microtubule-localized She1 (Woodruff 

et al., 2010), which is the pool of molecules that likely affects dynein function. Our finding that 

dyn1mMTBD cells are not further impacted by loss of She1 on spindle neck crossing indicates that 

it is She1’s effect on dynein activity in particular that affects this process in wild-type cells, and 

that it is likely the astral microtubule-bound population of She1 molecules that are responsible.  

 

2.4 METHODS 

2.4.1 Media and strain construction 

Strains are derived from W303, YEF473A (Bi et al., 1996), or Y2HGold/Y187 (Clontech, 

catalog number 630489), and are listed in Table A1.1. We transformed yeast strains using the 
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lithium acetate method (Knop et al., 1999). Strains carrying mutations or tagged components 

were constructed by PCR product-mediated transformation (Longtine et al., 1998) or by mating 

followed by tetrad dissection. Proper tagging and mutagenesis was confirmed by PCR, and in 

some cases sequencing. Fluorescent tubulin-expressing yeast strains were generated using 

plasmids and strategies described previously (Markus et al., 2015). Yeast synthetic defined 

(SD) media was obtained from Sunrise Science Products (San Diego, CA). 

2.4.2 Plasmid construction 

A region of dynein corresponding to the coiled-coil and microtubule-binding domains 

(CC+MTBD; amino acids 3015-3309; note this fragment is equivalent to the “85:82”, “α registry” 

fragment generated previously) (Carter et al., 2008) was amplified using forward and reverse 

primers flanked with SalI and HindIII restriction sites. A bacterial expression vector with mouse 

dyneinCC+MTBD fused to seryl tRNA synthetase (Gibbons et al., 2005) was obtained from 

Addgene (www.addgene.com; plasmid 22393), digested with SalI and HindIII, and then ligated 

with the digested yeast dyneinCC+MTBD PCR product to generate pSRS:dyneinCC+MTBD. To 

generate an N-terminally-tagged EGFP variant of this fragment (see Fig. 2.5ai), isothermal 

assembly was used (Gibson., 2009). PCR products corresponding to EGFP (from pFA6a-

GFP(S65T)-TRP (Longtine et al., 1998) and a portion of the CC+MTBD (amino acids 1-164) 

were amplified. After amplification, the 5’ end of the EGFP PCR contained 20 nucleotides of 

sequence identity with NdeI digested pSRS:dyneinCC+MTBD, and the 5’ and 3’ ends of the 

CC MTBD PCR product contained 20 nucleotides of sequence identity with the 3’ end of EGFP, 

and NdeI digested pSRS:dyneinCC+MTBD, respectively. After digesting pSRS:dyneinCC+MTBD with 

NdeI (which excises sequence corresponding to amino acids 1-164 of CC+MTBD), the gel 

purified PCR products and digested vector were assembled in vitro as described (Gibson et al., 

2009), yielding pEGFP-SRS:dyneinCC+MTBD. 

To generate pEGFP-SRS:SRSCC-dyneinMTBD (i.e., in which the native yeast dynein 

coiled-coil is replaced with one from SRS; see Fig. 2.5a and Fig. A1.3c), a region corresponding 
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to the dynein MTBD (amino acids 3097-3220) was amplified using a forward primer with 

sequence corresponding to SRS helix 1 (REVQELKKRLQEVQTERNQVAKR) preceded on the 

5’ end by a SalI restriction site, and a reverse primer with sequence corresponding to SRS helix 

2  EEKEALIARGKALGEEAKRLEEALREKEA  preceded on the 5’ end by a HindIII restriction 

site. Subsequent to amplification, the PCR product was digested with SalI and HindIII, and 

ligated into pEGFP-SRS:dyneinCC+MTBD digested similarly, yielding pEGFP-SRS:SRSCC-

dyneinMTBD. A similar construct with the mouse dynein MTBD (amino acids 3279-3401; pEGFP-

SRS:SRSCC-dyneinmMTBD) was generated as an intermediate step in constructing the 

corresponding two-hybrid plasmid (see below). pEGFP-SRS:SRSCC-kinesinMTBD (see Fig. 2.5b) 

was generated similarly, with the only exception being that the forward and reverse primers 

specifically amplified the kinesin MTBD (amino acids 1-337). Moreover, pEGFP-SRS:linker-

kinesinMTBD (i.e., in which the kinesin MTBD is fused to SRS by a flexible linker; see Fig. 2.5b) 

was also generated similarly, with the exception being that the forward and reverse primers 

included nucleotide sequence that encoded flexible linkers (EGKSSGSG on the N-terminus, and 

KGEGGSSG on the C-terminus).  

To generate GAL4-DNA binding domain (DBD) vectors for the two-hybrid assay, SRS-

dyneinCC+MTBD, SRS-SRSCC-dyneinMTBD, SRS-SRSCC-dyneinmMTBD, and SRS-SRSCC-kinesinMTBD 

were amplified from the respective pEGFP-SRS vectors (described above). After amplification, 

the 5’ and 3’ ends of each PCR product contained 20 nucleotides of sequence identity with 

EcoRI and BamHI-digested pGBKT7 (Clontech). After digesting pGBKT7 with EcoRI and 

BamHI, the gel purified PCR products and digested vector were assembled in vitro as described 

(Gibson et al., 2009), yielding pGBKT7:SRS-dyneinCC+MTBD and pGBKT7:SRS-SRSCC-

dyneinMTBD. To construct the GAL4-activation domain (AD)-She1 fusion, a PCR product 

corresponding to the SHE1 open reading frame was amplified. After amplification, the PCR 

product contained 20 nucleotides of sequence identity with EcoRI and BamHI-digested pGADT7 

(Clontech). After digesting pGADT7 with EcoRI and BamHI, the gel purified PCR product and 
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digested vector were assembled in vitro, yielding pGADT7:SHE1. We found that the ADH1 

promoter upstream of GAL4-AD-SHE1 in pGADT7 drove sufficiently high expression of She1 to 

result in growth arrest (not shown), as has been reported previously for She1-overexpressing 

cells (Markus et al., 2012; Espinet et al., 1995). Thus, we sought to generate a lower-expressing 

GAL4-AD-She1 vector. To this end, we PCR amplified 352 nucleotides of genomic DNA 

sequence upstream of the native yeast SHE1 locus (which presumably contains the native 

SHE1 promoter, or SHE1p) along with the GAL4-AD-SHE1 open reading frame from 

pGADT7:SHE1. After amplification, the 5’ and 3’ ends of the two PCR products  SHE1p and 

GAL4-AD-SHE1) contained 20 nucleotides of sequence identity with each other (i.e., the 3’ end 

of SHE1p matched the 5’ end of GAL4-AD-SHE1) and with BamHI and NotI-digested pRS31566 

(i.e., the 5’ end of SHE1p matched the BamHI site, and the 3’ end of GAL4-AD-SHE1 matched 

the NotI site). After digesting pRS315 with BamHI and NotI, the gel purified PCR products and 

digested vector were assembled in vitro, yielding pRS315:SHE1p:GAL4-AD-SHE1. Yeast cells 

transformed with this vector did not exhibit any apparent growth defects (see Figure A1.3e, 

“ HIS” growth . The negative controls  GAL4-DBD-p53 expression vector, pGBKT7-53; and, 

GAL4-AD-large T antigen-expression vector, pGADT7-T) were obtained from Clontech. 

2.4.3 Protein purification 

We purified She1-HALO as previously described (Markus et al., 2012), but with minor 

modifications. Briefly, E. coli BL21 (Rosetta DE3 pLysS) cells transformed with pProEX-HTb-

TEV:SHE1-HALO were grown at 37°C in LB supplemented with 1% glucose, 100 µg/ml 

carbenicillin and 34 µg/ml chloramphenicol to OD600 0.4-0.6, shifted to 16°C for 2 hours, then 

induced with 0.1 mM IPTG for 14-16 hours at 16°C. The cells were harvested, washed with cold 

water, resuspended in 0.5 volume of cold 2X lysis buffer [1X buffer: 30 mM HEPES pH 7.2, 50 

mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 

and protease inhibitor tablets (Pierce)] and then lysed by sonication (5 x 30 second pulses) with 

1 minute on ice between each pulse. The lysate was clarified at 22,000 x g for 20 minutes, 
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adjusted to 0.01% triton X-100, then incubated with glutathione agarose for 1 hour at 4°C. The 

resin was then washed three times in wash buffer (30 mM HEPES pH 7.2, 50 mM potassium 

acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 300 mM KCl, 0.01% Triton X-100, 10% 

glycerol, 1 mM DTT, protease inhibitor tablets) and twice in TEV digest buffer (10 mM Tris pH 

8.0, 150 mM KCl, 0.01% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT). To fluorescently label She1-

HALO, the bead-bound protein was incubated with 6.7 µM HaloTag-TMR ligand (Promega) for 

15 minutes at room temperature. The resin was then washed three more times in TEV digest 

buffer, then incubated in TEV buffer supplemented with TEV protease for 1 hour at 16°C. The 

resulting eluate was collected using a centrifugal filter unit (0.1 µm, Millipore), aliquoted, drop 

frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. For the ATPase assays, purified She1-HALO was 

dialyzed against dynein motility buffer (see below) lacking EGTA, but supplemented with 1 mM 

DTT. 

Purification of ZZ-TEV-6His-GFP-3HA-GST-dynein331-HALO (under the control of the 

galactose-inducible promoter, GAL1p) was performed as previously described33, with minor 

modifications. Briefly, yeast cultures were grown in YPA supplemented with 2% galactose, 

harvested, washed with cold water, and then resuspended in a small volume of water. The 

resuspended cell pellet was drop frozen into liquid nitrogen and then lysed in a coffee grinder 

(Hamilton Beach). After lysis, 0.25 volume of 4X lysis buffer (1X buffer: 30 mM HEPES, pH 7.2, 

50 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM Mg-

ATP, 0.5 mM Pefabloc SC, 0.7 µg/ml Pepstatin) was added, and the lysate was clarified at 

22,000 x g for 20 min. The supernatant was then bound to IgG sepharose 6 fast flow resin (GE) 

for 1 hour at 4°C, which was subsequently washed three times in wash buffer (30 mM HEPES, 

pH 7.2, 50 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 300 mM KCl, 

0.005% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM Mg-ATP, 0.5 mM Pefabloc SC, 0.7 

µg/ml Pepstatin), and twice in TEV buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 150 mM potassium acetate, 2 

mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM EGTA, 0.005% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM 
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Mg-ATP, 0.5 mM Pefabloc SC). Note that for binding experiments involving vanadate (e.g., Fig. 

2.4e), EGTA was excluded from the TEV buffer. To fluorescently label 6His-GFP-GST-3HA-

dynein331-HALO (for single molecule analyses), the bead-bound protein was incubated with 

either 6.7 µM HaloTag-TMR or HaloTag-PEG-biotin ligand (Promega) for 15 minutes at room 

temperature. The resin was then washed four more times in TEV digest buffer, then incubated 

in TEV buffer supplemented with TEV protease for 1 hour. Following TEV digest, the bead 

solution was transferred to a spin column (Millipore) and centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 10 

seconds. The resulting protein solution was aliquoted, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and then 

stored at -80ºC. Protein concentrations were determined by running a dilution series of dynein 

along with a dilution series of tubulin on a 4-12% SDS-PAGE gel, and then staining the gel with 

Sypro Red gel stain (Thermo Fisher). Band intensities were quantitatively determined following 

imaging on a Typhoon gel imaging system (FLA 9500). 

Purification of the SRS fusion proteins (dyneinCC+MTBD, kinesinMTBD, SRSCC-dyneinMTBD, 

and SRSCC-kinesinMTBD; see Fig. 2.5a and b) were performed essentially as described (Gibbons 

et al., 2014; Carter et al., 2008) with minor modifications. E. coli BL21 cells transformed with the 

appropriate vector (described above in Plasmid construction) were grown at 30-37°C in LB, 30 

µg/ml kanamycin and 34 µg/ml chloramphenicol to OD600 0.4-0.6, shifted to 16°C for 2 hours, 

then induced with 0.1 mM IPTG for 14-16 hours at 16°C. The cells were harvested, washed with 

cold water, resuspended in cold lysis buffer (30 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 50 mM potassium acetate, 

2 mM magnesium acetate, 10% glycerol, 10 mM imidazole, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol, protease 

inhibitor tablets) and then lysed by sonication (5 x 30 second pulses) with 1 minute on ice 

between each pulse. The lysate was clarified at 22,000 x g for 20 minutes, then incubated with 

Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen) for 1 hour at 4°C. The resin was then washed three times in lysis 

buffer, after which the resin was transferred to a disposable column, and the protein was eluted 

with elution buffer (30 mM HEPES pH 8.0, 50 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium 

acetate, 10% glycerol, 200 mM imidazole, 5 mM beta-mercaptoethanol). Peak fractions were 
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pooled and applied to a Superdex 200 (10/300) gel filtration column (using an AKTA fast protein 

liquid chromatography system) equilibrated in lysis buffer. Peak gel filtration fractions were 

pooled, concentrated (to between 47 and 89 µM) in a centrifugal filter device (Amicon Ultra-2ml, 

Millipore), aliquoted, and drop frozen in liquid nitrogen. We noted that we were able to obtain 

higher SRS-fusion protein concentrations in pH 8.0 than in pH 7.2 buffer. We ensured that these 

pH differences between protein purification buffers were carefully controlled for in the binding 

assays described below (see Microtubule recruitment assays, below). 

2.4.4 Single and ensemble molecule motility assays 

The single-molecule motility assay was performed as previously described Markus et al., 

2012) with minor modifications. Briefly, flow chambers constructed using slides and plasma 

cleaned and salinized coverslips attached with double-sided adhesive tape were coated with 

anti-tubulin antibody (8 µg/ml, YL1/2; Accurate Chemical & Scientific Corporation) then blocked 

with a mixture of 1% Pluronic F-127 (Fisher Scientific) and 1 mg/ml ĸ-casein. Taxol-stabilized 

microtubules (either digested with subtilisin, as described below in Microtubule recruitment 

assays, or undigested) assembled from unlabeled and HiLyte647-labeled porcine tubulin (10:1 

ratio; Cytoskeleton) were introduced into the chamber. Following a 5-10 minute incubation, the 

chamber was washed with dynein lysis buffer supplemented with 20 µM taxol, at which point 

She1-488 was added to the chamber. After a 5-minute incubation, 6His-GST-dynein331-TMR 

diluted (~10 pM) in motility buffer (30 mM HEPES, pH 7.2, 50 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM 

magnesium acetate, 1 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol) supplemented with 1 mM DTT, 20 µM taxol, 1 

mM Mg-ATP, 0.05% Pluronic F-127, and an oxygen-scavenging system (1.5% glucose, 1 U/µl 

glucose oxidase, 125 U/µl catalase) was added. TIRFM images were collected using a 1.49 NA 

100X TIRF objective on a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope equipped with a Ti-S-E motorized 

stage, piezo Z-control (Physik Instrumente), and an iXon X3 DU897 cooled EM-CCD camera 

(Andor). 488 nm, 561 nm, and 640 nm lasers (Coherent) were used along with a multi-pass 

quad filter cube set (C-TIRF for 405/488/561/638 nm; Chroma) and emission filters mounted in 
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a filter wheel (525/50 nm, 600/50 nm and 700/75 nm; Chroma) to image She1-488, 6His-GST-

dynein331-TMR, and HiLyte647-microtubules, respectively. We acquired images at 2 second 

intervals for 10 min. Velocity and run length values were determined from kymographs 

generated using the MultipleKymograph plugin for ImageJ 

(http://www.embl.de/eamnet/html/body_kymograph.html). Run length and dwell time for 

individual runs were determined by fitting with cumulative distribution functions (see Fig. A1.2 

and 5), as previously described (Reck-Peterson et l., 2006). 

For super resolution stepping analysis, high temporal resolution (~10 fps) movies were 

acquired of Quantum dot-labeled dynein molecules as previously described (Reck-Peterson et 

al., 2006). Briefly, low concentrations (~10 pM) of chamber-immobilized microtubule-bound 

6His-GST-dynein331-PEG-biotin molecules were incubated with 100 nM 525 Qdot streptavidin 

(Thermo Fisher) under conditions that yield monovalent Qdot attachment (Reck-Petersen et al., 

2006; note that for experiments with She1, the chambers were pre-incubated with the indicated 

concentrations of She1 prior to motor addition). Subsequently, the chambers were washed 

sequentially with motility buffer (with, or without She1, as indicated), and then motility buffer 

supplemented with 0.05% Pluronic F-127, the oxygen-scavenging system (see above), and 

either 1 mM Mg-ATP, or 1 µM Mg-ATP (see figures and/or figure legends), and the indicated 

concentration of She1. For low (1 µM) ATP conditions, the motility buffer was further 

supplemented with an ATP regenerating system (1% pyruvate kinase and 10 mM 

phosphenolpyruvate). TIRFM images were recorded every 100 ms, and fluorescent spots were 

fitted with a 2D Gaussian function to precisely localize their position as previously described 

(Morkisaki et al., 2016). We found that Qdot 525 provided us with the highest signal-to-noise 

images; however, this fluorophore exhibits overlapping excitation and emission profiles with the 

GFP near the N-terminus of GST-dynein331 (i.e., 6His-GFP-3HA-GST-dynein331-HALO; see Fig. 

A1.1a). With our imaging conditions, the GFP photobleached quite rapidly with respect to the 

photostable Qdot. Specifically, we found that there was a 99.5% probability that GFP 
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photobleached within 388 frames (38.8 seconds) of first appearing (Fig. A1.1b). This is in 

striking contrast to the Qdot525, which was extremely photostable. Thus, to ensure our particle 

detection algorithm was tracking Qdot-labeled dynein (i.e., not GFP), the first 400 frames of 

each processive run were discarded. Steps were detected from the displacement records using 

a custom-written Mathematica (Wolfram Research) program (available upon request). Steps 

were assigned only if the dwells before and after contained at least three frames (Qui et al., 

2012).  

For microtubule gliding (i.e., ensemble motor motility) assays (see Fig. 2.6e, top), flow 

chambers were coated with anti-His6 (Roche) antibody for 5 minutes, and then blocked as 

above. 6His-GST-dynein331 (wild-type or chimera; 5 µg/ml) was subsequently introduced into the 

chamber, incubated for 2 minutes, and then washed with one chamber volume of motility buffer. 

The chamber was then washed with motility buffer supplemented with the oxygen-scavenging 

system (see above), 1 mM Mg-ATP, and HiLyte647-microtubules (125 nM), after which TIRFM 

images were collected every 5 seconds. For experiments in which She1 was included, the 

motility mix with microtubules was pre-incubated with 10 nM She1-HALO for 10 minutes prior to 

its addition to the chamber. Velocity values were determined from kymographs generated as 

described above. 

2.4.5 Dynein ATPase assays 

Basal and microtubule-stimulated ATPase activities were determined using the EnzChek 

phosphate assay kit (Life Technologies). Assays were performed in motility buffer (see above) 

supplemented with 2 mM MgATP, with 0 – 2 μM taxol-stabilized microtubules, 5 nM 6His-GST-

dynein331, and in the absence or presence of 200 nM She1. Reactions were initiated with the 

addition of dynein, and the absorbance at 360 nm was monitored by a spectrophotometer for 

10–20 min. Background phosphate release levels (presumably from microtubules) for each 

reaction were measured for 5 min before addition of dynein to account for any variation as a 

consequence of differing microtubule concentrations, and were subtracted out from each data 
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point. Km(MT), kbasal, and kcat were determined from fitting the data to equation (1), as previously 

described (Kon et al., 2004), where kobs and kbasal are the observed and basal ATPase rates, 

and x is the concentration of tubulin that used to generate microtubules for a given data point: 

 (1)   𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠 =  ( 𝑥(𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑡−𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑎𝑙)(𝐾𝑚(𝑀𝑇)+𝑥)+ 𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑎𝑙)2
 

2.4.6 Microtubule recruitment assays 

Taxol-stabilized microtubules were digested with a freshly dissolved preparation of 1-2 

mg/ml subtilisin (Sigma; from a stock solution of 5 mg/ml) for 60-75 minutes at 37°C prior to 

each binding assay. Chambers were prepared as described above (see Single and ensemble 

molecule motility assays). After microtubules were adhered to the cover glass, mixtures of 

She1-TMR and dynein fragments (as described throughout the text and in figure legends) were 

flowed into the chambers for 5 minutes, after which the chambers were washed with motility 

buffer (see above), and immediately imaged. Buffer conditions for a given binding experiment 

were kept constant to ensure that buffer conditions (e.g., salt concentration, etc) were not 

factors in the apparent degree of microtubule recruitment. For the SRS-MTBD/She1 recruitment 

assays, the pH of the reaction mixtures was kept constant between samples by mixing motility 

buffers (see above) that differed only in their pH: pH 6.7 and pH 8.0. The final reaction buffer 

consisted of 61% motility buffer pH 6.7, and 39% motility buffer pH 8.0 (resulting in a final pH of 

7.4). For experiments in which relative She1 microtubule recruitment was quantitatively 

compared (e.g., Fig. 2.4e and 2.5f), imaging conditions were kept constant (i.e., laser power and 

camera exposures). Moreover, to control for differences in labeling efficiencies of She1-HALO 

(with the HALO-TMR ligand), protein from a given preparation was only compared to itself (i.e., 

protein from different preps were never used for a given experimental replicate). Quantitation of 

the recruitment assays was performed using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health). 

Fluorescence intensities in the red (She1-TMR) and green (dynein or kinesin fragments) 

channels were measured along microtubules  “signal”; determined from HiLyte-647-microtubule 
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fluorescence , and adjacent to microtubules  “background” . Mean corrected pixel intensity was 

determined by subtracting background from signal. To correct for differential microtubule binding 

affinity of the various protein fragments (e.g., dyneinMTBD vs SRSCC-dyneinMTBD; see Fig. 2.5f), 

fluorescence intensity values in the green channel (GFP) were used in place of concentration. 

Binding curves and curve fitting for dissociation constants (where appropriate) were generated 

using GraphPad Prism. 

2.4.7 Live cell imaging experiments 

For the single time point spindle position assay, the percentage of cells with a 

misoriented anaphase spindle was determined after growth overnight (12-16 hours) at a low 

temperature (16C), as previously described (Sheeman et al., 2003; Li et al., 2005; Markus et 

al., 2009). A single z-stack of wide-field fluorescence images was acquired for mRuby2-Tub1. 

For the spindle oscillation assay (Fig. 2.7g and h and Fig. A1.7c), cells were arrested with 

hydroxyurea (HU) for 2.5 hours, and then mounted on agarose pads containing HU for 

fluorescence microscopy. GFP-labeled microtubules (GFP-Tub1) were imaged every 10 

seconds for 10 minutes. To image dynein localization in live GAL1p:SHE1 cells (Fig. 2.7e and f, 

and Fig. A1.6), cells were grown as indicated in figure legends, and mounted on agarose pads. 

Images were collected on a Nikon Ti-E microscope equipped with a 1.49 NA 100X TIRF 

objective, a Ti-S-E motorized stage, piezo Z-control (Physik Instrumente), an iXon DU888 

cooled EM-CCD camera (Andor), and a spinning disc confocal scanner unit (CSUX1; 

Yokogawa) with an emission filter wheel (ET480/40M for mTurquoise2, ET525/50M for GFP, 

ET520/40M for YFP, and ET632/60M for mRuby2; Chroma). 445 nm, 488 nm, 515 nm, and 561 

nm lasers (housed in a LU-NV laser unit equipped with AOTF control; Nikon) were used to 

excite mTurquoise2, GFP, YFP and mRuby2, respectively. The microscope was controlled with 

NIS Elements software (Nikon). Image analysis was performed using ImageJ software (National 

Institutes of Health). Plus end and SPB foci were identified in two-color movies and scored 

accordingly. Specifically, plus end molecules were recognized as those foci that localized to the 
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distal tips of dynamic microtubules (identified via mTurquoise2- or mRuby2-Tub1 imaging), 

whereas spindle pole body (SPB)-associated molecules were recognized as those foci that 

localized to one of the spindle poles. Cortical molecules were identified as those foci not 

associated with an astral microtubule plus end that remained stationary at the cell cortex for at 

least three frames, whereas cytoplasmic foci were identified as those dynamic foci not meeting 

the criteria described for any of the above described categories (i.e., not associating with astral 

microtubules, or SPBs). 

2.4.8 Yeast two-hybrid assay 

For each assay, an equivalent number of yeast cells containing plasmids expressing a 

GAL4-DNA binding domain  DBD  and transcriptional activation domain  “AD”  fusions were 

spotted onto histidine-containing plates  “ HIS”; as control , or selective media lacking histidine 

 “-HIS” , the latter of which contained 5 mM 3-amino-1,2,4-triazole (to reduce background 

growth due to autoactivation by GAL4-DBD-SRSCC-dyneinMTBD bait; not shown). Both the +HIS 

and -HIS plates lacked tryptophan and leucine in order to select for cells containing both 

plasmids. 

2.4.9 Statistical analyses  

P-values were calculated using a two-tailed unpaired t test. For box-whisker plots, 

whiskers define the range, boxes encompass 25th to 75th quartiles, lines depict the medians, and 

circles depict outlier values (defined as values greater than [upper quartile + 1.5 x interquartile 

distance], or less than [lower quartile - 1.5 x interquartile distance]). 

 

2.5 FIGURES 
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Figure 2.1. She1 reduces dynein microtubule-stimulated ATPase activity, and enhances 
the affinity of dynein for microtubules. (a) Cartoon representation of the full-length dynein 
complex (left, with associated accessory chains; Dyn2, dynein light chain; Dyn3, dynein light-
intermediate chain; Pac11, dynein intermediate chain; Dyn1, dynein heavy chain), and the 
minimal GST-dimerized dynein motor domain (right). (b and c) Microtubule-stimulated ATPase 
activity in the absence (blue) and presence (red) of 200 nM She1. Data points from two replicate 
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experiments are shown (open and closed circles). Data were fit as described in Methods to 
obtain the basal (kbasal; microtubule-unstimulated ATPase activity) and maximal (kcat; 
microtubule-stimulated) ATPase rates, and the microtubule concentration at which half-maximal 
ATPase activation is achieved (Km(MT)), all of which are depicted in panel c (error bars, standard 
error of the fit). (d) Dissociation rates (koff) of GST-dynein331 in the absence and presence of 
increasing She1 concentrations. Off rates represent the inverse of the time constant from 
exponential fits to dwell-time distributions as reported in Figure 2.6g (error bars, standard error). 
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Figure 2.2. She1 reduces stepping frequency of dynein, and increases fraction of 
backward and large steps. (a) Schematic of experimental setup. (b) Representative traces of 
GST-dynein331 movement tracked with high precision in the presence of 1 mM ATP (green), 1 
µM ATP (blue), or 1 mM ATP and either 10 nM She1 (red) or 25 nM She1 (brown), as indicated. 
Steps were detected using custom written code (see Methods). (c – e) Histograms of step size 
distributions for GST-dynein331 in the absence or presence of She1, and with either 1 µM or 1 
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mM ATP, as indicated (yellow boxes delineate steps > 30 nm in either direction; see panel h). (f) 
Histograms of dwell times between steps (see Fig. A1.1c) were fit to convolutions of two 
exponential functions with equal decay constants, which are plotted here as stepping rate (error 
bars, standard error of the fit). (g and h) The fraction of forward (i.e., minus end-directed) and 
backward (i.e., plus end-directed) steps (g), or large steps (h; in either the plus, or minus end 
direction; see yellow boxes in panels c – e) of GST-dynein331 in the absence or presence of the 
indicated concentrations of She1 and ATP (n = 320 steps from 4 motors for no She1; 419 steps 
from 10 motors for 10 nM She1; 571 steps from 8 motors for 25 nM She1). See Figure A1.1. 
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Figure 2.3. Microtubule-binding by She1 is required for it to affect dynein motility. (a) 
Schematic depicting two distinct mechanisms by which She1 may affect dynein motility. She1 
either requires its microtubule-binding activity to affect dynein motility (left), or it affects dynein 
independently of its microtubule-binding activity (right). (b) Coomassie-stained SDS–
polyacrylamide gel (left) and immunoblot (anti-alpha-tubulin-C-terminus; right) of taxol-stabilized 
HiLyte647-labeled microtubules incubated with or without subtilisin, as indicated (see Methods). 
(c) 10 nM She1-TMR was incubated with either control (“+ E-hooks”) or subtilisin-digested (“- E-
hooks”) coverslip-immobilized HiLyte647-labeled microtubules for 5 minutes, then images were 
acquired by TIRF microscopy. Representative fluorescence images are shown (left) along with 
box plots of microtubule-bound She1-TMR fluorescence intensity values (scale bars, 2 µm). (d) 
Representative kymographs showing GST-dynein331 motility in the absence or presence of 10 
nM She1 on either control or subtilisin-digested microtubules. Note that for each experiment in 
which She1 is included, She1 was preincubated with the microtubules for 5 minutes before 
addition of GST-dynein331, which was diluted in motility mix that also included 10 nM She1 
(horizontal scale bar, 2 µm; vertical scale bar, 1 min). (e) Box plot of GST-dynein331 velocity 
values in indicated conditions. (f) Mean run lengths (red) and dwell times (green) for GST-
dynein331 molecules along either control or subtilisin digested microtubules in the absence or 
presence of She1 (error bars, standard error of the mean; n ≥ 199 individual motors for each 
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condition). For box-whisker plots in panels c and e, whiskers define the range, boxes 
encompass 25th to 75th quartiles, lines depict the medians, and circles depict outlier values 
(defined as values greater than [upper quartile + 1.5 x interquartile distance], or less than [lower 
quartile - 1.5 x interquartile distance]). See Figure A1.2. 
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Figure 2.4. She1 binds directly to dynein, and recognizes a specific nucleotide-bound 
state. (a) Schematic of experimental setup. Note that for these experiments, a GFP-tagged 
monomeric dynein331 (GFP-dynein331) fragment was used. (b – d) Representative fluorescence 
images (b) and quantitation (c) of She1-TMR recruitment (fixed at 40 nM) to control (“+ E-
Hook”) or subtilisin-digested (“- E-hook”) microtubules by increasing concentrations of GFP-
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dynein331 (scale bars, 2 µm; error bars, standard deviation; n ≥ 19 microtubules, and ≥ 75 µm of 
MT length for each condition). (d) Schematic of experimental setup. Note that the absence of 
nucleotide elicits a conformational state that is distinct from that of dynein in the presence of 
ATP and vanadate (see text). (e) Relative recruitment of She1-TMR by GFP-dynein331 in the 
presence of either no nucleotide (apo) or 3 mM ATP and vanadate (ADP-vanadate). Different 
points reflect the mean fluorescence intensity values (along with standard deviations) of She1-
TMR (fixed at 40 nM) versus increasing concentrations of GFP-dynein331. Given the different 
microtubule-binding affinity of GFP-dynein331 in each nucleotide state (see Fig. A1.3a), the 
extent of She1-TMR microtubule recruitment was directly compared to the relative microtubule 
binding by GFP-dynein331 (n ≥ 10 microtubules, and ≥ 36 µm of MT length for each condition). (f) 
Cartoon (left) and three example kymographs (right) depicting that on subtilisin-digested 
microtubules, She1 remains bound to GST-dynein331 as it walks, and thus transitions through 
many iterations of its mechanochemical cycle (horizontal scale bar, 1 µm; vertical scale bar, 30 
sec). See Figure A1.3. 
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Figure 2.5. She1 binds directly to the dynein microtubule-binding domain. (a –  b) Cartoon 
representations of the various GFP-seryl tRNA synthetase (SRS)-dynein (a) and kinesin (b) 
fusions used in the microtubule recruitment assays (left) along with a schematic of the 
experimental setup (right). The SRS globular domain fused to either the dynein coiled-coil (CC) 
and microtubule-binding domain (MTBD), or the kinesin MTBD, respectively are depicted in 
panels a and b, left, while panels a and b, middle, depict the SRS globular and coiled-coil 
domains fused to either the dynein or kinesin MTBD domains, respectively. (c and e) 
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Representative fluorescence images of She1-TMR recruitment to subtilisin-digested 
microtubules by GFP-SRS-dyneinCC+MTBD (c) or GFP-SRS-SRSCC-dyneinMTBD (e), but not the 
respective kinesin MTBD controls. Respective images acquired from each experiment are 
displayed with identical brightness and contrast levels. Note that in spite of the lesser degree of 
microtubule-binding by the SRSCC-dyneinMTBD fusion (in panel e) compared to dyneinCC+MTBD (in 
panel c), more She1-TMR is recruited to microtubules by the former (scale bars, 2 µm). (d) 
Quantitation of the extent of She1-TMR recruitment to subtilisin-digested microtubules by 
increasing concentrations of the indicated GFP-SRS-MTBD fusion (error bars, standard 
deviation; n ≥ 19 microtubules, and ≥ 82 µm of MT length for each condition). (f) Relative 
recruitment of She1-TMR by indicated GFP-SRS-MTBD fusion. Different points reflect the mean 
fluorescence intensity values (along with standard deviations) for She1-TMR (fixed at 20 nM) 
versus increasing concentrations of indicated GFP-SRS-MTBD fusions. Note that 
concentrations of the kinesinMTBD fusions were chosen such that the degree of their microtubule 
binding closely matched the maximal microtubule binding by the corresponding dynein 
fragment. As in Figure 4e, the extent of She1-TMR microtubule recruitment was directly 
compared to relative microtubule binding by each GFP-SRS-MTBD fragment. See Figure A1.3. 
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Figure 2.6. A dynein motor with a mutated MTBD exhibits reduced She1 sensitivity. (a) 
Schematic representation of the yeast dynein heavy chain (DYN1) with domain structure 
indicated (domains 1-6 represent the individual AAA domains; CC, coiled-coil; H1-H6, helices 
that comprise the MTBD). (b) Cartoon representation with homology model of the yeast dynein 
MTBD bound to alpha and beta-tubulin (green, MTBD; dark grey, CC1 and CC2; generated 
using one-to-one threading of yeast DYN1 sequence into 3J1T (Redwine et al., 2012) on the 
Phyre2 server; Kelley et al., 2015). (c) Kymographs depicting single molecule motility of GST-
dynein331 and GST-dynein331

mMTBD in the absence (top) or presence (bottom) of 25 nM She1 
(horizontal scale bar, 2 µm; vertical scale bar, 1 min). (d and e) Plots depicting mean velocity of 
GST-dynein331 and GST-dynein331

mMTBD in single molecule (d) and ensemble microtubule gliding 
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assays (e; error bars, standard error). (f and g) Plots depicting effects of She1 on the relative 
velocity (f) and dwell time (g) of single molecules of GST-dynein331 and GST-dynein331

mMTBD. (h) 
Plot depicting effects of She1 on the relative microtubule gliding velocity of coverslip 
immobilized GST-dynein331 and GST-dynein331

mMTBD (error bars, standard error; n ≥ 147 
individual motors for each condition for single molecule assay; n ≥ 21 microtubules for each 
condition for the ensemble motility assay). See Figures A1.4 and A1.5. 
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Figure 2.7. DyneinmMTBD exhibits reduced affinity for She1 in vitro and is She1-insensitive 
in vivo. (a) Schematic representation of the experimental setup used in panel b. (b) Relative 
recruitment of She1-TMR by monomeric GFP-dynein331 or GFP-dynein331

mMTBD. Different points 
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reflect the mean fluorescence intensity values (along with standard deviations) for She1-TMR 
(fixed at 40 nM) versus increasing concentrations (0 – 30 nM for wild-type, and 0 – 100 nM for 
mMTBD) of indicated GFP-dynein331. (c) Two-hybrid assay demonstrating an interaction 
between the yeast derived dyneinMTBD and She1 (see Methods). (d) Cartoon representation of 
the localization of full-length dynein heavy chain (Dyn1) in either wild-type (left) or She1-
overexpressing cells (right). Note that the mechanism for plus end localization of dynein (which 
is MTBD-independent; Lammer et al., 2015) is distinct from that by which dynein binds along the 
length of astral microtubules upon She1-overexpression (MTBD-dependent; see Fig. A1.6). (e 
and f) Representative images of GAL1p:SHE1 cells expressing mRuby2-Tub1 (-tubulin) and 
either Dyn1-3YFP (e) or Dyn1mMTBD-3YFP (f). Cells were grown to mid-log phase in SD media 
supplemented with raffinose (uninduced; - galactose) or galactose plus raffinose (induced for 
3.5 hours; + galactose) and then mounted on agarose pads for confocal fluorescence 
microscopy (blue arrows, plus end foci; blue arrowheads, cortical foci; red arrows, astral 
microtubule decoration; red arrowhead, cytoplasmic focus). Foci were identified in two-color 
movies and scored accordingly (scale bars, 1 µm). (g and h) Dynein-mediated spindle 
movements were quantitated in hydroxyurea (HU)-arrested kar9∆ cells with indicated DYN1 and 
SHE1 alleles. Cells were arrested with HU for 2.5 hours, and then mounted on agarose pads 
containing HU for confocal fluorescence microscopy. Full Z-stacks of GFP-labeled microtubules 
(GFP-Tub1) were acquired every 10 seconds for 10 minutes. Cells with buds of at least 2.5 µm 
in diameter were chosen for analysis. Graphs depicting the number of dynein-mediated spindle 
movements (g) and the fraction of such events in which the spindle traversed the bud neck (h; in 
which the spindle midpoint crossed the bud neck) for the indicated yeast strains are shown 
(error bars, standard error of proportion; n ≥ 43 cells; n ≥ 155 events). P-values were calculated 
using a two-tailed unpaired t test. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
 

THE MAP SHE1 COORDINATES DYNEIN-MEDIATED SPINDLE POSITIONING BY 
SPATIALLY RESTRICTING DYNEIN ACTIVITY IN YEAST 

 
 

 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Microtubule-based transport in eukaryotes by dynein and kinesin motors plays an 

important role in many biological processes including transport of vesicular cargoes and 

organelles and positioning the mitotic spindle during cell division. Novel insights into 

microtubule-based transport by the motor proteins kinesin and dynein has revealed the 

presence of a complex matrix of molecular mechanisms that have, until recently, remained 

unknown, but play a crucial role in regulating molecular motors. Microtubules and microtubule 

motors are regulated by many microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs), to achieve their distinct 

spatial and temporal functions in biological processes. The neuronal MAP tau, well known for its 

implication in Alzheimer’s disease, inhibits kinesin-1-based transport of vesicles and organelles 

in neurons in vivo and is a potent inhibitor of kinesin-1, but not dynein motility in vitro (Trinczek 

et al., 1999; Seitz et al., 2002; Dixit et al., 2008). Many MAPs have even been shown to regulate 

one another, specifically, MAP7 competes tau off microtubules and enhances kinesin-1 

recruitment, suggesting MAP7 may antagonize tau effects on kinesin transport in vivo. Like tau, 

MAP7 also does not have a dramatic effect on dynein motility in vitro (Monroy et al., 2018). Two 

known MAPs in higher eukaryotes inhibit dynein motility, specifically MAP9 and MAP4. MAP9 

has a unique mechanism of action to inhibit dynein motility, specifically, it prevents the CAP-Gly 

domain of the p150 subunit of dynactin from binding microtubules, thereby preventing landing of 

the dynactin-dynein complex on microtubules (Monroy et al., 2020). In Xenopus melanophores, 

MAP4 inhibits dynein-based transport of melanosomes (Semenova et al., 2014). Additionally, 
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MAP4 inhibited excessive dynein-mediated activity in vivo, likely through binding the p150 

subunit of dynactin (Samora et al., 2011). 

In addition to transporting various cargoes on microtubules, both kinesin and dynein 

motors also transport the microtubule tracks themselves, a function that is critical for biological 

processes such as cell division and maintaining cell polarity (Straube et al., 2006; Tanenbaum 

et al., 2013). Cytoplasmic dynein, anchored to the cell cortex, along with kinesins, on the mitotic 

spindle, generate opposing forces to position and reorganize mitotic spindles during cell cycle 

progression, that can compromise the stability and shape of the mitotic spindle (reviewed in 

Dumont et al., 2009; Estrem et al., 2019). Resistance to these opposing forces, as well as 

coordinating them, requires specific regulation of MAPs to succeed (Manning et al., 2010; 

Manning et al., 2017). In budding yeast, spindle microtubules are stabilized by opposing forces 

of MAPs, and kinesins, that crosslink spindle microtubules, two MAPs of which are Ase1 and 

She1 (Lansky et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2017). This stabilizing effect has even been shown to 

protect spindle and genomic integrity from external forces generated from spindle positioning 

(Estrem et al.,2019; Zhu et al., 2017). MAPs play an integral role in regulating microtubules and 

their associated molecular motors to achieve refined regulation during mitosis.  

Cytoplasmic dynein functions at the cell cortex where minus end-directed motion drives 

movement of cytoplasmic microtubules to position the mitotic spindle. This function also 

requires regulation by MAPs, one of which is Bik1 and to a lesser extent, She1. Bik1 targets 

dynein and its cofactors to plus ends where it can be offloaded to the cortical anchor and 

adaptor protein Num1. The role of She1 in this process is not known, but prior work has 

established that She1 polarizes dynein-mediated spindle movements towards the daughter cell 

(Moore et al., 2009; Sheeman et al., 2003; Woodruff et al., 2009; Markus et al., 2012; Lee et al., 

2003; Lee et al., 2005; Markus et al., 2009). The mechanism behind how She1 assists dynein-

mediated spindle orientation through affecting the ability of dynein to move the spindle across 

the bud neck is unclear. Intriguingly, our recent in vitro data systematically dissected how She1 
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affects dynein motility through simultaneous interactions with the dynein microtubule binding 

domain and the microtubule. Specifically, She1 enhanced dynein-microtubule interactions 

through decreasing the dissociation rate and therefore stepping frequency and dwell time of 

dynein on microtubules. This binding was highly specific to dynein and not kinesin motors, and 

moreover, recognized the conformational states of the dynein microtubule binding domain 

(Chapter 2). Our data suggested a model where She1 assisted dynein force generation to move 

the large nucleus into the small bud neck. However, we demonstrate here that this model is not 

correct and instead we perform a careful analysis of dynein-mediated spindle movements in live 

cells, to assess She1 effects on dynein activity and motility in vivo to elucidate a mechanism 

that may reconcile our in vivo and in vitro data. Our in vivo assessment revealed that She1 does 

not assist dynein-mediated spindle translocation into the bud neck, but rather ensures that 

dynein maintains the spindle in proximity to the bud neck. Our findings suggest that this is a 

consequence of She1 attenuating dynein-mediated spindle movements predominantly in the 

mother cell. Thus, She1 promotes proper spindle positioning by ensuring dynein-mediated 

spindle movement events are polarized toward the daughter cell. Additionally, we find that this 

process likely depends on She1 binding to astral microtubules, and not spindle microtubules 

where She1 also localizes. Finally, She1 requires the microtubule binding domain of dynein for 

some aspects of this inhibition, partially reconciling our in vivo and in vitro data. We also 

determine that some aspects of this inhibition are independent of the dyneinMTBD. In summary, 

our findings describe the first evidence in budding yeast of a MAP spatially regulating a 

molecular motor by preferential localization on astral microtubules on in the mother cell during 

asymmetric cell division. 

 

3.2 RESULTS 

3.2.1 She1 assists dynein-mediated spindle positioning in budding yeast 
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Previous work established that She1 plays a role in polarizing dynein-mediated spindle 

movements towards the bud  Markus et al., 2012 , indeed, our prior work showed that she1Δ 

mutants displayed mild defects in positioning the spindle into the bud neck at anaphase onset 

when observed in a single time point spindle positioning assay. Given that She1 appears to 

assist dynein in moving the spindle into the bud neck, we expected to observe cell cycle delays, 

specifically, a mitotic exit (MEN) delay from an active spindle positioning checkpoint (SPOC) as 

a consequence of mispositioned spindles in she1Δ cells. Like the spindle assembly checkpoint 

(SAC), which prevents anaphase-promoting complex (APC) activation until chromosomes are 

properly attached to the spindle, an active SPOC delays cytokinesis and mitotic exit until the 

anaphase spindle is aligned parallel to the mother-bud axis, monitored by the entry of a spindle 

pole body into the bud neck (reviewed in Lew et al., 2003). 

To this end, we used the CellAsicTM system to image the complete budding yeast cell 

cycle. In this system, cells are under constant flow to replenish nutrients, allowing imaging of 

live cells through several iterations of cell division. To monitor cell cycle progression, we imaged 

SHE1 and she1Δ cells expressing Spc110-Venus, NLS-3mCherry and mTurquoise2-Tub1 (to 

image SPBs, nucleus, and microtubules) in a microfluidics live cell imaging chamber (see 

Methods). Consistent with the single time point positioning assay, ~15% cells exhibit 

mispositioned spindles at anaphase onset (Fig 3.1a). There was a mild delay between 

anaphase onset to cytokinesis  she1Δ ~5 minute delay to cytokinesis; mean ~35 she1Δ versus 

~30 minutes SHE1, not significant, Fig 2.1b, left). Separating of mispositioned spindles from 

positioned spindles, irrespective of being from SHE1 or she1Δ cells, did not reveal a more 

obvious SPOC delay (Fig 2.1b, right), indicating that a spindle positioning defect does not give a 

pronounced SPOC delay in our methods. However, we noted that mispositioned spindles in 

SHE1 cells exhibited an ~8 minute delay between anaphase onset to cytokinesis when 

compared to positioned spindles in SHE1 cells, whereas she1Δ cells showed no delay in timing 

from anaphase onset to cytokinesis when compared to positioned spindles she1Δ cells  see 
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Figure legend 3.2); the caveat being a sample size of only 5 mispositioned spindles in SHE1 

cells for this calculation), suggesting she1 may have a defective SPOC. Mitotic duration was 

also mildly increased  mean ~127 she1Δ versus ~111 minutes SHE1, not significant  along with 

timing to anaphase onset indicating possible delays in SAC APC signaling  mean ~91 she1Δ 

versus ~80 minutes SHE1, not significant, Fig 3.1c), which may be correlated to other known 

She1 functional roles at the spindle. 

3.2.2 She1 does not assist dynein-mediated nuclear translocation success 

Budding yeast undergo cell division with their nuclear envelope kept intact. The diameter 

of the bud neck is about half the size of the diameter of the nucleus (~1 µm to ~2 µm, 

respectively). Therefore, it would not be surprising if the bud neck acts as a physical barrier that 

must be overcome to position the nucleus within. Our prior work showed that She1 enhances 

dynein-microtubule interactions through simultaneous binding with the dynein MTBD and the 

microtubule. Specifically, She1 reduces the dissociation rate of dynein from microtubules, 

leading to a reduced stepping frequency and prolonged contact with the microtubule. Given that 

SHE1 cells are more successful at positioning their spindles (Fig 3.1) and in light of this prior in 

vitro data, we hypothesized that She1 enhances dynein force generation on aMTs to assist 

entry of the large nucleus and spindle into the narrower bud neck connecting mother and bud 

cells. If this were true, we would expect to see scenarios where a dynein attempts to move the 

spindle into the bud neck but fails. To address this question, we imaged SHE1 and she1Δ live 

cells arrested in a metaphase-like state by treatment with the DNA-synthesis inhibitor hydroxy-

urea (HU). This arrest allows ample observation of dynein-mediated spindle movements in a 

short period of time, specifically, we can observe multiple events attempts to move the spindle 

into the bud neck (see Methods). This and all future experiments were done in the absence of 

KAR9, to ensure all active spindle movements are the result of a dynein-mediated event. 

Dynein-mediated spindle movements were scored based on their successful or unsuccessful 

spindle translocation into the bud neck (Fig 3.2a, cartoon, also see Methods). Consistent with 
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our hypothesis, she1Δ mutants were ~30  less successful in positioning their spindle in the bud 

neck during an attempt (Fig 3.1a). 

To determine if She1 increases dynein force generation, we used optical trapping with 

recombinant dynein and She1. 6His-GFP-GST-dynein331 purified from yeast was coupled to the 

magnetic bead using an anti-HIS antibody and allowed to walk on cover-slip immobilized 

microtubules upon addition of ATP. Motility was observed in the presence or absence of She1-

TMR purified from E.Coli (see Methods). Consistent with our prior single molecule data, bead 

velocity decreased from ~36 nm/sec to ~5 nm/sec in the presence of She1-TMR (Fig 3.2a, top). 

There was no appreciable change in the stall force upon addition of She1, but we observed a 

substantial increase in stall time of ~120 seconds (Fig 3.2a, middle and bottom). These results 

suggest that She1 does not increase dynein force generation but does enhance the ability of 

dynein to remain bound to microtubules under the high forces possibly generated by the large 

nucleus encountering the bud neck. 

To test this hypothesis in vivo, we again imaged dynein-mediated spindle movements 

but this time with a nuclear label. We reasoned that if She1 assists dynein in successfully pulling 

the nucleus into the bud neck, then widening the bud neck should rescue She1 phenotypes. To 

that end we included bni1Δ mutants in our analysis, which widens the bud neck from ~1.1 µm to 

~1.4 µm (Fig 3.2b). HU arrested SHE1 and she1 cells were imaged and the frequency with 

which nuclei successfully crossed the neck was scored (see Methods). In contrast with the 

optical trapping data, loss of She1 had no depreciable effect on nuclear translocation success 

and though widening the bud neck did have a minor increase in nuclear translocation success 

there was no additive benefit in she1Δ cells  Fig 3.2c). This suggests that though the bud neck 

acts as a physical barrier, She1 does not assist dynein in overcoming it, and therefore a 

complete model that reconciles our in vitro and in vivo data is still lacking. 

3.2.3 Cytoplasmic She1 inhibits dynein activity in vivo 
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Previous works support the idea that She1 inhibits dynein hyperactivity in cells. 

Specifically, cells lacking She1 exhibited dramatic and more frequent spindle movements where 

the astral microtubules glide along the cell cortex with increased velocity (Woodruff et al., 2009; 

Markus et al., 2012). Since She1 does not assist dynein during nuclear translocation into the 

bud neck, but we still observe a spindle neck cross defect (Fig 3.2), we revisited the behavior of 

dynein-mediated spindle movements in a more detailed analysis to discern with more clarity 

She1 effects on dynein function by characterizing dynein activity and various motility parameters 

in cells. HU arrested cells were imaged as described previously and dynein-mediated spindle 

movements manually curated from spindle tracking data (see Methods). It Is currently unknown 

whether the spindle neck cross phenotype is attributed to cytoplasmic pools of She1, or nuclear 

pools of She1, which may affect spindle positioning through dynein-independent means 

(Woodruff et al., 2010; Bergman et al., 2012). She1 has been implicated in promoting spindle 

disassembly, playing a role in kinetochore function through affecting mitotic timing of Ipl1 

activity, and through maintaining interpolar microtubule stability. All presumably through its 

localization to the nucleus and spindle microtubules (Wong et al., 2007; Woodruff et al., 2010; 

Zhu et al., 2017). To determine if regulation of dynein activity was due to cytoplasmic She1, we 

included a mutant of She1 that sequesters it in the nucleus through a C-terminal nuclear 

localization signal (see Methods) to maintain its nuclear but not cytoplasmic functions. We 

quantified the fraction dynein-mediated movements that move the spindle towards the bud neck 

and found similar defects in bud directed movements in both she1Δ and She1-NLS mutants as 

seen previously – which is illustrated clearly by the representative example tracks – suggesting 

cytoplasmic-localized She1 is responsible (Markus et al., 2012) (Fig 3.3a and b, SHE1, she1Δ, 

and She1-NLS). We also saw an enhancement in motility metrics, dynein-mediated spindle 

movement velocities and run lengths increased in she1Δ and She1-NLS mutants, indicating that 

She1 affects the motility properties of motors during a sliding event (Fig 3.3c and d, SHE1, 

she1Δ, and She1-NLS). General dynein activity is also increased in all metrics including the 
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number of sliding events per unit time, the fraction of time dynein is active, and dynein-

dependent spindle displacement per unit time, indicating that cytoplasmic She1 inhibits dynein 

hyperactivity (Fig. 3.3e, SHE1, she1Δ, and She1-NLS).  

3.2.4 She1 requires astral microtubule binding to inhibit dynein activity 

As stated before, our previous work demonstrated that She1 must be bound to 

microtubules to affect dynein motility in vitro. Though She1 localizes to astral microtubules, this 

localization decreases prior to anaphase onset, when dynein is suspected to actively position 

the spindle. This suggests that She1 inhibits the premature activation of dynein prior to 

anaphase onset, however, She1 inhibition is also required in anaphase to prevent hyperactive 

dynein activity (Woodruff et al., 2010). The decrease in She1 fluorescent signal on astral 

microtubules in anaphase when She1 is also suspected to inhibit dynein activity leads to 

question whether She1 binds astral microtubules to inhibit dynein activity or if inhibition occurs 

through extrinsic factors in the cytoplasm or the bud neck, where She1 also localizes (Woodruff 

et al., 2009; Pigula et al., 2014). To address this, we used an α-tubulin mutant containing a 

glycine to arginine amino acid substitution at position 437. This mutation leads to ~50% 

reduction in She1 binding to spindle microtubules (Fig A3.1a, top and b, also see Appendix 2). If 

She1 requires astral microtubule binding to inhibit dynein activity, then tub1-G437R mutants 

should partially phenocopy she1Δ. Indeed, tub1-G437R mutants display defects in their ability to 

move the spindle across the bud neck, enhancements in dynein motility metrics, and increased 

dynein activity reminiscent of she1Δ cells  Fig 3.3a-e, TUB1 G R and TUB1 G R she1Δ , 

suggesting She1 regulates dynein activity through its astral microtubule binding behavior. 

Not surprisingly, She1 regulates the large dynein cofactor dynactin. Through an 

unknown mechanism dynactin recruitment to plus ends is limited by She1, which conserves the 

ratio of dynactin to dynein molecules at plus ends (1:3 dynactin:dynein versus 1:1 in she1Δ) 

(Markus et al., 2012). Presumably this regulation is not through She1 directly binding dynactin 

or through inhibiting dynactin component assembly but may be achieved through limiting dynein 
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and dynactin interaction (Woodruff et al., 2009; Bergman et al., 2012). To test if She1 regulates 

dynein activity through dynactin, it would be ideal to delete the complex, however dynactin is 

required for dynein function. The CAP-Gly domain is the microtubule binding domain of the 

dynactin subunit Nip100. This region has been shown to promote dynein activity and efficient 

dynein-dependent nuclear movement in budding yeast and neurons (Kardon et al., 2009; Moore 

et al., 2009; Nirschl et al., 2016). Additionally, a MAP9 in humans inhibits dynein-dynactin 

motility in vitro through blocking p150 (human CAP-Gly) binding to microtubules (Monroy et al., 

2020). Given that the CAP-Gly domain promotes dynein activity (the inverse of She1 effects) 

and a previously described MAP in higher eukaryotes inhibits dynein motility through blocking 

dynactin-microtubule binding, we wondered if She1 may share this mechanism to inhibit dynein 

activity in vivo. If She1 regulates dynein activity through inhibiting CAP-Gly microtubule binding, 

then mutants lacking the CAP-Gly domain would be insensitive to She1 loss. Contrary to this 

idea, we saw a nearly equivalent decrease in the spindle neck cross phenotype, as well as 

equivalent increases in motility metrics and dynein activity, suggesting She1 does not regulate 

dynein through blocking dynactin-microtubule binding (Fig 3.3a-e, ΔCAP-Gly and ΔCAP-Gly 

she1Δ . 

3.2.5 She1 inhibits the initiation of dynein-mediated spindle movements in the mother 

compartment 

 Astral microtubules make contacts with the cell cortex as they dynamically move and 

grow in the cytoplasm, but not all cortical contacts will convert to a dynein-mediated spindle 

movement, or productive slide (Fig 3.4a, cartoon). Initiation of a productive sliding event occurs 

upon activation of the dynein-dynactin complex through offloading from the plus end to the 

cortical anchor and adaptor protein Num1 (Lammers et al., 2015). We wondered if the increased 

frequency of sliding events in she1Δ cells  Fig 3.3d, sliding events per unit time) is a 

consequence of more astral microtubule cortical contacts initiating into a productive slide or if it 

is simply the result of more astral microtubules encountering the cell cortex because of changes 
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in microtubule dynamics. To address this question, we manually counted cortical contacts and 

productive slides and corrected for differences in cortical contact number by dividing productive 

sliding events by the number of cortical contacts per cell. She1 inhibits ~20% of cortical contacts 

from converting to a productive slide, indicating that changes in cortical contact frequency is not 

the driver for the increased sliding events (Fig 3.4a, SHE1 and she1Δ . Note how this inhibition 

primarily occurs in the mother compartment and requires microtubule binding by She1, 

supporting a previously proposed hypothesis that She1 inhibits mother-localized dynein on 

astral microtubules (Fig 3.4a, She1-NLS, tub1-G437R, and tub1-G437R she1Δ   Markus et al., 

2012). And consistent with our previous in vivo data, does not occur through regulating the 

microtubule binding domain of dynactin (Fig 3.4a, ΔCAP-Gly, ΔCAP-Gly she1Δ . 

3.2.6 She1 maintains bud neck proximity through dynein-dependent and -independent 

mechanisms 

 The consequences of dynein hyperactivity on spindle positioning may be inferred from 

our data that spindle displacement is increased and prior work that saw several instances where 

dramatic spindle movements lead to the spindle pole bodies encountering the mother-cell cortex 

(Markus et al., 2012). Indeed, our representative spindle tracks (Fig 3.3a) illustrate how 

dramatic spindle movements may be leading to the spindle residing far from the bud neck, 

abrogating spindle positioning attempts. We wondered how frequently dynein hyperactivity 

leads to these instances where the spindle is pulled far from the bud neck and within close 

proximity of the cell cortex (within 1 µm, Fig 3.4b, cartoon). We scored the frequency of seeing 

the spindle reside within 1 µm of the cell cortex, using spindle tracking data from before. Given 

that this analysis includes all spindle tracks, not just spindle tracks that are a consequence of 

dynein-mediated movement, we included dyn1Δ mutants, to determine to what degree this 

phenotype depended on dynein hyperactivity. We found that all she1Δ, tub1-G437R, and She1-

NLS mutants displayed a 6-12 fold cortical proximity increase except in the case of dyn1Δ and 

ΔCAP-Gly mutants, suggesting this phenotype is a consequence of dynein hyperactivity in 
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she1Δ cells, and consistent with previous figures that inhibition requires She1-microtubule 

binding (Fig 3.4b). 

The mechanism behind how She1 promotes spindle positioning has not been elucidated. 

Our current and prior work show a defect in dynein-mediated spindle movements towards the 

bud neck coinciding with an increase in the initiation of dynein-mediated spindle movements in 

the mother compartment, supporting a previously proposed model where She1 inhibits dynein in 

the mother compartment, therefore allowing bud-localized dynein to polarize spindle movements 

towards the bud neck (Markus et al., 2012). However, though these explanations are logical, 

given our current and prior data, to attribute the spindle positioning defect in she1Δ mutant to 

dynein hyperactivity, it has not been confirmed that this is the only mode by which She1 

polarizes spindle movement towards the bud. Given that She1 also localizes prominently to the 

bud neck (Woodruff et al., 2009), a major epicenter for regulating polarity during cell division in 

budding yeast, it is reasonable to suggest She1 may play a role in polarizing spindle movement 

in a dynein-independent manner. To this end, we processed and binned spindle tracking data 

from our wild-type and mutant strains based on their relative distance from the bud neck (Fig. 

3.4c and see Methods . The histograms of she1Δ mutants display a broad distribution away 

from the bud neck as expected from dynein hyperactivity in all cases except in dyn1Δ mutants 

(Fig 3.5). We then plotted the fraction of spindle tracks that reside within either the mother or 

bud compartments and observe an obvious bias towards the mother compartment in she1Δ 

mutants consistent with the histograms (Fig 3.4c, bottom . Since dyn1Δ mutants are devoid of 

any active spindle positioning pathway we also saw this bias, but it was not further exasperated 

in dyn1Δ she1Δ mutants  Fig 3.4c, bottom). Taken together our data support the idea that 

dynein hyperactivity in the mother compartment leads to the spindle being pulled away from the 

bud neck and sequestered in the mother compartment. Fascinatingly, the same cannot be said 

for a small region nearest the bud neck (a region within a relative distance of 20% proximal to 

the bud neck, Fig 3.4c, top, and gray rectangle). Though there is a sizable decrease in the 
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fraction of spindles within proximity of the bud neck, there is a further reduction in dyn1Δ she1Δ 

mutants (Fig 3.4c, top), and this defect does not require microtubule binding (Fig 3.4c, top, tub1-

G437R) supporting the suspicion that She1 plays a role in dynein-independent polarization, 

through an unknown mechanism that promotes proximity of the spindle without actively moving 

it (Fig 3.4c, top She1-NLS and Fig 3.4d). 

3.2.7 She1 localizes to mother-associated astral microtubules 

 The mechanism behind how She1 inhibits the initiation of dynein events in the mother 

compartment is unknown, however we do know that this inhibition requires she1 binding to 

astral microtubules, suggesting the possibility that She1 may preferentially localize to mother-

associated astral microtubules (Fig 3.4a . We’ve chosen to circumvent the difficult visualization 

of She1 with a time-limited galactose over-expression of She1-GFP and mRuby2-tub1 in HU 

arrested cells (see Methods). Upon scoring of astral microtubules based on visible She1-GFP 

signal, we saw that ~80% of mother-associated astral microtubules had visible She1-GFP, 

compared to ~20% of bud-associated astral microtubules (Fig 3.6a and b). Given the binary 

nature of our initial analysis, we wondered if bud-localized astral microtubules were truly devoid 

of She1-GFP binding, or if binding was simply reduced below visual detection, so we measured 

the fluorescent intensity of She1-GFP and mRuby2-tub1 on mother and bud astral microtubules 

(Fig 3.6c, middle and right, also see Methods). We found that the intensity of She1-GFP on 

mother-associated astral microtubules was ~4x greater than on bud-associated astral 

microtubules and this difference is not due to astral microtubule density (Fig 3.6c), supporting 

the notion that She1 inhibits mother-localized dynein through biased binding to mother-

associated astral microtubules. 

 The mechanism that drives biased localization of She1 to mother-associated astral 

microtubules is unknown, and the possibilities vast, but we hypothesize that it could be 

controlled through either a microtubule-independent or -dependent mechanism. For instance, if 

the bias depends on a microtubule-dependent mechanism, then the targeted depolymerization 
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of microtubules using nocodazole should lead to She1-GFP fluorescent signal in the cytoplasm 

equilibrating equally between mother and bud compartments. To that end, we treated our She1-

GFP cells with 10µM nocodazole prior to imaging to fully depolymerize astral microtubules (see 

Methods). There was no statistical difference between She1-GFP in the cytoplasm of mother 

and bud compartments and the ratio dropped to a steady 1:1 mother:bud in nocodazole treated 

cells (Fig 3.6d), suggesting that biased localization of She1 on mother-associated astral 

microtubules is through a microtubule-dependent process, possibly through modulating the 

affinity of She1 for microtubules. 

3.2.8 She1 requires the microtubule binding domain of dynein to inhibit dynein activity 

 Our previous data demonstrated that She1 affects dynein motility through simultaneous 

interactions with the microtubule binding domain of dynein and the microtubule. We’ve 

demonstrated here that She1 must bind astral microtubules to regulate dynein activity, but to 

fully reconcile our in vivo and in vitro data, we must address if She1 also requires the 

microtubule binding domain of dynein to inhibit dynein activity. In our previous work we 

described a chimeric dynein MTBD mutant – where we swapped the yeast MTBD for the rat 

MTBD – which displayed reduced binding and sensitivity to She1 effects (see Figure 2.6 and 

2.7). To test if She1 inhibition requires the dynein MTBD in vivo, we put this chimera through our 

detailed analysis as described previously (see Methods). Though we observed a defect in the 

spindle neck cross phenotype in the rat chimera, loss of She1 did not lead to further 

exacerbation of the positioning defect (Fig 3.7a and b, Dyn1-rat and Dyn1-rat she1Δ . 

Unexpectedly, we saw a partial rescue of the enhanced velocity seen in dynein motility metrics 

in our control strains, which incidentally have a 3YFP tag on dynein for the purpose of strain 

confirmation, (Fig 3.7c SHE1 and she1Δ, also see Methods) but not in chimeric mutant, which 

also has Dyn-3YFP tags (Fig 3.7c Dyn1-rat and Dyn1-rat she1Δ . Additionally, we still saw the 

increase in sliding event run length in the chimeras (Fig 3.7c SHE1 and she1Δ versus Dyn1-rat 

and Dyn1-rat she1Δ . Though we are not sure the implications of the unexpected result in our 
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velocity metric, both motility metrics suggest that the dynein motility phenotype seen in she1Δ 

mutants, is not regulated through the dynein MTBD. In contrast, we did not see a significant 

change in dynein activity upon loss of She1, even the spindle displacement which saw a 

statistically significant increase, was very subtle and likely a consequence of the increased run 

lengths seen in all she1Δ mutants  (Fig 3.7d, Dyn1-rat and Dyn1-rat she1Δ , suggesting that 

some aspects of dynein hyperactivity in these cells is inhibited by She1 regulation through the 

dynein MTBD. 

3.2.9 Sensitivity to She1 is partially restored by enhancing the affinity state of the 

chimera MTBD  

 We demonstrated in our prior in vitro work that She1 has a higher binding affinity for the 

nucleotide-free conformational state of the dynein motor domain, a state which has a high-

affinity for microtubules (see Figure 2.4d and e). Though the purpose of this specificity is not 

understood, it may play a critical role in the mechanism by which She1 regulates dynein activity. 

Our chimeric dynein mutant – with the rat-MTBD – has a lower affinity for microtubules than the 

wild-type yeast motor (see Figure A1.4c). This led us to wonder if the chimeric dynein mutant 

displays partial insensitivity to She1 due to conformational differences between yeast and rat 

MTBD. To test this, we inserted two charge-reversal point mutations (E3289 -> K and E3378 -> 

K) in the coiled-coil and MTBD of the chimeric dynein mutant which have been previously 

reported to increase the microtubule binding affinity (Redwine et al., 2012) (see Methods). We 

should see a restoration of She1 sensitivity in this scenario. As before, even the high affinity 

chimera appears to have a defect in moving the spindle across the neck (Fig 3.7a, rE/K and 

rE K she1Δ , however, the velocity still increased consistent with the idea that motility metrics of 

a sliding event are not governed by She1 binding the dynein MTBD (Fig 3.7c, rE/K and rE/K 

she1Δ . Consistent with our hypothesis, we did see a complete restoration in dynein activity, 

suggesting that She1 regulation of dynein activity is in part dependent to the conformational 

specificity of She1 for the dynein MTBD (Fig 3.7d, rE/K and rE/K she1Δ . 
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3.2.10 She1 inhibits initiation of dynein-mediated spindle movements and maintains bud 

neck proximity through interaction with the microtubule binding domain of dynein 

 If inhibition of the initiation of dynein sliding events and cortical proximity phenotypes  

require the MTBD of dynein, we would expect our chimeric dynein mutant to not display an 

increase in productive sliding events or cortical proximity, and in light of this reduced sensitivity 

correlating to a conformational difference in the motors, we should see a restoration of these 

phenotypes in the high affinity chimera, which we observed (Fig 3.8a and b). However, note that 

the chimera displays a partial increase in cortical proximity, albeit to a less significant degree 

than the she1Δ and rE K she1Δ mutants  Fig 3.8b), suggesting some MTBD-independent 

mechanism may be contributing to this phenotype or – given that the chimera had reduced 

sensitivity, not complete insensitivity to She1 effects – this phenotype is more sensitive than our 

previous metrics in identifying subtle changes in dynein hyperactivity. 

Recall our previous data which described a broad distribution away from the bud neck as 

a consequence of dynein hyperactivity (Fig 3.8). It is apparent from the histograms for our 

chimeric mutants (Fig 3.9, SHE1, she1Δ, Dyn1-rat, Dyn1-rat she1Δ, Dyn1-rE/K, and Dyn1-rE/K 

she1Δ , as well as from the spindle neck cross phenotype and dynein motility metrics (Fig 3.8b 

and c, SHE1, she1Δ, Dyn1-rE/K, and Dyn1-rE K she1Δ  that the 3 FP have some inhibitory 

effect on dynein motility in general, partially masking some of our phenotypes which were 

significant before (see Figure 3.3 and fig 3.4, SHE1 versus she1Δ . When we plotted the 

fraction of spindle residencies within either the mother or bud compartment, we saw a similar 

increase the fraction within the mother compartment in she1Δ and Dyn1-rE K she1Δ mutants, 

but not in the Dyn1-rat she1Δ mutant (Fig 3.8c), consistent with our hypothesis that She1 is 

sensitive to the conformational state of the motor. Finally, we again see the decreased fraction 

of spindles within close proximity of the bud neck in all she1Δ mutants  the small region 

surrounding the bud neck), which was previously attributed to a dynein-independent mechanism 

and further confirmed by this data demonstrating it is a MTBD-independent process, consistent 
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with findings that She1 also maintains the spindle close to the bud neck through a dynein-

independent mechanism (Fig 3.8c). 

 

3.3 DISCUSSION & FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

In summary, we found that She1 regulates dynein-mediated spindle positioning through 

inhibiting dynein hyperactivity (Fig. 3.3, 3.4, 3.5). Specifically, She1 prevents astral microtubule 

cortical contacts in the mother cell from initiating into a dynein-mediated sliding event and this 

inhibition requires She1 binding to astral microtubules and the dynein MTBD to a moderate 

extent (Fig 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9). The compartmentally specific inhibition is achieved through She1 

localizing to mother-associated aMTs via a microtubule-dependent mechanism and not through 

physically blocking She1 diffusion into the bud cell (Fig. 3.6). By inhibiting dynein hyperactivity in 

the mother cell She1 maintains the spindle within close proximity to the bud neck, consequently 

polarizing dynein-mediated spindle movements to promote proper positioning of the spindle into 

the bud neck (Fig 3.4, 3.5). However, the mechanism behind how dynein hyperactivity leads to 

the spindle positioning defect we observe in she1Δ cells is partially speculative. Our data 

support a model where She1 inhibition of dynein events in the mother cell allows bud-

associated dynein to polarize spindle movements into the bud neck. In this case, the low 

frequency of spindle translocation success (Fig 3.2a) is likely a consequence of hyperactive 

dynein in the mother sabotaging spindle positioning attempts by dynein in the bud, which is 

further supported by the fact that fewer dynein-mediated spindle movements are directed 

towards the bud (Fig 3.3b). Despite this knowledge, we have still not completely reconciled our 

in vivo and in vitro data to suggest a complete mechanism. 

We were surprised to see that the spindle positioning defect in she1Δ cells did not give a 

pronounced SPOC delay with our method, despite the significant observation of mispositioned 

spindles in our assay (Fig 3.1a). A likely explanation in these cells is the presence of a 

functionally redundant spindle positioning pathway, KAR9, which could compensate by rescuing 
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an otherwise doomed anaphase spindle, but could also be complicated by a lack of sensitivity 

either in our methods or our analyses. Congruent with the former, 29 of the 33 mispositioned 

anaphase spindles we observed were eventually forced into the bud neck before cytokinesis 

(data not shown), suggesting their survival. However, in spite of the low frequency of seeing 

cells undergoing cytokinesis with the spindle still in the mother cell (occurring in only 4 out of 33 

mispositioned spindles), many of these mispositioned spindles that went on to correct their 

positioning may still have resulted in aneuploid or partially aneuploid cells, but with chromosome 

abnormalities not severe enough to lose cell viability. We noted that all mispositioned spindles 

that underwent anaphase with their spindles in the mother cell (4 cells) were from she1Δ cells. 

This, along with our observation that mispositioned spindles in she1Δ cells had no delay in 

timing from anaphase to cytokinesis when compared to positioned cells in she1Δ cells (whereas 

WT cells displayed a 5 minute delay), suggests these cells may be deficient of SPOC signaling 

and gives us reason to suspect that She1 may play a role in regulation of the SPOC network. It 

might be no coincidence that She1 localizes prominently to the bud neck throughout mitosis and 

localizes to mother-associated aMTs (Woodruff et al., 2009; Pigula et al., 2014; and Fig 3.6). 

Incidentally, SPOC regulation is highly correlated with polarity-associated factors in the 

cytoplasm, spindle pole bodies, and bud neck. Specifically, for example, Kin4 kinase 

counterbalances the FEAR-dependent activation of the miotic exit network (MEN) in the mother 

compartment by maintaining SPOC activation on both spindle pole bodies, until the event when 

one SPB passes the bud neck. Another kinase Elm1, associated with the bud neck, activates 

Kin4 to promote SPOC activation in the mother cell. Upon proper alignment (when one SPB 

passes into the bud neck), Kin4, among other factors, dissociate from the bud-localized SPB 

and relocalize to the bud neck as a consequence of Lte1 regulation (a bud-localized factor), in 

which Lte1 binds to and promotes hyperphosphorylation of Kin4, releasing it from SPBs and 

thereby inactivating the SPOC (Bertazzi et al., 2011). Interestingly, cells with non-functional 
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Kin4 or Elm1 kinases are deficient in SPOC signaling (Caydasi et al., 2009; Caydasi et al., 

2010; Falk et al., 2011; Pereira et al., 2005).  

Our close analysis of how She1 regulates dynein activity in budding yeast has revealed 

new insights into how a MAP could spatially regulate molecular motors. Specifically, we found 

that She1 inhibits dynein in the mother compartment, through specific localization on mother-

associated astral microtubules during metaphase (Fig 3.6). Though the mechanism driving this 

preferential binding is unknown, there are many future possibilities to explore and test. With our 

overexpressed She1-GFP mutant cells we determined that the localization depends on a 

microtubule-dependent mechanism, and that there is not a physical barrier that prevents She1 

diffusion (aka affects She1’s microtubule binding capacity, not compartment localization in the 

cytoplasm). Many MAP functions are regulated by phosphorylation, specifically, MAPs exhibit 

reduced binding to microtubules when phosphorylated, a mechanism which is not entirely 

surprising given most recognize the negatively charged CTTs of microtubules to bind. 

Specifically, the potential She1 homolog MAP4, along with MAP2 and tau, exhibit reduced 

binding to microtubules and actin (MAP2) upon phosphorylation by p110 microtubule-affinity 

regulating kinase (MARK) at KxGS motifs. This proposes a means by which to regulate 

microtubule dynamics and protein function (reviewed in Tassan et al., 2004; Illenberger et al., 

1996; Drewes et al., 1995; Drewes 1997; Selden et al., 1983; Vallee et al 1980; Burns et al., 

1984). Consistent with this notion, a phosphomimetic mutant of She1 (She15D; Markus et al., 

2012) has reduced binding affinity to microtubules. Par1 is essential in establishing the anterior-

posterior polarity in C. elegans embryo (Kemphues et al., 1988) and MARK2, a mouse family 

MARK, is critical for neuronal polarity of neurites (Biernat et al., 2002). Interestingly, Kin1 and 

Kin2 are budding yeast orthologs of MARK/Par1. Kin2 localizes within the bud cell and 

incidentally the bud neck in S. cerevisiae (where She1 also localizes throughout mitosis; Pigula 

et al., 2014) where it is suspected to regulate septin organization. Kin1 also displays asymmetric 

localization to sites of polarized growth and the bud neck of S. pombe (Cadou et al., 2010; Levin 
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et al., 1990; Elbert et al., 2005; Yuan et al., 2016; Tassan et al., 2004). Additionally, She1 

contains KxGS motif at Serine amino acid position 85, which could potentially be 

phosphorylated by Kin1 or Kin2 (Fig A3.1a). There are also many mitogen-activated kinases 

(MAPKs) belonging to signaling cascades that may be activated in compartmentally controlled 

mechanisms. Specifically, Hog1 is a MAPK activated by rapid phosphorylation through a 

signaling cascade that starts with activation of the Sho1 signaling cascade in response to 

osmotic cell stress (Proft et al., 2004; Babazadeh et al., 2014). Sho1 is incidentally 

asymmetrically localized to the bud cell as well (Reiser et al., 2000). Given that She1 has been 

implicated in HOG1 pathway function, this presents an interesting mode by which to spatially 

inhibit She1 binding to microtubules in the bud cell. She1, which has been shown to be 

maximally phosphorylated during mitosis (data not published), is suspected to be 

phosphorylated by mitotically regulated kinases Ipl1 and Hog1 in vitro, and this phosphorylation 

is critical for She1’s role in spindle disassembly and spindle positioning (see Appendix 4; 

Woodruff et al., 2010; Pigula et al., 2014; Markus et al., 2012). Additionally, recall that She1 

may be involved in SPOC signaling, meaning it may be prevented from localizing to aMTs in the 

bud compartment in a similar manner to Kin4 through Lte1 pathway regulation. This would 

inevitably prevent She1 from inhibiting dynein in the bud compartment, supporting our data. 

She1 may not localize to aMTs in the bud due to regulation by Lte1, or upstream factors, 

inducing hyperphosphorylation of She1 in the bud to dissociate it from aMTs, possibly 

relocalizing She1 to the bud neck (akin to Kin4). We could test this hypothesis using a 

temperature sensitive mutant of cdc12 that leads to loss of the bud-specific localization of Lte1 

(Seshan et al., 2002). If She1 relies on Lte1 or upstream factors for asymmetric localization, 

then temperature inactivation of a cdc12 temperature sensitive allele should also lead to a loss 

in She1 asymmetry. This, among evidence that kinases drive polarity of budding yeast 

asymmetry by localization (such as Kin1, Kin2, and Kin4), suggests She1 binding to 

microtubules may be modulated by phosphorylation in vivo in a compartmentally dependent 
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manner. A specific assessment of phospho-mimic and phospho-null mutants of She1 (see 

Appendix 4), to determine if phosphorylation, or lack of a phosphorylation, leads to reduced 

binding of She1 on mother-localized aMTs or leads to increased She1 binding on bud-localized 

aMTs (respectively) in vivo may be enlightening. 

Alternatively, the preferential localization could be driven by the differences in cytosolic 

environments of the mother and bud cell. Specifically, pH of the cytosol and organelles is tightly 

regulated to control the cell health. Subtle changes in pH can lead to potential charge changes 

on amino acid residues on weakly acidic and basic protein side chains (reviewed in Moreno-

Garcia et al., 2009; reviewed in Demaurex et al., 2002). In budding yeast, the acidity of the 

vacuole of mother cells declines over time, owing to the accumulation of Pma1 (plasma 

membrane associated ATPase proton pump) in the mother cell, which regulates cytosolic pH by 

pumping protons out of the cell. (Ferreira et al., 2001; Egilmez et al., 1989; Hughes et al., 2012; 

Henderson et al., 2014). This pH asymmetry is also mildly conserved between mother and bud 

compartment cytosols (which have a mean pH of ~7.1), in which case the bud cell is ~0.2-0.1 

pH units below the mother cell, and increases ~0.5 pH units nearest to the cell cortex 

(Henderson et al., 2014). In the case of higher acidity in the bud, we propose that She1 may not 

bind (or have reduced binding) to microtubules due to charge shifts on She1 critical to 

microtubule binding, likely in the C-terminal half of She1 (Appendix 3). Unfortunately, given that 

Pma1 is an essential gene, testing this hypothesis is not trivial. An approach to test this 

hypothesis might include temperature dependent depletion of Pma1 and overexpression of 

Pma1, both of which been demonstrated to be a viable approach (Henderson et al., 2014). In 

the case of overexpression of Pma1, we should hit a theoretical threshold to which the bud pH 

equates the mother pH in a wild-type scenario (when Pma1 is not overexpressed). With a pH 

that mimics the original mother pH, She1 binding to microtubules should theoretically be 

rescued in the bud cell and we should therefore see loss of asymmetric localization of She1. 
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The inhibitory effect of She1 on dynein-dynactin motility metrics, which best represents 

inherent dynein motor properties during prolonged movement (i.e. the sliding event that follows 

initiation of the event) in vivo, did not require the dynein MTBD, and potentially may be 

independent of She1-MT binding, which presents some interesting questions (Fig 3.3c and d). 

Our prior in vitro data showed that She1 binds the dynein MTBD to inhibit motility (Chapter 2), 

this had suggested to us that She1 inhibition was most likely to occur during prolonged 

movement, when dynein walks away from the plus end and along the microtubule lattice where 

it would encounter She1, but this is clearly not the case from our data, which suggests She1 

inhibition of prolonged events is MTBD-independent. Our data then suggests there may be two 

modes of inhibition by She1 and they both may occur under distinct mechanisms, namely, one 

requires She1 binding to the dynein MTBD (inhibition of initiation) and one does not (inhibiting 

motility of prolonged movement), and importantly, one mechanism does not preclude the other 

(i.e. the rat chimera still exhibited enhanced motility metrics in vivo despite the MTBD-

dependent mechanism being non-functional; Fig. 3.7b and c versus d and Fig 3.8a). In light of 

this, it becomes necessary to investigate alternative explanations for how She1 could regulate 

dynein-dynactin motility. It has been shown previously that microtubule stability plays a role in 

the duration and frequency of dynein-mediated sliding events, specifically, microtubule 

stabilizing factors result in greater frequency of sliding events and duration of sliding events 

(Estrem et al., 2017; Hayashi et al., 2005), similar to what is seen in she1Δ dynein-dynactin 

motility metrics (Fig 3.3b and c). Additionally, dynein and dynactin have been shown to alter 

microtubule dynamics directly, and in antagonistic ways, specifically, dynein promotes 

depolymerization events while dynactin stabilizes microtubules during a productive slide 

(Estrem et al., 2017; Hayashi et al., 2005). Though we do not yet know if She1 affects 

microtubule dynamics. Our tub1 mutant (tub1-G437R) has enhanced dynamicity, which may be 

a direct consequence of reduced She1 binding (reviewed in Appendix 2). Alternatively, the 

enhanced dynamics could be a consequence of other reasons such as reduced binding of other 
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proteins or inherent heterodimer structure. Either way She1 may affect microtubule dynamics, 

thus indirectly altering the trajectory of a sliding event by changing the stability of the 

microtubule track. Additionally, it remains within the realm of possibilities that She1 directly 

affects the dynein-dynactin complex’s ability to regulate microtubule dynamics during a sliding 

event. This is especially interesting given that She1 wild-type cells maintain a 3:1 ratio of 

dynein:dynactin at plus ends, and she1Δ cells drop this ratio to 1:1 dynein:dynactin. Therefore, 

She1 maintains fewer stabilizing factors at the plus ends (dynactin) and more destabilizing 

factors (dynein; Markus et al., 2011). Therefore, She1 would indirectly reduce sliding event 

frequency and duration  when compared to she1Δ , through maintaining a stoichiometry that 

favors a higher dynein (MT destabilizer) stoichiometry at plus ends, consistent with our 

observations. Future studies to investigate if She1 affects microtubule dynamics, either directly 

or indirectly, will be highly enlightening in this regard, and given that we have established yeast 

tubulin purification in our lab, in vitro assays that accurately assess dynein pathway component 

effects on microtubule dynamics, is possible (see Appendix 5). 

As mentioned previously, the mechanism behind She1 regulating the ratio of dynein and 

dynactin at plus ends is largely unresolved, and currently it is unknown whether it requires the 

dynein MTBD, leaving room for investigation of several different avenues to reveal potential 

mechanisms. Bim1 plays a role at the spindle midzone in microtubule stability, like She1, during 

mitosis, and incidentally, cells lacking she1 exhibit a reduction in Bim1 localization at the spindle 

midzone (Zhu et al., 2017).  She1 has been shown to interact with Bim1 in yeast-2-hybrid 

assays (Wong et al., 2007), and She1 does appear to contain a C-terminal SxIP binding motif 

that may bind Bim1 starting at residue 229 (Fig. A3.1c). Additionally, She1 interacts with the C-

terminal tails of microtubules with its C-terminal region, demonstrating that She1 could 

theoretically interact with both Bim1 and microtubules simultaneously as seen with the dynein 

MTBD and the microtubule, and also suggests She1 could not interact with the dynein MTBD at 

the same time as it would interact with Bim1 (see Chapter 2 and Appendix 3). Previous work in 
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mammalian cells show that the Cap-Gly domain of p150 (mammalian Nip100) interacts with 

both the C-terminal residues (EET) and the SxIP binding region of EB1 to track plus ends, which 

can engage in competition with SxIP and LxxPTPh binding motifs on other EB1 binding proteins 

(Badin-Larçon et al., 2004; Stangier et al., 2018; reviewed in Kumar et al., 2012; Duellberg et 

al., 2014; Roberts et al., 2014). In contrast, in yeast, the Bik1 Cap-Gly domain has been shown 

to interact specifically with the EEF on Bim1 C-terminal tails, leaving the Bim1 SxIP and 

LxxPTPh binding regions available for ternary complex assembly, as has been shown with Kar9 

and Stu2 (Stangier et al., 2018). Bim1 has been shown to have a diverse set of binding partners 

to achieve multiple different functions during spindle alignment and yeast mating, including 

interaction with microtubules and actin that could be competed (or exist harmoniously) with 

other binding partners to achieve these functions (Honnappa et al., 2006; Manatschal et al., 

2016). Perhaps the potential She1 interaction with Bim1 could be involved in She1 effects on 

dynein activity in cells. Yet, budding yeast dynactin has been shown to need dynein, and not 

Bim1 to a large extent, to perform its function in spindle positioning. In turn, dynein needs Bik1 

and Pac1, but Bik1 does not necessarily need Bim1 to localize to plus ends, to achieve its 

spindle positioning function. Though, loss of Bim1 still leads to mild loss of dynein and Bik1 

concentration at plus ends, suggesting it does have a role in plus end targeting (Markus et al., 

2011; Carvalho et al., 2004; Sheeman et al., 2003; Stangier et al., 2018). Still, the binding 

interaction of all of these plus end complexes is largely unknown, nor do we understand if they 

occur in large ternary assemblies or in competition with one another. Our data do not currently 

support She1 regulating dynactin through its microtubule binding domain (CAP-Gly), either in 

the inhibition of initiation of dynein-mediated sliding events or in the prolonged movement, 

suggesting it is not directly competing with the dynactin Cap-Gly domain for interaction with 

microtubule C-terminal tails or Bim1 (Fig 3.3, 3.4). But since She1 plays a role in dynactin 

localization to plus ends, and dynactin does not require its Cap-Gly domain for this behavior, 

perhaps there is another explanation. We would propose determining if bim1Δ cells display 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=Badin-Lar%C3%A7on+AC&cauthor_id=15031428
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changes dynactin plus end targeting and dynein activity metrics that is not further aggravated by 

she1Δ. Alternatively, Bik1, which is required for dynein localization to plus ends, also has a Cap-

Gly domain which interacts with the C-terminal EEF of α-tubulin and Bim1. Bim1 presumably 

can bind a protein with a Cap-Gly domain and another protein with a SxIP motif simultaneously, 

suggesting She1 may bind to Bim1 at the same time as Bim1 is interacting with Bik1. Perhaps 

She1 may play a role in restricting interaction of dynactin and dynein through and interaction 

with Bim1. A more detailed mechanism for how this might influence dynein activity, is rather 

difficult to envision. We could begin to address this question by determining if She1 binds Bim1, 

or if She1 affects Bim1 and Bik1 binding with each other or microtubules in vitro, or whether 

addition of dynein or dynactin would exhibit differential targeting to plus ends in the presence of 

She1 and +TIP targeting components. Though we do not visually see comet-like decoration by 

She1 when She1 is overexpressed, perhaps a She1 interaction with Bim1 could be a means by 

which She1 could localize and therefore directly modulate dynein and dynactin interaction. 

Our currently proposed model is in direct contrast with our previous model, where She1 

enhances dynein force generation to move the large nucleus into the narrow bud neck. Though 

we found that the bud neck does behave as a barrier that must be overcome, She1 does not 

assist in this regard (Fig 3.2c), leaving questions as to the mechanism behind how She1 

enhancing dynein association with microtubules would achieve an inhibitory effect on dynein 

activity in vivo. It is notable that, as far as we know, only inhibition of the initiation of a dynein-

mediated sliding events require the dynein MTBD, and moreover, it appears to be specific to the 

conformational state of the dynein MTBD (as shown by the high-affinity rat chimera, Fig 3.7, 3.8 

also see Chapter 2). The MTBD-dependent mechanism may occur directly at the plus ends, 

before or when a sliding event begins, possibly implicating She1 in dynein-dynactin plus-end 

targeting or offloading as previously alluded to. She1 directly affects plus-end localized dynein 

and dynactin ratios (Markus et al., 2011). It is important to note that She1 also affects the 

offloading of the dynein-dynactin complexes as well, specifically, She1 perhaps drives offloading 
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of dynein: (1) dynein plus end targeting was reduced in she1Δ, yet cortical targeting of dynein 

remained unchanged (plus end localized dynein went from 16 to 9 molecules, but cortical 

targets still maintained 6 molecules of dynein, indicating she1Δ enhanced dynein offloading) but 

(2) the offloading ratio of dynactin did not change very much (plus end localized dynactin 

increased from 14 to 21 molecules yet cortical foci increased to a similar degree, 8 and 12 

molecules, respectively; Markus et al., 2011). Though this enhanced offloading could be a 

consequence of increased dynactin at plus ends, we propose an alternative interpretation of 

these data which may be supported by some preliminary evidence. Interestingly, wild-type yeast 

dynein, which can undergo stochastic switching between autoinhibited and uninhibited 

conformations, exhibited no enhancement in microtubule binding when compared to an 

uninhibited mutant in vitro, suggesting autoinhibition does not restrict wild-type yeast dynein 

from associating with microtubules in budding yeast (Marzo et al., 2020). This suggests that 

yeast dynein may require alternative modes of inhibition in vivo, to prevent excess dynein-

mediated initiation (aka offloading) of dynein complexes in the mother compartment, without 

restricting bud-localized dynein. Interestingly, dynactin interaction and dynein offloading can 

also be regulated by the open (uninhibited) and closed (autoinhibited; phi) state of the motor, 

specifically, a phi mutant (Dyn1-D2868K), that remains in the open state, was offloaded to the 

cortex more frequently, and incidentally recruited more dynactin to plus ends (Marzo et al., 

2020). Perhaps She1 might regulate the autoinhibited state to prevent interaction with dynactin. 

This would be not be an entirely novel concept given that it was previously shown MAP7 plays a 

role in relieving kinesin-1 autoinhibition in neurons through a microtubule-independent 

mechanism (Barlan et al., 2013). Consistent with this notion, preliminary evidence suggests 

dynactin cannot interact with dynein in the presence of She1 on microtubules in vitro. Though 

we saw landing of dynein molecules on microtubules, we saw now colocalization with dynactin 

(Fig 3.10a, left). This mildly supports the notion that She1 may interact with the open 

conformation of dynein, and induce the closed conformation. She1 may induce an autoinhibited 
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conformation by binding the dynein MTBD, and subsequently block dynein offloading to the cell 

cortex through abrogating interactions with dynactin, and likely Pac1. It would be beneficial to 

determine if the phenotype described in chapter 1 where dynein relocalizes along aMTs upon 

overexpression of She1 also brings Pac1 or dynactin with it, to determine if they can remain 

bound when dynein is bound to She1 in vivo. Inconsistent with this thought is that She1 also 

inhibits dynactin interaction of the phi mutant in vitro (Fig 3.10a), however, we are not certain if 

She1 does not regulate the autoinhibited conformation or if the phi mutant is not impervious to 

forming the autoinhibited conformation when bound to She1. Interestingly, the phi mutant 

shares a high cortical proximity fraction with she1Δ preliminarily, but doesn’t exhibit other 

phenotypes (Fig 3.10 b-d). However, we do not have a control where she1 is deleted in this 

strain, which will be pertinent to add to these data. Historically, in our data, increased cortical 

proximity often coincides with prolonged motility metrics seen in she1Δ, indicating She1 may be 

regulating the autoinhibited state during a productive slide. Alternatively, She1 inhibition may 

occur prior to dynein targeting at plus ends as a means to control the ratio of dynein:dynactin 

there. These hypotheses make more sense than models where She1 might inhibit dynein at 

plus ends, given that She1 is not largely seen at plus ends, and even overexpressed signal 

appears homogenous along the length of the microtubule, and not comet-like (see Fig 3.6). The 

enhanced offloading of dynein in she1Δ may be a consequence of dynein exhibiting the open 

conformation more frequently and readily interacting with Pac1, where it will be more readily 

targeted to plus ends to interact with dynactin. Contrarily, she1Δ, exhibits a slight decrease in 

dynein plus end targeting (Markus et al., 2011) or no change (Woodruff et a., 2009). It would be 

interesting to test if dynein accumulates at the SPBs due to hyperactive dynein, leading to some 

plus end depletion seen in she1Δ cells. It would be informative to investigate if She1 abrogates 

Pac1 binding and to confirm our preliminary data that She1 interrupts dynactin binding to dynein 

in vitro (Fig 3.10a, left). Additional experiments should also determine if She1 can inhibit the 

dynactin-dynein-Num1 complex in vivo an in vitro, such as if the Num1 adaptor would make a 
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difference in our preliminary in vitro data where dynactin cannot interact with dynein on a She1-

decorated microtubule. Perhaps She1 cannot inhibit the full complex, and only plays a role in 

regulating dynein before it is offloaded to the cell cortex. 

Though our rat chimeras have given us valuable insight into how She1 may regulate 

dynein activity through binding the dynein MTBD in vivo, the data also brings up several 

questions that will be informative to answer in future experiments. Our prior work demonstrated 

that She1 had reduced affinity for the motor with the rat MTBD when compared to a wild-type 

yeast MTBD. These two MTBDs only share ~41% sequence identity and 70% similarity with 

each other (Fig 2.6), making it likely that residue differences are the cause of this reduced 

affinity. Yet, we noticed that this motor also has reduced affinity for microtubules (Fig A1.4), and 

we showed that a motor mimicking the ADP+Pi state (which is a low-MT affinity conformation) 

also had lower affinity for She1 (Fig 2.4d), implying that She1 may recognize a region on the 

motor that undergoes large conformational changes during dynein’s mechanochemical cycle. It 

could imply that She1 forms a more stable complex when interacting with a dynein that is bound 

to the microtubule in a high-MT affinity state. It is unclear at this point if She1 requires dynein to 

be bound to microtubules to interact with the MTBD. Our prior data showing that She1 moved 

with dynein through iterations of its mechanochemical cycle may have been an artefact of 

HALO-TMR ligand dyes from the She1 purification binding to dynein (Fig 2.4f). We have not 

observed them binding in solution in the absence of microtubules except by yeast-2-hybrid 

assays, which could mean that She1 requires microtubules to adopt the appropriate 

conformation to bind the MTBD (Fig A3.1, A3.2). In any case, She1 binding could be 

compromised due to structural differences between the two motors as a consequence of 

differences in the affinity state of the motor. It was also unclear that the impaired binding of 

She1 to the rat chimera was due to both conformational incompatibility and residue differences, 

which may not be mutually exclusive. We non-the less hoped to learn something from using a 

high affinity rat mutant in cells. This mutant has two mutations, E3289K and E3378K, the former 
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is located in coiled-coil 1, which makes the greatest conformation change, along with helix 1, 

during the transition from low to high affinity. E3378K is on helix 6, located on the microtubule 

binding domain of dynein, which makes several contacts with the α-tubulin within the inter-

protofilament valley. These mutations were shown to increase dynein microtubule affinity and 

dwelling time on the microtubule (Redwine et al., 2012). In our assay, we saw that the low 

affinity chimera was not sensitive to She1 loss. But vice versa, we saw a rescue in She1 

phenotypes with the high affinity chimera. This might indicate that She1 requires the MTBD to 

inhibit dynein activity and that improving the microtubule affinity of dynein can rescue, at least to 

some degree, a mutant with compromised She1 binding.  And yet, we saw a complete rescue of 

She1 phenotypes (except in the neck cross frequency, which may be due to impaired force 

generation of the rat MTBDs), not a partial rescue. Though it is hard to conceptualize what this 

might mean, it would be pertinent, before making judgments, to follow-up this in vivo data with 

some critical in vitro characterization. Namely, future experiments should determine the degree 

of binding of She1 to the high affinity rat chimera using in vitro recruitment assays and see if it 

compares to the wild-type yeast motor. Additionally, as a second control for our in vivo data, 

testing a low affinity yeast MTBD mutant, in both recruitment assays and in vivo, would be 

informative. It would be curious if a low affinity yeast MTBD displayed the same insensitivity to 

She1 effects in vivo. Indeed, if this were true, it would support that She1 must interact with a 

specific conformational state to maximally or to properly inhibit dynein in an in vivo context. On a 

final note, the low affinity rat MTBD didn’t phenocopy she1Δ in the dynein activity and 

productive sliding events metrics, it phenocopied wild-type, suggesting it may not even require 

She1 to inhibit these metrics. Perhaps a low-MT affinity yeast MTBD mutant would also negate 

the need for She1 in cells and therefore rescue She1 null phenotypes in vivo. If not, it would 

support that the residues within helix 6 and coiled-coil 1 may be critical residues involved in 

She1 binding and inhibition of the dynein MTBD.  
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We would like to mention one other thought that might be pertinent to the project moving 

forward. As previously mentioned, She1 can regulate the fate of a sliding event independent of 

the MTBD. This may be reminiscent of how Pac1 affects dynein and dynactin motility, 

incidentally, it was shown that Pac1 promotes motility of dynein and dynactin complexes in vitro 

even after it has already dissociated from the motor. This is presumably through improving 

dynein interaction with dynactin during complex formation, and through increasing the number 

of dyneins that bind to each dynactin (Elshenawy et al., 2020; Htet et al., 2020). Perhaps She1 

plays a role in negatively regulating the efficiency of dynein and dynactin complex assembly or 

may regulate the binding or assembly of more than one dynein per dynactin (though there is 

currently no evidence of this phenomena happening in yeast). Previously, a tail mutation within 

the heavy chain Dyn1, K540C, previously reported to have slightly increased dynein activity 

(Marzo et al., 2019), also exhibits an increased productive sliding ratio reminiscent of she1Δ 

(Fig 3.10 b-d). The tail domain likely makes many interactions with dynactin and between the 

tails of neighboring dyneins on the same dynactin (Schlager et al., 2014; Urnavicius et al., 2015; 

Urnavicius et al., 2018), and this residue, K540, is located within the N-terminal region of Dyn1 

closest to suspected interaction points with the neighboring dynein tail intermediate chain, 

suggesting mutation of this residue may lead disruption of the interaction or alignment of the 

dynein motor heads on dynactin (Urnavicius et al., 2018; Marzo et al., 2019). It was shown in 

vitro that dynactin complexed with more dynein dimers exhibits increased motility, which would 

be consistent with our She1 data (Urnavicius et al., 2018). The mechanism behind how She1 

inhibits dynein is not clear, it may be possible that She1 regulates interaction through disrupting 

the interactions within the tail directly. Prior work found that the dynein intermediate chain 

makes contacts with the dynactin p150 (NIP100 in yeast) (Siglin et al., 2013). This is one 

interesting mode by which She1 may disrupt dynein and dynactin interaction within the tail 

domain  or perhaps loading of multiple dynein’s on dynactin . Interestingly, prior work showed 

that a phosphomimetic mutant of She1 (She15D) had reduced affinity for microtubules yet 
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increased ability to inhibit dynein motility and activity in vitro and in vivo (Markus et al, 2012). 

We showed that She1 likely interacts with the dynein MTBD through the N-terminus of She1 

and microtubules through the C-terminus (Appendix 3). Perhaps upon phosphorylation, She1 

can release microtubules and project toward the tail domain of dynein, to inhibit dynactin 

interaction. She1 has a long contour length, ~121 nm, indicating it may have long disordered 

projections away from the microtubule reminiscent of other MAPs. In order to reach the height of 

the tail domain, She1 must only reach about 50 nm away from the microtubule, which seems 

reasonable given that even if the C-terminal half of She1 must interact with the dynein MTBD, 

following phosphorylation and release of microtubules there is still 60 nm of length that can 

reach the tail domain and compete for interactions between dynein and dynactin, or dynein and 

dynein. Future experiments should determine if the tail mutant K450C displays She1 

phenotypes our in vivo motility metrics and dynein activity (like previously published), and at the 

same time, must include a control with she1Δ with this mutation, to determine if it is insensitive 

to She1 loss. That will inform our data if She1 phenotypes may be due to disrupted interaction 

within the dynein tail. Spindle oscillation assays with a dynactin NIP100 that has been truncated 

at the region that interacts with the dynein light chain (not just a CAP-Gly deletion, that we have 

shown) will also inform if She1 is regulating this interaction in vivo. 

Though there are currently no known functional homologs of She1 in higher eukaryotes, 

our analysis will be beneficial to identify possible homologs in the future. Our data do not 

currently support MAP9 or MAP4 as being functional homologs of She1, which are two MAPs in 

higher eukaryotes that exhibit inhibitory effects on dynein. Specifically, both MAP9 and MAP4 

presumably regulate dynein through the dynactin Cap-Gly domain. All phenotypic metrics 

presented here demonstrated that the Cap-Gly mutants were still sensitive to loss of She1, 

indicating that these phenotypes are not through Cap-Gly domain regulation. This is consistent 

with prior in vitro data demonstrating that She1 does not interact with any dynactin subunits or 
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prevent dynactin subunit assembly (Bergman et al., 2012). Moreover, residue sequence 

alignments did not reveal any similarities between MAP4 and She1 (using BLASTP algorithms). 

MAP4 has a well characterized N-terminal tau-like microtubule binding domain, whereas She1 

has no proline-rich regions, assembly-promoting (AP) sequence, or extended basic regions near 

the N-terminus which is suspected to bind microtubules (Katsuki et al., 1999; also see Fig A4.1). 

There are still however very striking, uncanny similarities worth highlighting between She1 and 

MAP4. Namely, MAP4 indiscriminately binds along the length of the microtubule lattice in vitro 

and associates with both spindle and astral microtubules during mitosis in HeLa cells, and 

MAP4 potently reduces dynein-dynactin velocity in in vitro gliding assays (Samora et al., 2011). 

Additionally, MAP4 siRNA knockdowns result in abnormal spindle morphologies, specifically, 

spindles are longer and appear bent, a phenotype previously reported for she1Δ spindles 

(Woodruff et al., 2009; Samora et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2017).  Fascinatingly, MAP4 depletion 

also resulted in excessive and frequent sliding on the cell cortex due to dynein hyperactivity, 

suggesting MAP4 also inhibits dynein-dynactin activity at the cell cortex like She1 (Samora et 

al., 2011). It is also worth noting that MAP4 also interacts with septins, whose filamentous 

network is involved in many cellular functions in mammalian cells (Kremer et al., 2005; 

Ghossoub et al., 2013). This is potentially relevant because She1 also localizes to the bud neck, 

where many septins localize in budding yeast, to drive cell polarity and cell cycle progression 

(Woodruff et al., 2009; reviewed in Glomb et al., 2016). Discussed above, we proposed that 

there may be two modes of regulation of dynein by She1. Specifically, She1 binding the dynein 

MTBD was required to inhibit the initiation of dynein-mediated events, but the effect on dynein-

dynactin motility parameters (i.e. sliding velocity and run length of sliding events) during 

prolonged movement did not. It’s possible that the regulatory mechanisms may be shared or be 

similar to MAP4 regulation of dynein in higher eukaryotes, and possibly reveal MAP4 as a 

functional homolog. 
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3.4 METHODS 

3.4.1 Media and strain construction 

Strains are derived from YEF473A (Bi and Pringle, 1996). We transformed yeast strains 

using the lithium acetate method (Knop et al., 1999). Strains carrying mutations were 

constructed by PCR product-mediated transformation (Longtine et al., 1998) or by mating 

followed by tetrad dissection. Proper tagging and mutagenesis were confirmed by PCR (all 

chimeras were confirmed by sequencing). Fluorescent tubulin-expressing yeast strains were 

generated using plasmids and strategies described previously (Markus et al., 2015; Song and 

Lee, 2001). Yeast synthetic defined (SD) media was obtained from Sunrise Science Products 

(San Diego, CA). 

3.4.2 Live cell imaging experiments 

 Spindle positioning was done with the CellAsicTM ONIX2 microfluidic system using 

microfluidic cassettes designed for yeast (MilliporeSigma). Cells were grown overnight in SD-

complete media supplemented with 2  glucose at 30⁰C. Cells were diluted 1:50 upon addition 

into microfluidic cassette which was primed with SD prior to addition of cells  see manufacturer’s 

instructions). Pressure was maintained at a constant 0.7 psi to refresh media over course of 

imaging which took place at 30⁰C. Multiple XY planes (10 XY planes for replicate 1, 5 XY planes 

for replicate 2) were imaged for 10 hours at 90 second intervals with 7-Z-stacks (0.5µm spacing) 

of mTurquoise2-tub1 labeled microtubules, Spc110-Venus labeled spindle pole bodies, and 

NLS-3mCherry labeled nuclei. Bud emergence was identified by differential interference 

contrast. Spindle pole body duplication was determined by the first frame where two spindle 

pole bodies were visible. Anaphase onset was defined as the first frame where the spindle 

begins to elongate. Cytokinesis was defined as obvious independent movement of the spindle 

pole bodies (with respect to each other, indicating complete spindle disassembly) and congruent 

visible separation by differential interference contrast of the mother and bud. 

https://elifesciences.org/articles/47246#bib5
https://elifesciences.org/articles/47246#bib35
https://elifesciences.org/articles/47246#bib48
https://elifesciences.org/articles/47246#bib53
https://elifesciences.org/articles/47246#bib83
https://elifesciences.org/articles/47246#bib83
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For spindle oscillation and nuclear translocation assays, cells were arrested with 

hydroxyurea (HU) for 2.5 hours in SD-complete supplemented with 2% glucose and mounted on 

agarose pads containing HU for confocal fluorescence microscopy. Full z-stacks (19 planes with 

0.2 µm spacing) of GFP-labeled microtubules (GFP-Tub1) and NLS-3mCherry labeled nuclei 

(for nuclear translocation assays only) were acquired every 10 seconds for 15 minutes on a 

stage pre-warmed to 28⁰C. Images were collected on a Nikon Ti-E microscope equipped with a 

1.49 NA 100X TIRF objective, a Ti-S-E motorized stage, piezo Z-control (Physik Instrumente), 

an iXon DU888 cooled EM-CCD camera (Andor), a stage-top incubation system (Okolab), and a 

spinning disc confocal scanner unit (CSUX1; Yokogawa) with an emission filter wheel 

(ET525/50M for GFP, ET632/60M for 3mCherry; Chroma). Lasers (488 nm, 515 nm, 594 nm) 

housed in a LU-NV laser unit equipped with AOTF control (Nikon) were used to excite GFP and 

3mCherry, respectively. The microscope was controlled with NIS Elements software (Nikon). 

3.4.3 Data processing & statistical analysis 

 We tracked spindles over the course of the movie using a MATLAB algorithm which 

tracks a threshold of fluorescence intensity designated by the user. Code was edited to track 

only in the XY direction, therefore all movies were processed into maximum intensity projections 

prior to running the MATLAB scripts using Grouped Z Project in ImageJ. Dynein-mediated 

spindle movements were manually curated from spindle track output data to obtain various 

metrics. To measure cortical proximity, a MATLAB code was generated where the user 

manually defines the cell cortex of the mother and bud cell. Bud neck proximity data was also 

obtained from a MATLAB script that uses spindle tracking data, which defines the outer-left and 

right edge of the cell and normalizes spindle residencies based on the position of the bud neck 

(user defined). 

Statistical tests were performed as described in the figure legends. Unpaired Welch’s t 

tests and Mann-Whitney tests were performed using Graphpad Prism. Z scores, which are a 
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quantitative measure of difference between two proportions, were calculated using the following 

formula: 

𝑍 = (�̂�1 − �̂�2)�̂�(1 − �̂�) ( 1𝑛1 + 1𝑛2) 

where: 

𝑝̂ = 𝑦1 + 𝑦2𝑛1 + 𝑛2 

 

Z scores were converted to two-tailed P values using an online calculator. 

 

3.5 FIGURES 
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Figure 3.1. She1 regulates spindle positioning and cell cycle progression in 
saccharomyces cerevisiae. (a) Spindle positioning was done using live cell confocal imaging 
with the CellAsicTM system (see Methods). Example confocal images and cartoons (left; top and 
bottom) representing positioned and mispositioned spindles at anaphase onset (top; 
mTurquoise2-tub1 in green and Spc110-Venus in magenta, DIC outline of cell in white). Note 
the alignment perpendicular to the mother-bud axis in mispositioned spindles. The bar graph 
(right) shows the mean fraction of mispositioned spindles in SHE1 wild-type  green  and she1Δ 
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(magenta) strains. Each diamond represents the mean fraction of mispositioned spindles (n = 2 
replicates, n1   100 cells, n2 ≥ 62 cells. Error bars represent standard deviation. P-value was 
calculated from Z-scores, see methods). (b) Timing of anaphase onset to cytokinesis for SHE1 
and she1Δ  min; left  and anaphase onset to cytokinesis of mispositioned and positioned 
spindles (min; right) is defined as the frame when the spindle first began to elongate to the 
instant the bud neck closed (by DIC; see Methods). Note that mispositioned spindles have a 
delay between anaphase onset to cytokinesis by ~4 minutes, consistent with spindle 
mispositioning resulting in mitotic exit delay. (c) Mitotic duration defined here as spindle-pole 
body duplication to cytokinesis, for SHE1 and she1Δ. (a-c) Imaging was done by live cell 
confocal microscope using the CellAsicTM system. Cells were imaged over 10 hours at 30 
degrees Celsius under constant flow with SD-complete media containing 2% glucose (see 
Methods). (b, c) Each diamond represents a single cell and each replicate is colored separately, 
n1 = magenta, n2 = green  n   2 replicates each containing ≥ 62 cells . Bold lines represent the 
mean and error bars are the standard deviation. P-values from Mann-Whitney test (b, c) since 
data distributions that did not pass the D’Agostino and Pearson normality test (see Methods). 
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Figure 3.2. She1 increases dynein stalling time in vitro but does not increase nuclear 
translocation success in vivo. (a) Bar graph showing the fraction of dynein-mediated spindle 
movements that successfully move the spindle halfway or more into the bud neck as a function 
of the dynein-mediated movements that unsuccessfully move the spindle into the bud neck; by 
moving less than halfway into the bud neck (see cartoon). To score spindle neck cross success, 
cells were arrested with HU to observe multiple dynein-mediated spindle movements per cell 
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and imaged for 15 minutes using confocal microscopy (see Methods). Each diamond represents 
the fraction of successful spindle neck crosses per cell (n = 2 replicates, n1, n2 = 20 cells each. 
n1, n2 ≥ 73 observed spindle neck cross attempts each. P-values were calculated from Welch’s 
t test). (b) Schematic of optical trapping experimental setup. GST-dynein331 is attached using 
GST-antibody and walks along coverslip-immobilized microtubules with (magenta) or without 
(green) 20nM She1 (see Methods). Column (left) and frequency distribution plots (right) show 
the effect of She1 on dynein velocity (top), stall force (middle), and stall time (bottom), when 
anchored to a cargo with resistive force – reminiscent of dynein anchored to the cell cortex 
during spindle positioning in budding yeast. Note that stall force is defined as the maximal force 
before letting go of the microtubule and stall time is time dynein remained bound under stall 
force. She1 increases stalling time but not stalling force. (c) Representative wide-field images of 
HU-arrested cells with a Nup133-3mCherry labeled nucleus (magenta) and Myo1-EFGP labeled 
bud neck (green). Myo1-EGFP signal was used to measure the width of the bud neck in a BNI1 
and bni1Δ strains. The scatter plot shows that the bud neck is ~0.4 µm wider in bni1Δ. If She1 
assists dynein in moving the nucleus into the bud neck, widening the bud neck should relieve 
she1Δ phenotypes  n   2 replicates, n1 ≥ 13 cells n2   54 cells. P-value from Welch’s t test .  d) 
The bar graph shows the fraction of nuclear translocation success into the bud neck as a 
function of unsuccessful nuclear translocation. Successful translocation is defined as the 
nucleus moving halfway or more into the bud neck, while unsuccessful translocation is when the 
nucleus moves less than halfway into the bud neck (see cartoon, top). Note that widening the 
bud neck has a slight increase in nuclear penetration success, though not statistically significant 
(p = 0.2727). Columns represent the mean and each diamond represents the nuclear 
translocation success of one cell  n   2 replicates, n1 ≥ 14 cells, n2   20, n1, n2 containing ≥ 22 
nuclear translocation attempts. Error bars indicate standard deviation. P-values were calculated 
from z-scores. 
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Figure 3.3. She1 inhibits dynein activity through She1-microtubule binding but not 
through inhibiting the dynactin MT-binding domain in vivo. (a) Example spindle tracks for 
wild-type She1 (data in following graphs b-e shown in green) and mutant strain as indicated 
(She1-NLS; cyan, she1Δ; magenta . Cells are arrested with HU for 2.5 hours. Cells were 
imaged using confocal fluorescence microscopy on HU containing agarose pads using GFP-
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Tub1 to observe spindle movements. Image processing was done using ImageJ and MATLAB 
scripts (see Methods). (b) Schematic showing an example of a dynein sliding event towards the 
bud neck. Note that the aMT is captured by dynein in the compartment opposite the spindle 
(top). Bar graph shows the mean fraction of dynein sliding events that move the spindle towards 
the bud neck in control and mutant strains. Each diamond represents the fraction for one cell. 
(c, d) Scatter plots of velocity (c) and run length (d) for dynein sliding events. Each dot 
represents the mean velocity or the total run length of one dynein sliding event. (e) Three 
parameters defining dynein activity; dynein sliding events, fraction of time active, and dynein-
dependent spindle displacement per minute indicate a greater amount of dynein activity in 
she1Δ strains. Bar graphs represent the mean and each diamond represents one cell (b, c, d, e) 
n   2 replicates, n1, n2   20 cells per replicate. There were ≥ 160 dynein sliding events per 
replicate. Error bars show standard deviations. P-values from Welch’s t test for data with normal 
distributions (b, e; sliding events and fraction time active) or Mann-Whitney test (c, d, e; dynein-
dependent spindle displacement  for data distributions that did not pass the D’Agostino and 
Pearson normality test (see Methods). 
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Figure 3.4. She1 maintains bud neck proximity and prevents dynein hyperactivity 
through inhibiting initiation of dynein sliding events in the mother cell. Wild-type and 
mutant strains used in figure 3.3 were used in addition to dyn1Δ strains to assess if the following 
phenotypes were associated with dynein hyperactivity. Confocal fluorescence images and 
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spindle tracking data from figure 3.3 was also used for this analysis (see Methods). (a) Example 
cartoon of cortical contacts that do (bottom) and do not (top) convert into a productive sliding 
event with quantitation below. The bar graph is divided into productive sliding events in the 
mother compartment (M) and bud compartment (B) as indicated (see Methods). This 
quantitation was done manually using both XY and XZ maximum projections for accurate 
observation of cortical contacts (n = 2 replicates, 10 cells per replicate, see Methods). Note that 
the productive sliding events increase significantly in the mother compartment and to a much 
smaller degree in the bud compartment. P-values were calculated from Z-scores. (b) Bar graph 
shows the fraction of spindle tracks found within close proximity of the cortex (defined as being 
within 1 µm of the cell cortex, excluding the bud neck; see cartoon above graph). (c) Spindle 
tracking data was used in determining the compartment location of spindle tracks and the 
distance of spindle tracks from the bud neck (see Methods). The bar graph (bottom) plots the 
fraction of spindle tracks either in the mother or bud compartment. The line at the origin (0.0) 
designates the bud neck and the line within the bars indicate the mean distance from the bud 
neck of all spindle tracks. The mother cell is on the left (white) and bud cell is on the right (tan; 
see cartoon, middle). Diamonds represent each replicate. Spindle tracking data was then 
binned based to their distance from the bud neck (see Methods, and Figure 3.5). The bar graph 
(top) shows the fraction of spindle tracks found within close proximity of the bud neck (defined 
as tracks within the 20th percentile of the bud neck in either the mother or bud compartment, 
also see gray box in cartoon, middle). Note how she1 maintaining the spindle within close 
proximity of the bud neck is partially dynein and microtubule binding independent, but 
maintaining low cortical proximity is dependent on dynein activity and microtubule binding of 
She1. Additionally, the biased increase in spindle tracks in the mother compartment is 
dependent on dynein activity and microtubule binding of She1. (d) The bar graph shows spindle 
displacement (in µm per minute) - note how this displacement metric includes both dynein-
dependent and dynein-independent spindle movements, separate from figure 3.3e. (b, c, d) n = 
2 replicates, n1, n2   20 cells per replicate and each replicate contains ≥ 1362 total spindle 
tracks. P-values were obtained from Mann-Whitney test (b-d) for data distributions that did not 
pass the D’Agostino and Pearson normality test  see Methods). 
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Figure 3.5. She1 maintains bud neck proximity. Histograms were created using tracking data 
for wild-type and mutant strains obtained during analysis in figure 3.3. dyn1Δ strains were 
included to assess if the following phenotypes were associated with dynein hyperactivity. 
Spindle tracking data was processed based on relative distance to the bud neck, binned in 10ths 
of a whole, and plotted by relative frequency in fractions of a whole (see Methods). The line at 
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the origin (0.0) designates the bud neck and gray region indicates the region within close 
proximity to the bud neck: -0.2 - 0.0 mother side and 0.0 - 0.2 bud side (see Figure 3.4). The 
mother cell is on the left (white) and bud cell is on the right (tan; see cartoon, middle). Note the 
relative distance from the bud neck is most prominent in the mother compartment in she1Δ and 
this phenotype is partially dependent on dynein  dyn1Δ vs. dyn1Δ she1Δ . n = 2 replicates, 20 
cells per replicate and each replicate contains ≥ 1362 total spindle tracks. 
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Figure 3.6. She1 preferentially localizes to aMTs in the mother compartment. (a) 
Representative fluorescent images of a HU-arrested cell with Gal1p:She1-GFP (top) and 
mRuby2-tub1 (middle). The merge (bottom) shows Gal1p:She1-GFP in green and mRuby2-tub1 
in magenta. Note She1 binds along the length of the aMTs in the mother compartment, but not 
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bud-associated aMTs. She1-GFP was overexpressed for 3 hours before to imaging under a 
galactose inducible promoter for a bright signal on aMTs. Cells were arrested with HU for 2.5 
hours before imaging on a confocal fluorescence microscope. (b) Qualitative bar graph showing 
the fraction of cells with visible Gal1p:She1-GFP on either mother (M) or bud (B) aMTs. Only 
cells with aMTs in both mother and bud compartments were analyzed. Diamonds represent 
replicates and error bars are the standard deviation. (n = 2 replicates, 20 cells per replicate). (c) 
Quantitation of Gal1p:She1-GFP intensity on aMTs in mother and bud compartments (left). The 
mRuby2-tub1 signal was used to draw a line along the length of aMTs and transfer to the 
Gal1p:She1-GFP channel since She1 signal is not visible on bud aMTs (see Methods). 
mRuby2-tub1 intensity was also measured (middle) to normalize Gal1p:She1-GFP to 
microtubule intensity (right). (d) Cells were treated with nocodazole for 30 minutes to destroy 
aMTs and background intensity of Gal1p:She1-GFP quantified to measure cytoplasmic 
differences between mother and bud compartments (left, see Methods). The bar graph (right) 
shows the mean ratio of Gal1p:She1-GFP in the mother and bud compartments for control and 
nocodazole treated cells (see Methods). Note that the mean ratio in control cells is greater than 
nocodazole treated cells, indicating that Galp:She1-GFP intensity is greater in the mother 
compartment when aMTs are present. (c, d) Diamonds represent one cell and error bars are 
standard deviation. n = 2 replicates, ≥ 19 cells per replicate. P values from Welch’s t test for 
data with normal distributions (b, c mRuby2-tub1 intensity), or Mann-Whitney test (c) 
Gal1p:She1-GFP intensity and ratio Gal1p:She1-GFP:mRuby2-tub1, (d) for data distributions 
that did not pass the D’Agostino and Pearson normality test  see Methods . 
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Figure 3.7. She1 requires the microtubule binding domain of dynein to inhibit dynein 
activity but not prolonged motility. (a) Example spindle tracks for wild-type She1 (data in 
following graphs b-e shown in green) and chimeric ratMTBD dynein strains as indicated  she1Δ; 
magenta). All strains contain a YFP fused to wild-type dynein and chimeric dynein used to 
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confirm functionality. Cells are arrested with HU for 2.5 hours. Cells were imaged using 
Confocal microscopy on HU containing agarose pads using GFP-Tub1 to observe spindle 
movements. Image processing was done using ImageJ and MATLAB scripts, and YFP signal 
was manually omitted from tracking data (see Methods). (b) Schematic showing an example of 
a dynein sliding event towards the bud neck. Note that the aMT is captured by dynein in the 
compartment opposite the spindle (top). Bar graph shows the mean fraction of dynein sliding 
events that move the spindle towards the bud neck in control and mutant strains. Each diamond 
represents the fraction for one cell. (c, d) Scatter plots of velocity (c) and run length (d) for 
dynein sliding events. Each dot represents the mean velocity or the total run length of one 
dynein sliding event. (e) Three parameters defining dynein activity; dynein sliding events, 
fraction of time active, and dynein-dependent spindle displacement per minute indicate a 
greater amount of dynein activity in she1Δ strains, however the ratMTBD chimera is insensitive 
to She1 loss, which is restored by changing the conformational state to a high MT binding state 
(rE/K). Bar graphs represent the mean and each diamond represents one cell (b, c, d, e) n = 2 
replicates, n1, n2   20 cells per replicate. There were ≥ 141 dynein sliding events per replicate. 
Error bars show standard deviations. P-values from Welch’s t test for data with normal 
distributions (b, e; sliding events and fraction time active) or Mann-Whitney test (c, d, e; dynein-
dependent spindle displacement  for data distributions that did not pass the D’Agostino and 
Pearson normality test (see Methods). 
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Figure 3.8. She1 requires the microtubule binding domain to inhibit the initiation of 
dynein events and maintain bud neck proximity. Wild-type and mutant strains used in figure 
6 were used to assess if She1 requires the microtubule binding domain of dynein in the 
following phenotypes. Confocal fluorescence images and spindle tracking data from figure 6 
was also used (see Methods). (a) Spindle tracking data was used in determining the 
compartment location of spindle tracks and the distance of spindle tracks from the bud neck 
(see Methods). The bar graph (bottom) plots the fraction of spindle tracks either in the mother or 
bud compartment. The line at the origin (0.0) designates the bud neck and the line within the 
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bars indicate the mean distance from the bud neck of all spindle tracks. The mother cell is on 
the left (white) and bud cell is on the right (tan; see cartoon, middle). Diamonds represent each 
replicate. Spindle tracking data was then binned based to their distance from the bud neck (see 
Methods, also Fig 3.8). The bar graph (top) shows the fraction of spindle tracks found within 
close proximity of the bud neck (defined as tracks within the 20th percentile of the bud neck in 
either the mother or bud compartment, also see gray box in cartoon, middle). (b) Bar graph 
shows the fraction of spindle tracks found within close proximity of the cortex (defined as being 
within 1 µm of the cell cortex, excluding the bud neck; see cartoon above graph). Note how 
she1 maintaining the spindle within close proximity of the bud neck is partially dynein and 
microtubule binding independent, but maintaining low cortical proximity is dependent on dynein 
activity and microtubule binding of She1. Additionally, the biased increase in spindle tracks in 
the mother compartment is dependent on dynein activity and microtubule binding of She1. 
Diamonds represent the cortical proximity fraction of one cell and error bars are the standard 
deviations (n = 2 replicates, n1, n2 = 20 cells per replicate and each replicate contains ≥ 1793 
total spindle tracks). (d) Example cartoon of cortical contacts that do (bottom) and do not (top) 
convert into a productive sliding event with quantitation below. The bar graph is divided into 
productive sliding events in the mother compartment (M) and bud compartment (B) as indicated. 
This quantitation was done manually using both XY and XZ maximum projections for accurate 
observation of cortical contacts (n = 2 replicates, 10 cells per replicate, see Methods). P-values 
were calculated from Z-scores (a) or Mann-Whitney test (b, c) for data distributions that did not 
pass the D’Agostino and Pearson normality test  see Methods . 
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Figure 3.9. She1 maintains bud neck proximity. Histograms for wild-type and rat chimerias 
were created using data obtained from analysis for figure 3.7. Spindle tracking data was 
processed based on relative distance to the bud neck, binned in 10 ths of a whole, and plotted by 
relative frequency in fractions of a whole (see Methods). The line at the origin (0.0) designates 
the bud neck and gray region indicates the region within close proximity to the bud neck: -0.2 - 
0.0 mother side and 0.0 - 0.2 bud side (see Figure 3.8). The mother cell is on the left (white) and 
bud cell is on the right (tan; see cartoon, middle). Note the relative distance from the bud neck is 
most prominent in the mother compartment in she1Δ and high-affinity ratMTBD she1Δ. 
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However, the phenotypes in these cells was less dramatic (see Figure 3.7 and 3.8). n = 2 
replicates, 20 cells per replicate and each replicate contains ≥ 1793 total spindle tracks. 
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Figure 3.10. She1 disrupts interaction of dynein and dynactin complex in vitro and dynein 
mutants display some She1 phenotypes in vivo. (a) Single molecule assays with yeast cell 
lysates. (b) fraction of productive sliding events 
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Figure A1.1. She1 increases dwell time between individual steps of dynein. (a) Cartoon 
representation of the GFP-GST-dynein331-HALO-Qdot525 used in the stepping assays. (b) Plots 
and fits of the cumulative survival probabilities of the N-terminal GFP and the C-terminal (motor) 
HALO tag-coupled Qdot525. Note the large difference in photostability between the two 
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fluorophores (see Methods; n ≥ 190 motors for each). (c) Histograms of dwell times (duration 
between individual steps) for motor domain labeled (via Qdot525) GST-dynein331 in the absence 
or presence of She1, and with either 1 µM or 1 mM ATP, as indicated. The histograms were fit 
to a convolution of two exponential functions [tk2exp(-kt)] with equal decay constants, k, which 
reflects the number of steps taken per second (Yildiz et al., 2003; Reck-Peterson et al., 2006; k 
± standard error of the fit is shown).  
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Figure A1.2. Cumulative probability functions used for determination of mean run length 

and dwell time values of dynein with and without She1 on control and subtilisin-treated 

microtubules. Raw data (circles) and fits (dashed lines) are shown for run length (top) and 
dwell time (bottom) in the absence (green) and presence of She1 (red) on control (left) or 
subtilisin-treated microtubules (right; n ≥ 199 individual motors for each condition). Data were fit 
as previously described (Reck-Peterson et al., 2006).  
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Figure A1.3. Characterization of recombinant fragments used in the recruitment assays, 

and two-hybrid data. (a) Mean fluorescence intensity values (along with standard deviations) 
of microtubule-bound monomeric GFP-dynein331 in the absence (magenta) or presence of ATP 
and vanadate (green). (b) Recombinant protein fragments used in the recruitment assays. With 
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the exception of the dynein motor domain fragments, which were purified from yeast, all proteins 
were purified from E. coli (see Methods). (c) Cartoon representation and reconstructed 
structural model of the SRSCC-dyneinMTBD fusion. Image was generated from a yeast model of 
the DYN1 MTBD (threaded into 3ERR; Carter et al., 2008) and 1SRY (Fujinaga et al., 1993). (d) 
Mean fluorescence intensity values (along with standard deviations) of microtubule-bound GFP-
SRSCC-dyneinMTBD (red) and GFP-dyneinCC+MTBD (green; n ≥ 19 microtubules, and ≥ 151 µm of 
MT length for each condition) along with fits and resulting dissociation constants (KD). (e) Two-
hybrid assay demonstrating an interaction between dyneinMTBD and She1 (see Methods). (f) 
Schematic representation of the experimental setup used for panel g. (g) Representative 
images depicting the inability of microtubule-bound She1 to recruit GFP-dynein331

∆MTBD to 
microtubules. Images were acquired prior and subsequent to washing the chamber with motility 
buffer (see Methods; scale bar, 1 µm). 
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Figure A1.4. Comparison of various dynein MTBDs. (a) Cartoon and homology models of 
the yeast dynein MTBD bound to  and -tubulin in the high (grey) and low (tan) microtubule 
affinity states. The models were generated using one-to-one threading of the yeast DYN1 

sequence into 3J1T (Redwine et al., 2012; high affinity) and 3J1U (low affinity). CC1 and H1, 
which exhibit the largest differences between the two structures, are depicted as follows: CC1, 
red and pink, for high and low affinity states; H1, blue and cyan, for high and low affinity states, 
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respectively. (b, left) Crystal structure of human dynein-2 (4RH7) docked onto microtubules 
(from 3J1T). (right) Homology model of the yeast MTBD (colored) – along with a short region of 
the CC (grey) – bound to  and -tubulin in the high microtubule affinity state. The residues are 
colored to reflect the degree of conservation between yeast and mouse primary sequence (see 
legend). (c) Mean fluorescence intensity values (along with standard deviations) of microtubule-
bound GFP-dynein331 (green) and GFP-dynein331

mMTBD (red; n ≥ 15 microtubules, and ≥ 68 µm of 
MT length for each condition) along with fits and resulting dissociation constants (KD). Note the 
differences in apparent Bmax values (4645 ± 763 A.U. for wild-type, and 2452 ± 517 A.U. for 
mMTBD; ± SE of fit) are likely a consequence of microtubule unbinding during the chamber 
washes (see Methods), and likely differences in microtubule dissociation rates between the two 
motor domains. 
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Figure A1.5. Cumulative probability functions and resulting mean values for run length 

and dwell time values of GST-dyneinmMTBD with and without She1. (a and b) Raw data 
(circles) and fits (dashed lines) are shown for run length (a) and dwell time (b) in the absence 
(green) and presence of indicated concentrations of She1 (yellow and red; n ≥ 147 individual 
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motors for each condition). Data were fit as previously described (Reck-Peterson et al., 2006). 
(c and d) Mean run length (c) and dwell time (d) for GST-dynein331

mMTBD in the presence of the 
indicated concentration of She1 (error bars, standard error). Dashed line indicates the mean run 
length or dwell time for wild-type (WT) GST-dynein331 in the absence of She1. 
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Figure A1.6. Dynein relocalization to astral microtubules upon She1 overexpression 

requires the dynein MTBD, but not Pac1. (a) Cartoon representation of the two possible 
models to account for dynein relocalization upon She1 overexpression. The model on the left 
depicts a mechanism whereby the entire plus end targeting complex (composed of Dyn1, Pac1, 
Bik1 and Bim1; note that dynactin is not an obligate component of this complex; Lee et al., 
2003) is required for the relocalization. Given the dispensable nature for the MTBD in plus end 
targeting (Lammers et al., 2015), this would indicate an MTBD-independent mechanism. The 
model on the right depicts a mechanism whereby dynein microtubule binding activity via the 
MTBD is required. (b and c) Representative images of GAL1p:SHE1 cells expressing 
mTurquoise2-Tub1 (b), or mRuby2-Tub1 (c), and either Dyn1∆MTBD-3YFP (b) or Dyn1-3GFP (c), 
the latter of which is deleted for PAC1. Cells were grown to mid-log phase in SD media 
supplemented with raffinose (uninduced;    “- galactose”) or galactose plus raffinose (induced 
for 3.5 hours; “+ galactose”) and then mounted on agarose pads for confocal fluorescence 
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microscopy. Foci were identified in two-color movies and scored accordingly (see Methods; blue 
arrows, plus end foci; blue arrowheads, cortical foci; red arrowhead, dynamic cytoplasmic foci 
not associated with microtubules or spindle poles). Note the accumulation of Dyn1 near the 
spindle poles in pac1∆ GAL1p:SHE1 cells grown in galactose-containing media (the same was 
observed in GAL1p:SHE1 PAC1 cells; not shown). Movies reveal these spots exhibit dynamic 
movements in a manner that is consistent with them localizing to short astral microtubules, and 
not the spindle poles themselves. Note that our data support the MTBD-dependent model, 
depicted in panel a, right. 
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Figure A1.7. In vivo assessment of dyneinmMTBD mutant function. (a and b) The percentage 
of cells with the indicated spindle orientation phenotype (green, normal; blue, aligned along 
mother-bud axis, but not through the neck; red, improperly aligned) is plotted for the indicated 
yeast strains (WT, wild-type). Anaphase spindles were visualized using mRuby2-Tub1 (-
tubulin). Strains were imaged after growth to mid-log phase in SD media supplemented with 
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either (a) 2% galactose, or (b) 2% glucose, the former of which induces overexpression of She1 
in GAL1p:SHE1 cells (scale bars, 2 µm; error bars, standard error of proportion; n ≥ 17 and n ≥ 
21 anaphase spindles for each strain in panels a and b, respectively). Note the higher 
prevalence of misoriented spindles in She1-overexpressing cells (GAL1p:SHE1) than in cells 
lacking dynein (dyn1∆; *, p ≤ 0.015). This suggests that She1-overexpression disrupts other non-
dynein-mediated spindle orientation processes (e.g., Kar9 pathway; Markus et al., 2012). (c) 
Representative fluorescence images of kar9∆, hydroxyurea (HU)-arrested GFP-Tub1 (-tubulin) 
expressing cells with the indicated SHE1 and DYN1 alleles (scale bars, 1 µm), along with 
kymographs depicting spindle movements over time (horizontal scale bars, 1 µm; vertical scale 
bars, 1 min). Dashed lines indicate the position of the bud neck in each example. Note the 
frequency with which the spindle traverses the bud neck in wild-type, but not mutant cells (green 
arrows; see Fig. 2.7g for quantitation). P-values were calculated using a two-tailed unpaired t 
test. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
 
 

A GLYCINE TO ARGININE MUTATION IN TUB1 POSITION 437 COMROMISES SHE1 
BINDING2 AND REVEALS NEW INSIGHT INTO α-TUBULIN ISOFORMS 

 
 
 

A2.1 INTRODUCTION 

A2.1.1 A glycine to arginine substitution in α-tubulin with reduced She1 binding  

S. cerevisiae, or budding yeast, has been a popular model system for understanding 

eukaryotic cell biology due to the ease of which you can apply classical genetic manipulation, 

and the similar, yet simple, biological processes they share. Nearly 31% of protein-encoding 

genes of yeast share sequence homology with mammalian genomes, and this number does not 

represent the greater degree of functional homology between mammalian and yeast proteins 

(Botstein et al., 2011; Botstein et al., 1988). In mammalian cells, understanding the molecular 

basis of how tubulin mutations lead to disease in humans is complicated by existence of nine 

isotypes of α-tubulin. Additionally, mutagenesis in human cell culture is no simple task. 

Contrarily, budding yeast presents as an excellent model system to begin investigating the 

molecular mechanism behind tubulin mutations, specifically because there exists only two α-

tubulin (TUB1 and TUB3) and one β-tubulin (TUB2), and as mentioned previously, yeast is easy 

to manipulate genetically.  

A single de novo heterozygous glycine to arginine substitution in the α-tubulin gene 

TUBA1A at positioned 436 was previously reported in a patient with severe microcephaly (Bahi-

Buisson et al., 2008). The predominant α-tubulin isoform in humans, TUBA1A, shares ~75% 

  
2This appendix references data from an incomplete manuscript that has not been published and has not yet 
passed peer review. The data presented in this appendix include my contribution to the unpublished work, but 
has been changed to fit this dissertation.  
 
Suggested reference: 
Denarier E., Ecklund K.H., Berthier G., Poitevin, M., Favier, A., Gory, S., De Macedo L., Delphin, C., Andrieux A., 
Markus, S.M. and Boscheron C. Modeling disease-correlated TUBA1A mutation in budding yeast reveals a 
molecular basis for tubulin dysfunction. 
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protein sequence identity with yeast TUB1, including a terminal glycine that is only one amino 

acid position different in yeast (at position 436, instead of 437), making it an excellent candidate 

with which to study the overall phenotypic effects of this mutation in yeast. We sought to 

understand the consequences of the G436R (437 in yeast) mutation in a budding yeast system 

by replacing the endogenous TUB1 locus with a tub1-G437R mutant allele. In summary, the 

tub1-G437R mutation leads to increased dynein-mediated sliding events and defects in spindle 

positioning that are reminiscent of what is seen in she1Δ cells  Denarier et al., see footnote2 and 

Chapter 3). From this new insight, it was confirmed that She1 binding to tub1-G437R was 

disrupted by yeast-2-hybrid in vivo and in a peptide competition assay in vitro (Denarier et al., 

see footnote2). The question remained if She1 binding was disrupted in the context of 

polymerized microtubules in vivo. We sought to answer this question using fluorescence 

microscopy techniques to visualize She1 on spindle microtubules, where She1 localization is 

most prominent in vivo. 

A2.1.2 α-tubulin isoforms 

In budding yeast, there are only 2 isotypes of α-tubulin. (1) TUB1, which is likely the 

most abundant and important α-tubulin, is located on chromosome 13 along with its paralog (2) 

TUB3, which likely arose from a whole genome duplication event (Schatz et al., 1986b; Bode et 

al., 2003). Though their protein sequences share ~91% identity, microtubules composed of only 

Tub1 heterodimers exhibited greater dynamicity compared to microtubules containing only Tub3 

heterodimers in vitro. Interestingly, their residue differences are located on the outer surface, 12 

of which are charge reversals (Bode et al., 2003). Yeast cells are inviable without the 

predominant α-tubulin TUB1 but can survive without the lesser isoform TUB3 (Schatz et al., 

1986a). This supports evidence that the ratio of TUB1 and TUB3 in budding yeast is ~70-90% 

TUB1 and ~30%-10% TUB3 (Schatz et al., 1986b; Bode et al., 2003; Gartz-Hanson et al., 

2016). We present here preliminary evidence that this ratio may be closer to ~50% TUB1 and 

~50% TUB3, based on western blotting and spindle-microtubule incorporation.  
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A2.2 RESULTS 

A2.2.1 She1 binding the G437R containing microtubules is reduced 

The G437R mutation is located at the base of the last C-terminal alpha-helix of α-tubulin, 

just proximal to the disordered C-terminal tail (CTT; Fig A2.1a). The CTTs of tubulin are 

required for She1 binding, presenting many interesting possibilities to how this mutation could 

disrupt binding (Fig. 2.3c; Markus et al., 2012). To understand tub1-G437R disrupts She1 

binding to assembled microtubules in vivo, we measured the fluorescence intensity of She1 

localization to spindle microtubules, where She1 fluorescence is brightest, in TUB1 and tub1-

G437R cells. She1 was fused to seven self-assembling GFPs and microtubules were visualized 

with mRuby2 (see Methods). We saw ~1.2-fold reduction in She1 fluorescence on spindle 

microtubules containing tub1-G437R, consistent with the yeast-2-hybrid in vivo and in vitro 

peptide binding results (Fig A2.1 b, GFP11x7-She1, and c). However, we also saw ~0.8-fold 

decreased spindle incorporation of mRuby2-tub1-G437R conjunctly with ~0.9-fold increased 

incorporation of mRyb2-Tub3 in tub1-G437R mutant cells (Fig A2.1 a, mRuby2-tub1 and 

mRuby2-tub3, d and e), indicating that Tub3 can compensate for the reduced capacity of tub1-

G437R to incorporate into spindle microtubules. In light of this, we reasoned that the reduced 

She1 recruitment to spindle microtubules in the tub1-G437R mutant could alternatively be 

explained by She1 having a reduced binding affinity to Tub3. She1 has been shown to require 

the disordered C-terminal tails (CTTs) of microtubules to bind and Tub3 has two residues, 

glutamic acids, missing in its CTTs that is present on Tub1. Perhaps these two residues 

compromise She1’s ability to bind Tub3. Test if She1 has reduced binding to Tub3 in vivo, we 

needed to measure She1 fluorescence on spindle microtubules whose α-tubulin content is 

composed of only Tub3. To do this, we overexpressed Tub3 using a constitutively active 

promoter in a tub1Δ mutant background  tub1Δ cells are inviable, yet can be rescued by 

overexpressing Tub3, see Methods; Schatz et al., 1986b). Incidentally, we did not see reduced 

She1 fluorescence on Tub3-only containing spindle microtubules, in contrast, we saw increased 
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She1 binding, indicating that the reduced She1 binding on tub1-G437R containing spindle 

microtubules is likely due to the tub1-G437R mutant and not Tub3 (Fig A2.1f). Note however 

that we could not correct for microtubule density in these cells (mRuby2-Tub3 was not 

incorporated into the spindle of Tub3 overexpressing cells), so the increased She1 binding may 

be a consequence of increased microtubule density, not a higher affinity of She1 for Tub3. To 

asses spindle morphology, we will use electron-microscopy techniques in the near future. 

The ~0.8-fold decrease in incorporation of tub1-G437R into spindle microtubules (Fig 

A2.1d) led us to wonder if the tub1-G437R mutant expression was compromised. An arginine 

substitution places a large, positively charged side chain in place of a small, nonpolar glycine. 

Though it seemed unlikely that a single point mutation located at the surface of α-tubulin would 

be severe enough to compromise the integrity of the tubulin structure, this hypothesis was 

supported by our inability to purify recombinant tub1-G437R mutant over-expressed from a 

selectable plasmid in conjunction with wild-type Tub2 – a purification process that was 

successful in purifying functional, wild-type Tub1 and Tub2 heterodimers (see Appendix 5). 

Additionally, in genetic studies we saw a reliance of the tub1-G437R mutation on Tub3, which is 

dispensable in a wild-type TUB1 cells, also suggesting a problem with the mutant tubulin 

(Denarier et al, see footnote2). To determine if the decreased incorporation was due to 

compromised expression levels, we performed a western blot to detect α-tubulin content in 

TUB1 and tub1-G437R cells, including a tub3Δ strain to approximate the levels of Tub1 (see 

Methods). We saw a decrease in total α-tubulin in tub1-G437R cells, supporting the notion that 

tub1-G437R expression is slightly compromised (Fig A2.2a, total α-tubulin in tub1-G437R/TUB3 

decreased ~30% when compared to wild-type TUB1/TUB3). This result may explain the 

reduction of tub1-G437R mutant incorporation into spindle microtubules. We noted that since 

the total α-tubulin content in these cells was reduced (despite Tub3 compensation in spindle 

microtubules), some of the phenotypes we saw previously, including changes in microtubule 

dynamics, (Denarier et al., see footnote2 , may be due to a loss of overall α-tubulin in the cell. 
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Testing these hypotheses through different avenues may be necessary. Specifically, EM-

tomography of the yeast spindles to assess morphological changes in TUB1 and tub1-G437R 

cells may elucidate any possibility that spindle density is compromised due to this mutation. 

A2.2.2 α-tubulin isoforms exhibit equal incorporation into mitotic spindle microtubules 

 It has been widely accepted that Tub1 makes up ~90-70% whereas Tub3 makes up 

~10-30% of total α-tubulin content in budding yeast (Schatz et al., 1986b; Bode et al., 2003; 

Gartz-Hanson et al., 2016). Our results showing that the ~0.8-fold drop tub1-G437R spindle 

incorporation coinciding with a nearly identical increase in Tub3 incorporation led us down the 

path that eventually led us to question the validity of this widely accepted claim. Specifically, the 

ratio of Tub1 to Tub3 in our western blot was ~1:2, respectively, which directly contrasts 

previously published work  Fig A2.2 TUB1 TUB3 versus TUB1 tub3Δ . However, it is important 

to highlight that our contrasting results may simply be due to differences between extraction 

methods, or antibodies, but it may also be due to strain differences, which still contrasts the idea 

that Tub1 is the most prominent α-tubulin isotype. In line with this reasoning, we wondered if our 

mRuby2 tagged α-tubulin genes, which are incorporated into the LEU or TRP locus through 

homologous recombination of a transformed plasmid (see Methods), displayed varying 

brightness, meaning we could not directly compare mRuby2-Tub1 and mRuby2-Tub3 signals. 

To this end, we measured the fluorescence intensity of mRuby2-Tub1 and mRuby2-Tub3 

spindles using the same imaging exposures and using three different isolates from the same 

plasmid transformation (see Methods). In this experiment, cells retain the endogenously 

expressed Tub1, Tub3, and/or tub1-G437R in addition to one copy of an mRuby2-tagged α-

tubulin under a HIS promoter (see Methods). We saw no significant difference in the fluorescent 

intensity of mRuby2-Tub1 and -Tub3 isolates at spindles, suggesting that mRuby2 signals are 

directly comparable. Consistent with previous results, incorporation of the two isotypes into 

spindle microtubules is ~50/50 (Fig A2.2b, mRuby2-tub1 versus mRuby2-tub3), further 

suggesting there is equal incorporation of Tub1 and Tub3 heterodimers. Finally, consistent with 
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prior results, mRuby2-Tub3 compensated for loss of mRuby2-tub1-G437R incorporation into 

spindle microtubules (Tub1 signal dropped by ~ 3.5 A.U. while Tub3 signal increased ~2.7 

A.U.). Taken together, our findings indicate the possibility that the two α-tubulin isotypes may be 

represented equally within yeast cells.  

 

A2.3 DISCUSSION & FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

One interesting note to consider is that tub1-G437R microtubules exhibited greater 

dynamicity than wild-type Tub1 in G2/M phase in vivo (Denarier et al., see footnote2) and also 

incorporated more mRuby2-Tub3 heterodimers into spindle microtubules (Fig A2.1e). Isotype 

composition has been shown to play a role in the dynamics of microtubules, specifically, yeast 

cells with Tub1 as their only α-tubulin are more sensitive to microtubule destabilizing drugs, and 

in vitro microtubules composed of only Tub1 heterodimers exhibit more dynamicity than 

microtubules composed of only Tub3 heterodimers (Bode et al., 2003), suggesting Tub3 

heterodimer may inhibit microtubule dynamics in vivo. Given that tub1-G437R exhibited greater 

dynamicity in G2/M yet also incorporated more Tub3 into HU arrested microtubules – which 

should theoretically offset some of the dynamicity induced by tub1-G437R incorporation – we 

suspect that tub1-G437R may have a more substantial impact on microtubule dynamics than 

our studies suggest, indicating that tub1-G437R heterodimers may be incapable of forming 

microtubules alone (hence the Tub3 reliance; Denarier et al., see footnote2). It is unknown if 

effect on microtubule dynamics in this mutant is due to intrinsic changes to the properties of the 

polymer or if it is due to loss of She1 binding (two scenarios which are not necessarily mutually 

exclusive). To determine if the change in microtubule dynamics is due to one, or even both, of 

these explanations, it would be beneficial to do in vitro molecular dynamics assays with 

recombinant mutant. Unfortunately, attempts to purify tub1-G437R have been unsuccessful. An 

alternative approach would be to use yeast cell lysates with which to measure microtubules 

dynamics in vitro, a method that has been recently described (Bergman et al., 2018). Clearly, 
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tub1-G437R mutants rely on Tub3 to survive, implying that this mutation leads to severe defects 

that are not entirely due to loss of She1. If tub1-G437R is lethal as a consequence of tub1-

G437R heterodimers being incapable of forming microtubules (therefore relying on the 

increased stability of Tub3 heterodimers), then the lethality of tub3Δ may be rescued by the 

overexpression of microtubule stabilizing factors, such as Stu2, or the removal of catastrophe 

inducing factors (Podolski et al., 2014; Estrem et al., 2017). It is also worth determining if the 

introduction of EpoB might partially rescue some of the phenotypes seen in tub1-G437R cells. 

This would also elucidate if any of the effects are due to loss of She1 binding or are due to the 

inherent properties of the heterodimer. 

Though the mechanism behind how this mutation leads to decreased She1 binding is 

unknown, its close proximity to the disordered C-terminal tails may give logical insight. It is 

reasonable to suggest that putting a large positively charged molecule at the base of a 

negatively charged, disordered region may have dramatic consequences on the dynamic nature 

of the CTTs. The diverse conformational ensemble of disordered proteins (such as CTTs) has 

been proposed to be critical for cellular function, especially to accommodate binding to multiple 

different partners, such as She1 (reviewed in Guhharoy et al., 2013; Tompa., 2011; Parker et 

al., 2018; Fees et al., 2011). Also, it has been hypothesized that the CTTs interact with the 

tubulin body of adjacent dimers which may provide a stabilizing force on growing microtubule 

protofilaments (Wall et al., 2016; Bouxsein et al., 2014). This interaction could be modulated by 

MAPs interacting with CTTs or vice versa – regulate MAP binding to the microtubule lattice, 

which may be compromised in the case of tub1-G437R. It is possible that this mutation leads to 

not only abrogated She1 binding, but also impaired binding of other MAPs and associated 

factors which interact with microtubule C-terminal tails (Aiken et al., 2014; Sirajuddin et al., 

2014; Lacroix et al., 2010).  

Microtubule dynamicity in tub1-G437R cells changed significantly only in the G2/M 

phase of the cell cycle, and not G1 (Denarier et al., see Footnote2). This could arguably be a 
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case of differential MAP binding in a cell-cycle dependent manner, which in this scenario, 

suggests that She1 is critical for stabilizing microtubule dynamics during mitosis, but does not 

play a role in microtubule stability during G1, and that the tub1-G437R mutation does not 

inherently lead to any microtubule defects. Alternatively, there could be a microtubule stabilizing 

factor responsible for maintenance and stability of G1 microtubules that is not disrupted by the 

tub1-G437R mutation. The fact that α-tubulin isotypes possess differing properties in growing 

protofilaments, suggests a mode by which cells can regulate microtubule dynamics through 

tubulin isotypes. The lack of change in G1 microtubule dynamics in tub1-G437R mutants may 

reveal differential incorporation of tubulin isoforms in a cell cycle dependent manner. In this 

scenario, the reason we saw no significant change in dynamicity in G1 was due to tubulin 

isotype composition of microtubules, indicating Tub3 is the predominant G1 α-tubulin. 

Microtubule dynamics in yeast cell extracts have been shown to vary between stages of the cell 

cycle, suggesting these properties are cell cycle regulated (Bergman et al., 2018). Though this 

is likely due to activity of different MAPs and microtubule factors, it is still an interesting 

possibility. Either way, a cell cycle investigation of mRuby2-Tub1 and mRuby2-Tub3 

incorporation into microtubules may prove to be interesting. 

 

A2.4 METHODS 

A2.4.1 Plasmid and strain construction 

Strains used in this study were YEF473 (Bi et al., 1996; ura3-52 lys2-801 leu2-∆1 his3-

∆200 trp1-∆63 . The TUB1 integrating plasmid, pCR2-TUB1 consists of the region of the TUB1 

locus from the intron  situated close the 5’ end of the gene) to 385 bp after the stop codon 

cloned into the pCR2 vector (Invitrogen). The HIS3 gene expression cassette was ligated into 

the BsrGI site within the 3' untranslated region of the TUB1 sequence within pCR2 (pCR2-

TUB1). The G437R mutation was subsequently introduced into pCR2-TUB1 by PCR, generating 

pCR2-tub1G437R. For integration into the native TUB1 locus, pCR2-TUB1 (either wild-type or 
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mutant) was digested with SphI, transformed into yeast using the lithium acetate method, and 

transformants were selected on media lacking histidine. Transformants were confirmed by PCR 

and sequencing.  

We generated pHIS3p:mRuby2-tub1G437R+3’UTR::LEU2 to visualize microtubules in 

mutant cells. To this end, we engineered the G437R point mutation into pHIS3p:mRuby2-

TUB1+3’UTR::LEU2 (Markus et al., 2015) using traditional molecular biological methods. For 

comparison of relative α-tubulin incorporation into mitotic spindles, we used yeast strains with 

similarly integrated mRuby2-α-tubulins (pHIS3p:mRuby2-TUB1+3’UTR::LEU2, or 

pHIS3p:mRuby2-tub1G437R 3’UTR::LEU2). To assess incorporation of Tub3 into the mitotic 

spindle, we replaced the TUB1+3’UTR cassette in pHIS3p:mRuby2-TUB1+3’UTR::TRP1 

(Markus et al., 2015) with the TUB3 genomic sequence, including 150 bp of the 3’UTR. This 

plasmid, pHIS3p:mRuby2-TUB3+3’UTR::TRP1, was digested with BbvCI, transformed into 

yeast using the lithium acetate method, and transformants were selected on media lacking 

tryptophan. To visualize She1 on microtubules we used a method involving self-assembling 

fragments of GFP. A PCR product containing seven GFP strand-11s in tandem and ending in a 

short GSGS linker and specificity to the upstream region of the SHE1 locus was amplified. The 

PCR product was transformed to replace a URA upstream of the SHE1 locus and selected by 

the 5-FOA method. A PCR product corresponding to TEF1p:GFP strands 1-10::TRP were 

amplified from pACUH:GFP11x7:mCherry-beta-Tubulin (Cabantoud et al., 2005). The PCR 

product was transformed with selection on -TRP plates. For assessment of She1 on Tub3 only 

containing spindles, we constructed pTEF1p:TUB3 3’UTR::URA. PCR products corresponding 

to TEF1p and TUB3 3’UTR were amplified and assembled by isothermal assembly (Gibson et 

al., 2009) into plasmid pBJ090 digested with LpnI/NotI (Longtine et al., 1998). 

pTEF1p:TUB3 3’UTR was digested with ApaI and transformed in diploid TUB1 tub1Δ::HPH 

strains for integration into URA locus. Diploids were subsequently sporulated to obtain 

TEF1p:TUB3 3’UTR::URA in a haploid tub1Δ::HPH background. The haploid strain was mated 
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and subsequently sporulated to obtain TEF1p:TUB3 3’UTR::URA with GFP11x7-She1 

TEF1p:GFP1-10::TRP1 to visualize She1. 

A2.4.2 Live cell imaging experiments 

 For spindle intensity measurements, cells were arrested with hydroxyurea (HU) for 2.5 

hours to enrich for metaphase spindles, and then mounted on agarose pads containing HU for 

fluorescence microscopy. 11 Z-planes with 0.3 μm spacing were captured using 2x2 binning 

(the exposure time varied between constructions). We measured background-corrected She1, 

Tub1, or Tub3 spindle-localized fluorescence from maximum intensity projections using ImageJ 

(NIH). Images were collected on a Nikon Ti-E microscope equipped with a 1.49 NA 100X TIRF 

objective, a Ti-S-E motorized stage, piezo Z-control (Physik Instrumente), an iXon DU888 

cooled EM-CCD camera (Andor), and a spinning disc confocal scanner unit (CSUX1; 

Yokogawa) with an emission filter wheel (ET525/50M for GFP and ET632/60M for mRuby2; 

Chroma). 488 nm and 561 nm lasers (housed in a LU-NV laser unit equipped with AOTF 

control; Nikon) were used to excite GFP and mRuby2, respectively. The microscope was 

controlled with NIS Elements software (Nikon). 

A2.4.3 Yeast cell lysis and western blotting 

Untagged versions of TUB1, tub1-G437R, and tub3Δ were used in western blotting  see 

Plasmid and strain construction). For western blotting, yeast cells were grown overnight at 30 

degrees Celsius and diluted the next morning in 3 mL fresh SD-complete media containing 2% 

glucose. Cells were left to grow for several hours before harvested prior to the stationary phase 

densities (OD600 < 1.0). Cell pellets were resuspended in 0.2 mL of 0.1 M NaOH and incubated 

for 10 minutes at room temperature as described in (Kushnirov et al., 2000). Following 

centrifugation, the resulting cell pellet was resuspended in 200 mL sample buffer. Equal 

amounts of total cell lysate (as determined by UV A600) were loaded into each lane, transferred 

to PVDF and blocked with BSA before probing with monoclonal 4A1 antibody (at 1:100; DSHB) 

followed by goat anti-mouse IRDyeR700 antibody (at 1:10,000; licor). Electroblotting to PVDF 
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was performed in 25 mM Tris, 193 mM glycine supplemented with 0.05% SDS and 20% 

methanol. Near-infrared 700 signal was acquired on an Odyssey CLx with solid-state laser 

diode (685 nm laser; licor). ImageJ software was used to quantify blots from raw integrated 

density of bands and background corrected. 

A2.4.4 Statistical analysis 

P-values were calculated using a two-tailed unpaired t test using Graphpad Prism 

software. Columns depict the means and error bars represent the standard deviations. 

Diamonds are described in the figure legends. 

 

A2.5 FIGURES 
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Figure A2.1 Tub1-G437R mutant has reduced She1 binding in vivo. (a) 3.7Å EM of yeast 
tubulin polymerized with GTP in vitro (PDB: 5W3F, Howes et al., 2017). Side eye view (top) 
shows α-tubulin  left, pink  and β-tubulin  right, green  with a 90⁰ rotated to a bird’s eye view 
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(bottom). The Glycine 437 residue has been highlighted by a sphere (cyan). Note the closeness 
of the G437 to the C-terminal tail of α-tubulin. (b) Fluorescence microscopy images showing in 
heat map form signal of GFP11x7-She1, mRuby2-tub1, mRuby2-tub1-G437R or mRuby2-Tub3 in 
Tub1 or tub1-G437R backgrounds. Red indicates higher fluorescence intensities. (c) 
Quantification of GFP11x7-She1 fluorescence intensity on the spindle in either Tub1 or tub1-
G437R cells. (d) Quantification of mRuby2-tub1 or mRuby2-tub1-G437R fluorescence intensity 
on the spindle in either Tub1 or tub1-G437R (respectively). (e) Quantification of mRuby2-tub3 
fluorescence intensity on the spindle in either Tub1 or tub1-G437R. (f) Quantification of GFP11x7-
She1 fluorescence intensity on the spindle in TEFp-Tub3 background. Note that these cells are 
tub1Δ, therefore the spindle contains only Tub1 heterodimers  see Methods .  c-f) Diamonds 
represent one spindle measurement. Errors bars are equal to the standard deviations and 
columns are equal to the mean of the dataset. n   2 replicates ≥ 20 cells each or ≥ 10 cells for 
TEFp-Tub3. P-values calculated from Welch’s t test. 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure A2.2 Tubulin isoforms Tub1 and Tub3 exhibit comparable expression and spindle 
microtubule incorporation in vivo. (a) Western blot of yeast cell extracts using 4A1 mouse 
anti-α-tubulin primary antibody and IR700 rabbit-anti-mouse secondary antibody with 
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quantification on the left. Three loading amounts were used to assess ideal conditions for 
blotting. Quantitation is normalized to wild-type Tub1+Tub3 (n = 3 blots replicates, each loading 
amount was included to assess variance between blots; see Methods . Note the 30  drop in α-
tubulin in tub1-G437R and 40  subsequent drop in tub3Δ, suggesting Tub3 makes up a 
significant portion of α-tubulin. (b) Measurement of fluorescence intensity of various mRuby2-
tubulin mutants in HU-arrested spindles (see Methods). Note the intensities of both mRuby2-
Tub1 and mRuby2-Tub3 are statistically similar in wild-type cells. 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
 
 

SYSTEMATIC INVESTIGATION INTO SHE1 BINDING DOMAINS 
 
  

 
A3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Our previous work demonstrated that She1 binds the microtubule binding domain of 

dynein, narrowing the binding region down to just 123 amino acids out of the large 500 kD motor 

domain. Similarly, the region of She1 binding on microtubules has been narrowed down to the 

C-terminal tails, possibly the CTT of α-tubulin, and possibly including a C-terminal region 

proximal to the tail (Fig A2.1a; Markus et al., 2012). She1 is a 38 kDa protein, predicted to have 

a high degree of disorder (via FoldIndex). Most MAPs historically are considered to be highly 

disordered, since most do not form defined structures in solution. She1 is no exception to this 

rule, yet with many advances in cryo-EM, MAPs previously expected to be disordered form 

extended secondary structures that can bind microtubule surfaces and interact with other 

binding partners, for example tau and DCX (Kellogg et al., 2018; Shigematsu et al., 2018; 

Fourniol et al., 2010). The formation of secondary structure upon microtubule binding has 

allowed structural analysis of the microtubule binding regions of some MAPs. Additionally, many 

of these proteins’ domain regions have been characterized through basic biochemical 

techniques. Though we are not in a position to throw She1 into any CryoEM experiments, we 

attempted to understand if it had functional domains that could be mapped, using a systematic, 

biochemical approach. 

 

A3.2 RESULTS 

A3.2.1 The N-terminus of She1 binds dynein 

Previous attempts to discern if She1 can interact with dynein in the absence of 

microtubules has been unsuccessful (Fig A3.1a and b). However, this may be explained by our 
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data showing that She1 cannot inhibit dynein activity in vitro, without binding microtubules. It 

may also be a consequence of the conditions we used. Either way, we wondered if we could 

narrow down regions on She1 that are binding domains for dynein and microtubules. To do this 

we made seven fragments of She1, that cover the complete sequence (Fig A3.2a). To test if any 

of these fragments interacted with the dynein microtubule binding domain, She1 fragments were 

fused with a transcriptional activation domain (GAL4-AD-She1). Our previously described 

SRScc-dyneinMTBD construct (see Chapter 2) was fused to a DNA-binding domain (GAL4-DBD-

SRScc-dyneinMTBD). Yeast-2-hybrid was performed in cells with GAL4 reporter genes and under 

three separate conditions with varying degrees of stringency (1mM, 5mM 3AT, or adenine 

deficient plates) to evaluate all corresponding fragments, including a negative control (activation 

domain fused to T7 antigen, GAL4-AD-T7; see Methods). We observed positive interaction 

between our constructs by growth of yeast on plates lacking histidine. Unlike our co-pelleting 

assays, which displayed no interaction between dynein and She1 in solution, we observed 

positive interaction by yeast-2-hybrid. Interestingly, She1 fragment [1-112] had the strongest 

interaction with SRScc-dyneinMTBD and we also observed interaction with She1-[1-168], She1-[1-

224], She1-[113-224], making a strong argument for She1 to bind dynein in an N-terminal region 

(Fig A3.2a). We did however see some degree of binding with all fragments, above the negative 

control. In contrast to this argument, She1-[1-168] was the poorest interactor, despite it 

encompassing a longer region than She1-[1-112]. And oddly, She1 full-length was one of the 

poorest interactors as    well (Fig A3.2a), which could be interpreted in many ways, indicating 

that more information is needed to understand the binding between the dynein MTBD and She1. 

A3.2.2 The C-terminus of She1 binds microtubules 

To determine regions necessary for microtubule binding and to determine the minimal 

region necessary to inhibit dynein motility in vitro, we purified recombinant She1-TMR fragments 

and tested their ability to bind microtubules and inhibit motility in single molecule assays in vitro 

(Fig A3.2b, see Methods). We were able to purify all fragments except for She1-[224-338] (Fig. 
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A3.2b). Consistent with another paper published around the same time, She1 binds 

microtubules with the C-terminal region (Fig. A3.2b ; Zhu et al., 2017), however, qualitatively, 

the longest C-terminal fragment (She1[169-338]) had the highest binding affinity (Fig. A3.2b), 

suggesting many residues, or several regions of the C-terminus, are required for microtubule 

binding. Interestingly, none of our fragments inhibited dynein velocity as potently as full-length 

She1. This is consistent with the idea that the N-terminus is important for She1 binding to the 

dynein MTBD, moreover, the only fragments that induced subtle inhibition contain a partial 

region of the N-terminus that were shown to bind SRScc-dyneinMTBD by yeast-2-hybrid (Fig 3.2a 

and b; She1-[1-224] and She1-[169-338] to a lesser extent). This also demonstrates that She1 

binding of microtubules is not sufficient to inhibit dynein motility, and that binding by other 

elements in the N-terminus are required. This is however, contrasted by She1-[113-338], which 

should theoretically inhibit dynein motility most closely to full-length She1, because it bound 

stronger to SRScc-dyneinMTBD than She1-[169-338], and encompasses more of the microtubule 

binding region (Fig A3.2a and b). Clearly, more investigation is necessary to understand the 

binding activity of She1 to both microtubules and the dynein MTBD. 

 

A3.3 DISCUSSION & FUTURE DIRECTION 

We demonstrated that full-length She1 has the strongest inhibitory effect on dynein 

motility and yet has one of the worst binding interactions to SRScc-dyneinMTBD by yeast-2-hybrid 

(Fig A3.2a). In light of this data, perhaps She1 has a self-regulatory mechanism, for example, 

She1 is autoinhibited by the C-terminus when unbound from microtubules, and upon unbinding 

the C-terminal region is released to bind dynein through the N-terminus. Autoinhibition has been 

shown to play a significant role in regulating activity of many proteins, including kinesins and 

dynein motors (Marzo et al., 2020; Siddiqui et al., 2019), and often times, autoinhibited proteins 

are enriched with regions of intrinsic disorder whose structural dynamicity can facilitate 

activation of functional domains. Even some MAPs have displayed autoinhibitory regulation of 
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binding domains, such as EB1 (Trudeau et al., 2013; Kanaba et al., 2012; Gireesh et al., 2018). 

This notion is further supported by our data demonstrating that She1 cannot interact with dynein 

in the absence of microtubules (see Chapter 2) and that She1 is predicted to be highly 

disordered. A more likely explanation is that many disordered proteins can adopt secondary and 

tertiary structures upon binding with a diverse set of partners (Gsponder et al., 2009). In this 

scenario, microtubule binding by She1 may induce a conformational change, and possibly 

adoption of a structure, that is capable of interaction with the dynein MTBD. Though this 

scenario is enticing, more investigation is necessary to understand the mechanism behind She1 

binding to microtubules, one of which might be an EM study. If She1 adopts secondary 

structure, or even if it becomes stabilized by interaction with microtubules, akin to Tau or DCX 

MAPs, it may be structured enough to be revealed by EM, as was the case for many other 

MAPs prior. 

 

A3.4 METHODS 

A3.4.1 Protein Purification 

We purified She1-HALO fragments as previously described (Markus et al., 2012), but 

with minor modifications. Briefly, E. coli BL21 (Rosetta DE3 pLysS) cells transformed with 

pProEX-HTb-TEV:SHE1-HALO fragments were grown at 37°C in LB supplemented with 1% 

glucose, 100 µg/ml carbenicillin and 34 µg/ml chloramphenicol to OD600 0.4-0.6, shifted to 16°C 

for 2 hours, then induced with 0.1 mM IPTG for 14-16 hours at 16°C. The cells were harvested, 

washed with cold water, resuspended in 0.5 volume of cold 2X lysis buffer [1X buffer: 30 mM 

HEPES pH 7.2, 50 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 10% 

glycerol, 1 mM DTT, and protease inhibitor tablets (Pierce)] and then lysed by sonication (5 x 30 

second pulses) with 1 minute on ice between each pulse. The lysate was clarified at 22,000 x g 

for 20 minutes, adjusted to 0.01% triton X-100, then incubated with glutathione agarose for 1 

hour at 4°C. The resin was then washed three times in wash buffer (30 mM HEPES pH 7.2, 50 
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mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 300 mM KCl, 0.01% Triton 

X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, protease inhibitor tablets) and twice in TEV digest buffer (10 

mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM KCl, 0.01% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT). To fluorescently 

label She1-HALO, the bead-bound protein was incubated with 6.7 µM HaloTag-TMR ligand 

(Promega) for 15 minutes at room temperature. The resin was then washed three more times in 

TEV digest buffer, then incubated in TEV buffer supplemented with TEV protease for 1 hour at 

16°C. The resulting eluate was collected using a centrifugal filter unit (0.1 µm, Millipore), 

aliquoted, drop frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. For the ATPase assays, purified 

She1-HALO fragments was dialyzed against dynein motility buffer (see below) lacking EGTA, 

but supplemented with 1 mM DTT. 

Purification of ZZ-TEV-6His-GFP-3HA-GST-dynein331-HALO (under the control of the 

galactose-inducible promoter, GAL1p) was performed as previously described33, with minor 

modifications. Briefly, yeast cultures were grown in YPA supplemented with 2% galactose, 

harvested, washed with cold water, and then resuspended in a small volume of water. The 

resuspended cell pellet was drop frozen into liquid nitrogen and then lysed in a coffee grinder 

(Hamilton Beach). After lysis, 0.25 volume of 4X lysis buffer (1X buffer: 30 mM HEPES, pH 7.2, 

50 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM Mg-

ATP, 0.5 mM Pefabloc SC, 0.7 µg/ml Pepstatin) was added, and the lysate was clarified at 

22,000 x g for 20 min. The supernatant was then bound to IgG sepharose 6 fast flow resin (GE) 

for 1 hour at 4°C, which was subsequently washed three times in wash buffer (30 mM HEPES, 

pH 7.2, 50 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 300 mM KCl, 

0.005% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM Mg-ATP, 0.5 mM Pefabloc SC, 0.7 

µg/ml Pepstatin), and twice in TEV buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 150 mM potassium acetate, 2 

mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM EGTA, 0.005% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 0.1 mM 

Mg-ATP, 0.5 mM Pefabloc SC). Note that for binding experiments involving vanadate (e.g., Fig. 

2.4e), EGTA was excluded from the TEV buffer. To fluorescently label 6His-GFP-GST-3HA-
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dynein331-HALO (for single molecule analyses), the bead-bound protein was incubated with 

either 6.7 µM HaloTag-TMR or HaloTag-PEG-biotin ligand (Promega) for 15 minutes at room 

temperature. The resin was then washed four more times in TEV digest buffer, then incubated 

in TEV buffer supplemented with TEV protease for 1 hour. Following TEV digest, the bead 

solution was transferred to a spin column (Millipore) and centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 10 

seconds. The resulting protein solution was aliquoted, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and then 

stored at -80ºC. Protein concentrations were determined by running a dilution series of dynein 

along with a dilution series of tubulin on a 4-12% SDS-PAGE gel, and then staining the gel with 

Sypro Red gel stain (Thermo Fisher). Band intensities were quantitatively determined following 

imaging on a Typhoon gel imaging system (FLA 9500). 

A3.4.2 Single and ensemble molecule motility assays 

The single-molecule motility assay was performed as previously described Markus et al., 

2012) with minor modifications. Briefly, flow chambers constructed using slides and plasma 

cleaned and salinized coverslips attached with double-sided adhesive tape were coated with 

anti-tubulin antibody (8 µg/ml, YL1/2; Accurate Chemical & Scientific Corporation) then blocked 

with a mixture of 1% Pluronic F-127 (Fisher Scientific) and 1 mg/ml ĸ-casein. Taxol-stabilized 

microtubules assembled from unlabeled and HiLyte647-labeled porcine tubulin (10:1 ratio; 

Cytoskeleton) were introduced into the chamber. Following a 5-10 minute incubation, the 

chamber was washed with dynein lysis buffer supplemented with 20 µM taxol, at which point 

She1-TMR was added to the chamber. After a 5-minute incubation, 6His-GST-dynein331-488 

diluted (~10 pM) in motility buffer (30 mM HEPES, pH 7.2, 50 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM 

magnesium acetate, 1 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol) supplemented with 1 mM DTT, 20 µM taxol, 1 

mM Mg-ATP, 0.05% Pluronic F-127, and an oxygen-scavenging system (1.5% glucose, 1 U/µl 

glucose oxidase, 125 U/µl catalase) was added. TIRFM images were collected using a 1.49 NA 

100X TIRF objective on a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope equipped with a Ti-S-E motorized 

stage, piezo Z-control (Physik Instrumente), and an iXon X3 DU897 cooled EM-CCD camera 
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(Andor). 488 nm, 561 nm, and 640 nm lasers (Coherent) were used along with a multi-pass 

quad filter cube set (C-TIRF for 405/488/561/638 nm; Chroma) and emission filters mounted in 

a filter wheel (525/50 nm, 600/50 nm and 700/75 nm; Chroma) to image She1-TMR, 6His-GST-

dynein331-488, and HiLyte647-microtubules, respectively. We acquired images at 2 second 

intervals for 10 min. Velocity and run length values were determined from kymographs 

generated using the MultipleKymograph plugin for ImageJ. 

 

A3.5 FIGURES 
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Figure A3.1 Co-pelleting assays and She1 amino acid sequence. (a, b) Co-pelleting assays 
with and without GST-She1-HALO purified from E. Coli. She1 on GST beads or free GST beads 
(control) were incubated with indicated dynein. (a) Minimal SRS-constructs with indicated 
coiled-coil registry 85:82, 89:82 (see Methods) and a yeast MTBD. The MTBD of the 85:82 was 
replaced with mouse MTBD which exhibits reduced sensitivity to She1. (b) Monomeric motors 
(SNAP-Dyn1) with yeast MTBD, mouse MTBD, or ΔMTBD. Note that the constructs and 
monomeric motors are not visible more than background in the pellet but is visible in the 
supernatant with and without She1. This indicates the conditions may not be sufficient to 
observe She1 binding. (c) She1 amino acid sequence with phosphorylation sites identified from 
Mass-spectrometry: T22, T113 T314, S287, S317 (highlighted in Red). Sequence also includes 
motifs for potential Bim1 binding (SxIP) and Kin1/Kin2 phosphorylation motifs (KxGS) 
(highlighted in Yellow). 
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Figure A3.2 Assessment of She1 fragments identifies binding regions on the dynein 
MTBD and the microtubule. (a) Cartoon representation of She1 fragments used in (a) and (b) 
and the SRScc-dyneinMTBD construct used in (a) the yeast-2-hybrid assay. The activation domain 
was fused to She1 fragments and the DNA binding domain was fused to the SRScc-dyneinMTBD 

construct. Four conditions were used with varying degrees of stringency, with the most stringent 
condition shown on the bottom (also see Methods). (b) Sypro Ruby stain (left) and 
accompanying fluorescent scan of She1-TMR fragments (right). BSA was used to calculate the 
concentration of each fragments (see Methods). Quantitation of single molecule assays are 
shown on the right for each fragment, including She1 full-length and a 0nM She1 control. 
Fragments that bound microtubules are indicated on the plot (data not shown). Note only 
fragments that bound microtubules had a noticeable affect on dynein velocity, consistent with 
previous observations from Chapter 2. 
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APPENDIX 4 
 
 
 

SHE1 MASS-SPECTROMETRY REVEALS PHOSPHORYLATION SITES & PROTEIN 
INTERACTIONS 

 
 
 

A4.1 Introduction 

 Phosphorylation is one way by which cells can regulate protein function. Fascinatingly, 

one group noted disordered regions of a group of proteins analyzed were more highly enriched 

in phosphorylation than their structured counterparts (Iakoucheva et al., 2004; Gsponer et al., 

2008). She1 has been shown to be regulated by phosphorylation in a cell-cycle dependent 

manner and in response to environmental stress factors (Pigula et al., 2014; Markus et al., 

2012; Wong et al., 2007). Hog1 is a protein MAP kinase involved in a long signaling cascade 

involved in osmotic stress response, specifically, Hog1 prevents S-phase checkpoint 

satisfaction and replication and transcription in response to unfavorable environmental factors 

and DNA replication stress by phosphorylating target substrates, one of which is She1 

(Brewster et al., 1993; Cook et al., 2012; Tkach et al., 2012; Maayan et al ., 2012; Westfall et 

al., 2004). Additionally, She1 is suspected to be substrate of Ipl1 (Aurora B), in its role at the 

mitotic spindle (Woodruff et al., 2010; Markus et al., 2012). Interestingly, She1 binding to 

microtubules was notably reduced in a phosphomimetic mutant of She1, designed using Ipl1 

consensus sequences (She15D Markus et al., 2012). However, previously reported 

phosphorylation sites were determined from Ipl1 and Hog1 consensus sequences and may not 

represent true phosphorylation sites in vivo. We wished to identify endogenous phosphorylation 

sites using mass-spectrometry. 

 

A4.2 RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
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A She1 mutant containing phosphomimetics at Ipl1 consensus sites, She15D, was shown 

to have a decreased affinity for microtubules but had an enhanced effect on dynein motility, but 

whether these suspected phosphorylation sites are relevant in vivo is yet to be determined. In 

our first attempt to identify phosphorylation sites by mass-spectrometry, we reported four 

possible residues from the LC-MS/MS 3-hour gradient, Threonine 113 and 314, and Serine 287 

and 317 (Fig A3.1), none of which were the five previously suspected consensus sites for Ipl1 or 

the two suspected for Hog1. S287 and T314 look like possible Ipl1 consensus sites, but neither 

T113 or S317 match Hog1 of Ipl1 consensus sites (Markus et al., 2012; Pigula et al., 2014). 

Interestingly, T113 is on the N-terminus, which we suspect interacts with the dynein MTBD and 

S287, S317, T314 are within the region expected to bind microtubules (see Appendix 3). 

However, this purification was done with She1 overexpressed. The Hog1 pathway is activated in 

response to environmental and cellular stress (e.g. overexpression of a protein) and has been 

shown to lead to excessive phosphorylation of She1 (Pigula et al., 2014). Moreover, 

overexpression of She1 arrests cells in G1 phase (Espinet et al., 1995). This suggests that 

these four residues likely represent phosphorylated sites during G1, or during high cellular 

stress, but not during active spindle positioning.  

To identify phosphorylation sites that are relevant to dynein-pathway function, we 

purified endogenously expressed She1 arrested in metaphase by depleting cells of CDC20 (see 

Methods). Protein samples were again sent for LC-MS/MS in the CU-Boulder MS-facility (see 

Methods), which identified one novel phosphorylation site at Threonine 22 (Fig A3.1), which 

matches the phosphorylation consensus sequence of Hog1 (Pigula et al., 2014). Unfortunately, 

the endogenous expression has proven to be a challenge, in this mass-spec, only 14% of She1 

sequence was covered by peptides, indicating that any phosphorylation sites outside of this 

sequence coverage could not be identified. Despite this, investigation into our one 

phosphorylation site may be interesting. It is located within the region identified by yeast-2-

hybrid to interact strongly with the dynein MTBD, suggesting this site could be relevant to She1 
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regulation of dynein in vivo. A plasmid with which to integrate phosphorylation mimics or null 

mutants into the She1 locus has already been developed. Future studies should test if this site 

is relevant for the regulation of dynein activity in vivo and dynein motility in vitro, as well as 

determine if it regulates She1 binding to microtubules. To attempt to identify more sites using 

endogenous expression, it is likely that this protein purification must be upscaled dramatically. A 

good starting point might be to triple the cell mass by growing cell in a fermenter (see Methods). 

In addition to phosphorylation data, we also received a list of proteins that were identified 

in the purification. Note that this protein purification was not done to minimize loss of interacting 

proteins, meaning many of these peptide hits are likely non-specific interactions with elements 

used in the purification process (such as agarose beads, She1, Halo, etc). However, we did 

note that Actin was highly represented in peptides (20), sequence coverage (73%), and MS/MS 

count (67), and was accompanied by many actin-related proteins. Many MAPs have the 

capacity to bind actin and microtubules, enlisting in a dual role of regulating the cytoskeleton. 

One of which is the potential She1 homolog MAP4, which inhibits dynein activity in cells 

(Samora et al., 2011; Matsushima et al., 2012). MAP4 was shown to bind actin with the same C-

terminal region that is also responsible for microtubule binding in vivo indicating that it cannot 

bind both microtubules and actin at the same time. MAP4-actin interaction plays a role in the 

distal region of developing neurites, but very little is known about this function (Matsushima et 

al., 2012). Unfortunately, no factors related to dynein were identified. 

 

A4.3 METHODS 

A4.3.1 Plasmid and strain construction 

Strains are derived from YEF473A (Bi and Pringle, 1996). We transformed yeast strains 

using the lithium acetate method (Knop et al., 1999). Strains carrying mutations were 

constructed by PCR product-mediated transformation to obtain ARSH/CEN sequence (from 

addgene pRS315) or by mating followed by tetrad dissection. Proper tagging and mutagenesis 

https://elifesciences.org/articles/47246#bib5
https://elifesciences.org/articles/47246#bib35
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were confirmed by PCR (also confirmed by sequencing). Yeast synthetic defined (SD) media 

was obtained from Sunrise Science Products (San Diego, CA). 

A4.3.2 Protein Purification 

The first attempt to identify phosphorylation sites by mass-spec was done using 

ARSH/CEN-Gal1p:8xHis-ZZ-2xTEV-She1-HALO in protease deficient yeast. Yeast cells were 

transformed with ARSH/CEN-Gal1p:8xHis-ZZ-2xTEV-She1-HALO and grown in 3 mL YPD + 

100 µg/ml G418 in 16 hours, then upscaled to 200 mL YPD + 100 µg/ml G418 for 16 hours, and 

then 1L 16 hours (x16 for 16 L). Cell were pelleted in sterile bottles and resuspended in 1L YPG 

for 6 hours before harvesting. The second attempt to identify phosphorylation sites by mass-

spec was done using ARSH/CEN-She1p:8xHis-ZZ-2xTEV-She1-HALO in a Gal1p:CDC20 

background for metaphase arrest. Yeast cells transformed with ARSH/CEN-She1p:8xHis-ZZ-

2xTEV-She1-HALO and were grown at 30°C in 3 mL YPG/R + 100 µg/ml G418 for 16 hours, 

then upscaled to 200 mL YPG/R + 100 µg/ml G418 for 16 hours, and 1 L YPG/R + 100 µg/ml 

G418 for 16 hours (x16 for 16 L). Then 20 g glucose was added to each liter and left to shake 

for 5 hours to arrest in metaphase before harvesting.  

After growth cells were harvested, washed with cold water, and resuspended in small 

volume of water. The resuspended pellet was drop frozen into liquid nitrogen and the lysed in a 

coffee grinder (Hamilton Beach). After lysis, cells were resuspended in 0.5 volume of cold 2X 

lysis buffer [1X buffer: 30 mM HEPES pH 7.2, 50 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium 

acetate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, Phostop and protease inhibitor tablets 

(Pierce)]. The lysate was clarified at 22,000 x g for 20 minutes, adjusted to 0.01% triton X-100, 

then incubated with IgG sepharose six fast flow resin (GE) for 1 hour at 4°C. The resin was then 

washed three times in wash buffer (30 mM HEPES pH 7.2, 50 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM 

magnesium acetate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 300 mM KCl, 0.01% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM 

DTT, phostop, protease inhibitor tablets) and twice in TEV digest buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 

mM KCl, 0.01% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, phostop), then incubated in TEV buffer 
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supplemented with TEV protease for 1 hour at 16°C. The resulting eluate was collected using a 

centrifugal filter unit (0.1 µm, Millipore), concentrated, aliquoted, drop frozen in liquid nitrogen 

and stored at -80°C until shipment on dry ice to mass-spectrometry facility in Boulder. We would 

like to thank Thomas Lee at the Central Analytical Mass Spectrometry Lab at UC Boulder for 

answering all our questions, performing the mass-spectrometry and identifying the 

phosphorylation sites. 
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APPENDIX 5 
 
 
 

PURIFICATION OF YEAST TUBULIN AND ASSESSMENT OF SHE1 BINDING AND DYNEIN 
MOTILITY 

 
 
 
A5.1 INTRODUCTION 

 In vitro microtubule assays with recombinant proteins has revolutionized our 

understanding of many microtubule-based processes. Efficient, simple characterization of 

microtubule motors and other microtubule-associated proteins and processes are made 

possible by using recombinant tubulin. These assays forgo the complicated answers we often 

get from cell biology, where all the players are on the field at once, and most of these players 

we haven’t even met yet. In these assays we can instead introduce our players one-by-one in a 

systematic and methodical approach and assess their properties, which can then be applied to 

the system (or in this case, the cell). But while in vitro assessment of cell biological questions is 

highly advantageous, it also has one obvious flaw: the players are no longer in their native 

system. As dutiful researchers we must always try to replicate the native system, to obtain as 

accurate a picture of what our players are doing in the cell as possible, and often this means 

doing difficult and sometimes painstaking assays. 

 Many studies today still rely on commercially available tubulin for in vitro assays (e.g. 

cytoskeleton.com). However, these products are almost exclusively purified from porcine or 

bovine brain tissue extracts which represent a broad mixture of tubulin isotypes and post-

translational modifications representative of these mammalian brain tissues (reviewed in Janke 

et al., 2011 and Janke et al,. 2020). Though tubulin is conserved between species and between 

isotypes, recent structural and in vitro studies have shown they can exhibit different 

protofilament properties (Bode et al., 2003) and affect MAP binding (Howes et al., 2018; Howes 

et al., 2017; Kollman et al., 2015; Podolski et al., 2014). This is true of plus-end tracking protein 
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Bim1, the yeast CLIP170, which tip tracks on yeast tubulin but not mammalian tubulin in vitro 

(Molodtsov et al., 2016; Geyer et al., 2015). Additionally, it is not currently possible to 

commercially purchase mutants of tubulin or single isoforms, limiting investigation into the 

properties of mutant and isotypes of tubulin in vitro without in-house methods to purify tubulin. 

 We wanted to establish yeast tubulin purification in our lab to allow for the use of yeast 

tubulin in our future in vitro studies. Additionally, we wanted to purify a specific mutant tubulin 

(tub1-G437R) and the yeast α-tubulin isotype Tub3, to assess She1 binding in vitro. This would 

allow us to determine if She1 or tub1-G437R were causative of the changes in microtubule 

dynamics seen in cells (Denarier et al., see footnote2), and, confirm our prior in vivo data that 

reduced She1 binding on spindle microtubules was a consequence of tub1-G437R and not the 

α-tubulin isotype Tub3 (see Appendix 2). Additionally, all our studies up to now have been on 

mammalian tubulin purchased through Cytoskeleton™, we were curious if we might observe 

discrepancies in She1 binding and inhibition of dynein motility on yeast versus mammalian 

microtubules. Testing this hypothesis requires the purification of yeast tubulin, which has proved 

to be a challenge outside of a few research groups. Here, we describe the critical aspects of 

yeast tubulin purification and polymerization steps adapted for using with our systems and 

reagents to ensure this method will be successfully utilized by others in our lab and in the future, 

and provide the first in vitro assessment of She1 and dynein on yeast microtubules. 

 

A5.2 RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 While the purification and polymerization of yeast tubulin proved to be a challenge, we 

successfully established the method in our lab (see Figure A5.1 and Methods). To assess 

binding affinity of She1 on wild-type tubulin, She1-TMR was purified from yeast (see Methods). 

We found that She1 had an apparent Kd of 12nM by fluorescence microscopy (Fig A5.2a), 

nearly identical to previous work on mammalian microtubules (Kd 9.7nM; Markus et al., 2012). 

We know from prior work that She1 requires the C-terminal tails to bind microtubules (Markus et 
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al., 2012). This suggests that, despite the C-terminal tails from these species being of different 

lengths, and mammalian CTTs being post-translationally modified, whereas yeast tubulin is not, 

the highly acidic properties of the tails of both species are sufficient to exhibit similar binding 

affinities to She1, supporting the use of mammalian tubulin to assess She1 functions. We 

cannot, however, assess from these data that the structural elements involved in this binding 

are identical on the molecular level. We assessed She1 effects on dynein motility by single 

molecule assay using recombinant dynein from yeast (see Methods). When we assessed She1 

effects on dynein motility, we saw a reduction in dynein velocity (Fig A5.2b), albeit to a lesser 

extent that what we observed on mammalian microtubules with equivalent concentrations of 

She1-TMR and in equivalent buffers (however dynein constructs were different, the prior motility 

assay used a tailless GST-dimerized dynein, see Fig A3.1; see Methods). Additionally, it is 

important to note that She1-TMR represented here was purified from yeast, whereas previously 

used She1-TMR was purified from E. Coli (Fig. A3.1, see Methods). Meaning, we cannot 

accurately compare these conditions to each other.  

Finally, we have successfully implemented the use of yeast tubulin in our lab, which 

we’ve shown here will be useful for assessment of dynein motility. Our lab will benefit, financially 

and scientifically, from using recombinant yeast tubulin in our in vitro assays.  With this system, 

we will be able to use recombinant yeast tubulin in microtubule dynamics assays with 

reconstituted dynein, dynactin, Pac1, She1, and even +TIP tracking components Bik1 and 

Bim1, in a system that more closely resembles tip tracking in budding yeast in vivo, to further 

elucidate the roles of these proteins in dynein pathway function. Future experiments will also 

include purification of the tubulin isotype Tub3, to assess if different tubulin isotypes affect She1 

binding and microtubule dynamics. Unfortunately, attempts to purify tub1-G437R with this 

system has thus far proved unsuccessful, for currently unknown reasons (data not shown). 

 

A5.3 METHODS 
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A5.3.1 Media 

• CSM -URA -TRP: We buy premade powder minus the amino acids from Sunrise 

Products®; follow manufacturer instructions to make and add appropriate amino acid 

deficient powders. 

• YPG/L: add per 1 Liter: 

· 10 g yeast extract (fisher BP1422 <-ALWAYS!) 

· 20 g peptone 

· 30 mL glycerol3 

· 33 mL lactate3 

A5.3.2 Growth Protocol 

• Day 1-3/4: Grow transformed yeast colonies in 5 mL CSM -URA -TRP with 2% glucose 

for minimum 3 days, maximum 4 (ex. Friday afternoon – Monday morning) at 30 degrees 

Celsius in shaker. (Note: one 5 mL tube per 1 L final; I usually grow 16 L) 

• Day 4/5: In the morning on day 3 or 4, inoculate 50 mL CSM -URA -TRP with 2% 

glucose with 5 mL tube. Grow overnight at 30 degrees Celsius in shaker; JEL1 tends to 

pellet, shake as high as you are comfortable shaking for maximum growth. (Note: one 5 

mL tube per 50 mL flask) 

• Day 4/5: In the morning inoculate 1 L flask with 50 mL flask. Take the starting OD of the 

50 mL cultures, which should be between 0.5 and 0.8. Let grow 20-24 hours before 

induction at 30 degrees Celsius at the fastest speed you are comfortable with (there is a 

~10 g final difference with 16 L preps between shaking at 180 rpm throughout growth 

and shaking at 230+ rpm throughout growth) (Note: one 50 mL flask per 1 L flask) 
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• Day 5/6: When cultures are between OD 5.0-9.0, 20 g/L galactose powder can be added 

straight to the media. Let induce for 5 hours at 30 degrees Celsius in shaker. 

A5.3.3 Harvesting 

1. To harvest cells after 5 hour induction spin at 4000 rpm for 20 minutes. Resuspend 

pellet in ddH2O to clear pellet of leftover media and repeat the spin. 

2. Weigh a thick plastic bag you will use to store the pellet and make note of the weight. To 

store cell pellet, scoop cells out of the centrifuge bottles using a spatula and into a 

plastic bag (thickest bag so it doesn’t tear easily in -80 C. I usually use the same single 

plastic bag for multiple preps, only washing with different tubulin mutants). Weigh the 

plastic bag with the cell pellet and minus the weight of the bag to get the final cell pellet 

volume and write the weight on the bag and your notebook in our nicest markers (they 

keep well in the -80 C). Pelleted cells can be stored indefinitely according to Luke Rice’s 

lab, but I have always used them within a week. 

A5.3.4 Purification buffers4 

• Lysis Buffer 

· 50 mM HEPES pH 7.4                               

· 500 mM NaCl                                          

· 10 mm MgSO4                                     

· 30 mM Imidazole     

• Nickel Wash Buffer 

· 25 mM K-PIPES pH 6.9                         

· 1 mm MgSO4                                   

· 30 mM Imidazole 

3very viscous, be sure it doesn’t get left behind in the graduated cylinder; measure the amount into the graduated 
cylinder and pour into your mixing beaker containing minimal ddH2O. Then you can rinse the graduated cylinder 
with ddH2O to get excess stuck on sides and pour it into the mixing beaker without going over your final volume. 
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· 200 mM NaCl (NO SALT FOR WILD-TYPE TUBS!) 

• Nickel Elution Buffer 

· 25 mM K-PIPES pH 6.9                         

· 1 mm MgSO4                                     

· 300 mM Imidazole                           

· 200 mM NaCl (NO SALT FOR WILD-TYPE TUBS!) 

• Mono Q Buffer A 

· 25 mM K-PIPES pH 6.9                         

· 2 mm MgSO4                                  

· 1 mM EGTA     

• Mono Q Buffer B 

· 25 mM K-PIPES pH 6.9                         

· 2 mm MgSO4                                      

· 1 mM EGTA                                        

· 1 M NaCl 

• Tubulin Storage Buffer 

· 10mM K-PIPES 6.9 

· 1mM EGTA 

· 1mM MgSO4 

• Tubulin Polymerization Buffer 

· 500 mM K-PIPES 6.9 

· 25% Glycerol 

· 5 mM MgSO4 

4Filter all buffers through 0.22uM filter and store in 4 degrees Celsius refrigerator. Pre-make all solutions to 
ensure buffers are cold before use. 
Add GTP to final concentration of 50.0 uM to all buffers just before use.  
Add protease inhibitor tablets (Roche) to lysis buffer so they will dissolve before you add the buffer to the yeast 
pellet. 
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· 5 mM EGTA 

A5.3.5 Lysis of cell pellet 

1) Keep everything cold – prechill all buffers, beakers and tubes on ice to inhibit MT 

polymerization and aggregation. 

2) Thaw GTP stock and add to final 50µM in all buffers. 

3) Get yeast pellet from -80oC, thaw on bench: break into chunks, transfer to cold 250ml 

beakers. Do this before adding lysis buffer to avoid freezing the buffer. 

4) For every 75 g cell pellet, add ~70 mL lysis buffer (+ GTP) to beaker for a final 

resuspension volume of ~150 mL. Thaw on ice and bench (if buffer starts to freeze) with 

occasional stirring.  

5) During thaw, prepare microfluidizer for lysis at 23 kpsi (see manufacturer instructions). It 

is critical to keep the microfluidizer cold during operation; fill to the brim with ice and put 

ice in a plastic bag to cover the spout for the whole lysis process. 

6) Pass 5-6 times through microfluidizer, you can check degree of lysis on microscope. 

During the first pass, be sure to be ready to start collecting immediately after hitting 

“start” to minimize lysate loss (it goes quickly! It’s ok to get mostly clear liquid for the first 

few “pumps” out of the spout).  

7) After each pass, you must wait at least 5 minutes before the next pass. Be sure to keep 

the beaker of lysate on ice always. Before each pass, touch your finger to the spout, 

coils, beaker, and cell lysate to ensure everything remains cold. If not, wait longer; it took 

5 days to grow this yeast pellet, what’s 10 more minutes! This step is the hardest step to 

keep the lysates cold; I usually expect to spend an hour on this step. Luke’s lab was also 

very adamant about keeping lysates very cold here! 

8) To collect final lysate left in coils, run ~50 mL lysis buffer through the system, collecting 

all. You should end up with ~200-250 mL resuspension volume after lysis. 

9) Take SDS-PAGE sample of lysed cells (20µL), divide the lysate into centrifuge tubes. 
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10) Clarify cell lysate at 16000 rpm, 30min, 4oC. Note: the faster the better. 

11) Decant supernatant into cold beaker, take PAGE sample of clarified lysate (20 µL). 

Clarified lysate is ready for nickel-column loading. 

A5.3.6 Nickel-affinity purification of yeast αβ-tubulin 

1) Use the AKTA FPLC for both Nickel affinity and Mono Q purifications. To navigate 

software and set up sample pump, follow manufacturers’ instructions or ask somebody 

in the lab that has already used it. 

2) Equilibrate 5 mL Ni-column by running 10 column volumes (CVs) of cold lysis buffer 

with 50 µM GTP. No need to use protease inhibitors in the lysis buffer in this step. For 

each 75 g, use one 5 mL Nickel column. Load and wash multiple columns in parallel but 

when eluting, connect two columns in series to reduce volume of elution pool.  

3) Load the clarified lysate onto the Ni-column using the sample pump at 4 mL/min (or 

adjusted to be below the pressure limit of the column). 

4) Wash the Ni-column with 10 CVs of lysis buffer with 50 µM GTP. 

5) Wash the Ni-column with 10 CVs of nickel wash buffer with 50 µM GTP. 

6) Elute αβ-tubulin from the Ni-column with 6 CV of elution buffer with 50 µM GTP. Collect 

elution in 1.5ml fractions. Use the spectra to determine how many fractions to pool (Fig 

A5.1a). Alternatively, you may want to perform a Bradford to determine which fractions 

have protein if this is your first time trying this prep (see below). 

7) Proceed to the anion-exchange. If you don’t have enough time, add cold glycerol to a 

final concentration of ~20% and flash-freeze the Ni-pool in liquid nitrogen and store at -

80oC. 

8) Take SDS-PAGE samples of flow-through, wash, and Ni-pool. Run only 0.5-1µL of 

lysed cells, clarified lysate, and flow-through to clearly see protein bands (Fig A5.1a and 

c). 
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A5.3.7 Determining which fractions have protein by Bradford assay 

1) Add 995µl Bradford dye to as many cuvettes as you have fractions. Blank the 

spectrophotometer at 595 nm with Bradford dye. 

2) Add 5 µl of each fraction to each cuvette. Make sure that the solution in any given 

cuvette is well mixed before measuring Abs. Measure and record the A595 for each 

fraction. 

3) Collect fractions giving an A595 ≥ 0.2. 

A5.3.8 Purification of yeast αβ-tubulin by anion-exchange chromatography 

1) Thaw Ni-pool on wet ice if purifying from frozen Ni-pool stored at -80oC. Add nuclease 

treatment (Pierce Universal Nuclease product #88702, see manufacturer, ~10uL per 

20mL pooled lysate) to lysate and incubate at room temperature for 15 minutes. Return 

to ice.  

2) Dilute Ni-pool as little as possible so that Imidazole concentration is below 200mM using 

Mono Q A buffer (including the glycerol as a diluent if you froze your Ni-pool). Don’t 

forget to add 50 µM GTP to buffers! 

3) Equilibrate Mono Q column with 5 CVs of 90% buffer A, 10% buffer B. 

4) Load the Ni-pool onto the Mono Q. 

5) Elute with a 40-60CV gradient of 10 to 70% buffer B. Wild-Type yeast αβ-tubulin usually 

elutes around 38 to 40% Mono Q buffer B. If tubulin is still coming through flow-through, 

dilute Ni-pool Imidazole to below 100mM. Collect fractions (Fig A5.1b). 

6) Pick fractions to pool according to chromatogram and/or SDS-PAGE (Fig A5.1b,d and 

e). Measure αβ-tubulin concentration in pool by measuring UV absorbance spectra. 

7) Concentrate and dialyze (see sections below) into tubulin storage buffer (+ GTP; Fig 

A5.1.f). Flash freeze 50 uL sized aliquots in liquid nitrogen and store at -80oC. One 

aliquot will be used at a time to polymerize yeast microtubules for TIRF assays. 
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A5.3.9 Concentrating αβ-tubulin 

1) Concentrate using a centrifugal filter (30 kDa MWCO filter). First spin ddH20, then Mono 

Q buffer through the filter to remove any glycerol that might interfere with concentration 

by promoting MT polymerization and/or aggregation. 

2) Spin at 1000 x g, 4oC for 5 minutes at a time to concentrate αβ-tubulin. Resuspend 

vigorously in between spins to minimize loss of protein to aggregation. Avoid making 

bubbles. Collect flow-through in a separate container. Measure UV-Vis spectrum to 

monitor concentration (A280 Protein) and check for aggregation (A260/A280 ratio). The 

goal concentration for storage is ~2-3 uM (Fig A5.1f). 

A5.3.10 Dialyzing large volume of αβ-tubulin 

1) We use Thermo Slide-A-Lyzer dialysis cassettes for concentrated αβ-tubulin volumes > 

500 uL. Use the cassette made for your volume (see manufacturer). 

2) Submerge cassette in cold tubulin storage buffer (+ GTP) for 10 minutes in the cold 

room. 

3) Add concentrated αβ-tubulin using a syringe and needle (see manufacturer). 

4) Let dialyze in 500 mL tubulin storage buffer in cold room for 1 hour. Be sure there is 

constant movement by placing beaker on a stir plate and using a stir bar. 

5) Discard buffer and swap for fresh 500 mL tubulin storage buffer (+ GTP). Let dialyze 

overnight in cold room with constant stirring.  

6) The next morning remove the αβ-tubulin from cassette the same way you added it (take 

care to create no bubbles) and measure the concertation again (using the dialyses buffer 

to blank the UV-vis; see Figure A5.1f for before and after concentration). 

A5.3.11 Dialyzing small volumes of αβ-tubulin 

1) We use the 7K MWCO 0.5mL bed volume Thermo Zeba spin desalting columns to buffer 

exchange a small volumes (< 500 uL) concentrated αβ-tubulin. (see manufacturer) 
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2) Loosen (not remove!) cap on spin column and remove bottom closure and place in 1.5 

mL eppindorf. Spin column at 1500 x g for 1 minute to remove column storage solution 

and form size exclusion bed. Mark the side of the column where the compacted resin is 

slanted upward. This is to remember which direction you placed the column in the 

centrifuge to maintain the bed shape in future spins for maximal protein recovery and 

desalting. Always have that mark facing up when spinning! 

3) Blot bottom to remove excess storage solution. 

4) Add 300 uL tubulin storage buffer (+ GTP) to resin bed. Centrifuge 1500 x g 1 minute. 

5) Repeat step 4 2-3 times. 

6) Place column in new eppindorf and remove the cap. Apply 30-130 uL of concentrated 

αβ-tubulin to the center of the compacted resin bed (you will have to use more than one 

if you have more sample). If sample is less than 70 µL, add 15 uL appropriate buffer to 

act as a stacker after the sample has absorbed into the bed. 

7) Centrifuge 1500 x g for 2 minutes. Sample is now buffer exchanged into tubulin storage 

buffer. 

A5.3.12 Polymerization of yeast microtubules for TIRF assays 

1) Thaw one aliquot of αβ-tubulin in tubulin storage buffer (50 uL). 

2) To the aliquot: add 15 uL tubulin polymerization buffer, EpoB (final concentration 50 µM), 

and GTP (final concentration 2 mM). 

3) Place in foam boat in a beaker filled with water and place in 30  oC incubator. 

4) Let polymerize overnight or check for polymerization after 30 minutes (better at 1-2 

hours or best overnight). 

5) To stick microtubules to salinized coverslip, use anti-his antibody (~ 200 µg/mL; can 

probably do less, never refined this concentration). Block the coverslip with 1% Pluronic 

per usual. Ensure all buffers that contact the microtubules contain 50 uM EpoB. We 
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noted that these microtubules do not stick to rigor kinesin (K560), or to YL1/2 anti-alpha 

tubulin antibody. 

A5.3.13 Protein purification of She1 from yeast 

We purified She1 from protease deficient (from Reck-Peterson) yeast using ARSH/CEN-

GAL1p:8xHis-ZZ-2xTEV-She1-HALO. Yeast cells transformed with ARSH/CEN-GAL1p:8xHis-

ZZ-2xTEV-She1-HALO and were grown at 30°C in 3 mL YPG/R + 100 µg/ml G418 for 16 hours, 

then upscaled to 200 mL YPG/R + 100 µg/ml G418 for 16 hours, and 1 L YPG/R + 100 µg/ml 

G418 for 16 hours (x16 for 16 L). Then 20 g glucose was added to each liter and left to shake 

for 5 hours to arrest in metaphase before harvesting. After growth cells were harvested, washed 

with cold water, and resuspended in small volume of water. The resuspended pellet was drop 

frozen into liquid nitrogen and the lysed in a coffee grinder (Hamilton Beach). After lysis, cells 

were resuspended in 0.5 volume of cold 2X lysis buffer [1X buffer: 30 mM HEPES pH 7.2, 50 

mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 

and protease inhibitor tablets (Pierce)]. The lysate was clarified at 22,000 x g for 20 minutes, 

adjusted to 0.01% triton X-100, then incubated with IgG sepharose six fast flow resin (GE) for 1 

hour at 4°C. The resin was then washed three times in wash buffer (30 mM HEPES pH 7.2, 50 

mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 0.2 mM EGTA, 300 mM KCl, 0.01% Triton 

X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, protease inhibitor tablets) and twice in TEV digest buffer (10 

mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM KCl, 0.01% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT), then incubated in 

TEV buffer supplemented with TEV protease for 1 hour at 16°C. The resulting eluate was 

collected using a centrifugal filter unit (0.1 µm, Millipore), concentrated, aliquoted, drop frozen in 

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. 

A5.3.13 Single and ensemble molecule motility assays 

The single-molecule motility assay was performed as previously described (Markus et 

al., 2012) with minor modifications. Briefly, flow chambers constructed using slides and plasma 

cleaned and salinized coverslips attached with double-sided adhesive tape were coated with 
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anti-His antibody (200 µg/ml) then blocked with a mixture of 1% Pluronic F-127 (Fisher 

Scientific). EpoB-stabilized microtubules assembled from unlabeled yeast tubulin (see 

purification above for assembly conditions) were introduced into the chamber. Following a 5-10 

minute incubation, the chamber was washed with dynein lysis buffer supplemented with 50 µM 

EpoB and 2 mM GTP, at which point She1-HALO-TMR was added to the chamber. After a 5-

minute incubation 3XHA-DYN1-GS-HALO-647 diluted (~1:1000) in motility buffer (30 mM 

HEPES, pH 7.2, 50 mM potassium acetate, 2 mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM EGTA, 10% 

glycerol) supplemented with 1 mM DTT, 50 µM EpoB, 2 mM GTP, 1 mM Mg-ATP, 0.05% 

Pluronic F-127, and an oxygen-scavenging system (1.5% glucose, 1 U/µl glucose oxidase, 125 

U/µl catalase) was added. TIRFM images were collected using a 1.49 NA 100X TIRF objective 

on a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope equipped with a Ti-S-E motorized stage, piezo Z-control 

(Physik Instrumente), and an iXon X3 DU897 cooled EM-CCD camera (Andor). 561 nm, and 

640 nm lasers (Coherent) were used along with a multi-pass quad filter cube set (C-TIRF for 

405/488/561/638 nm; Chroma) and emission filters mounted in a filter wheel (525/50 nm, 

600/50 nm and 700/75 nm; Chroma) to image She1-HALO-TMR and DYN1-HALO-647, 

respectively. We acquired images at 2 second intervals for 10 min. Velocity and run length 

values were determined from kymographs generated using the MultipleKymograph plugin for 

ImageJ (http://www.embl.de/eamnet/html/body_kymograph.html). 

 

A5.4 FIGURES 
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Figure A5.1 Purification of yeast Tub1xTub2. (a, b) Chromatogram for nickel affinity column 
and MonoQ column purification of wild-type yeast tubulin. (c) SDS-Page gel for nickel affinity 
fractions as indicated. (d-f) SDS-Page gel for MonoQ peak fractions as indicated, (e) shows 
tubulin fractions that were pooled for (f) dialysis and concentration (see Methods). 
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Figure A5.2 Assessment of recombinant yeast tubulin. (a) TIRF microtubule binding assay 
of She1-TMR purified from yeast on polymerized yeast microtubules stabilized with EpoB (see 
Methods). Heat maps representative on each She1-TMR concentration (left) and 24nM 
representative IRM and TMR channel (right). (b) Single molecule assay (cartoon, top) with full-
length dynein motor tagged with 647 and She1-TMR purified from yeast. Representative 
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kymographs (where Y = time and X = distance) of Dyn1-HALO-647 have been combined 
without She1-TMR (top) and with She1-TMR (bottom). Quantitation on the right plots velocity in 
nm/sec for control and two concentrations of She1-TMR. P-values calculated from Welch’s t-test 
using Graphad Prism software. 


